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scholar had written all study Ny¹ya with enthusiasm and also
write alse books on this system but only few can understand the
secrets of this system.
Here the question arises : What is the difference between
the Pr¹cina and Navya Ny¹ya ? Regarding this there are so many
different views of the scholars. Some say that this is the type of
discourse by using in abundance the words avacchedaka,
avacchinna (¥±ÓÀïÎÜU, ¥±çÓÀ‹Ý) etc. what matters most in Navya
Ny¹ya. But this is not correct. In the definition of God in
Samadhip¹da (¨}ææç{ÐæÎ) of PatañjalisØtras (Ð„¢…çH ¨ê~æ) as sa
pØrve¬¹mapi guruå k¹len¹vacched¹t.(¨ Ðê±ïü¯æ}æçÐ xæéL: ÜUæHïÝæ±ÓÀïÎæ„ì)
Here also the word avaccheda is used. But this text is not even
related to Navya Ny¹ya.
Then some other scholars say that Maharshi Gautama
etc. to refute nair¹tmyav¹da, vijñ¹nav¹da (ÝñÚæy}²±æÎ, ç±¿ææÝ±æÎ) of
C¹rv¹ka (™æ±æüÜU), tenets of Bauddha etc. established existence self
by inference. The aspects of inference for other’s sake which are
accepted in Ny¹ya were described in Sutra, Bha¶ya, V¹rtika and
T¹tparya-ik¹ (¨ê~æ, |ææc², ±æ<„ÜU, „æyÐ²üÅèÜUæ) etc. and this should be
considered to be Pr¹cina Ny¹ya. And the treatises like
Tattvacint¹maªi, its commentaries and sub-commentaries
which discuss only the components of pram¹ªs for the valid
knowledge of categories should be considered to be Navya
Ny¹ya. But such an approach also is not proper. If only due to the
discussion of pram¹ªs some texts would be considered to be
belonging to Navya Ny¹ya then the treaties of Jain Ny¹ya and
Bauddha Ny¹ya where pram¹ªs are discussed also would be
considered to be belonging to Navya Ny¹ya.
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Other scholars opinion that the refutation of the
doctrines of Carv¹ka and Bauddha which are found in the
ancient treatises prior to Tattvacint¹maªi should be considered
as belonging to Pr¹cina Ny¹ya and the works after
Tattvacint¹maªi and its commentaries where the refutation of
the views of other orthodox systems like Mim¹÷sa, Ny¹ya
(}æè}ææ¢¨æ, ‹²æ²) etc. is undertaken such works are to be considered
as belonging to Navya Ny¹ya. But this view also is not quite
correct as in the more ancient works also there is the criticism of
the tenets of the orthodox systems of the Indian Philosophy.
The term ‘‘Navya Ny¹ya’’ is a technical term. Ga¡ge¶a
who was an exceptionally great logician after the study of
Ny¹yabh¹¶ya and its commentaries and sub-commentaries and
also after the study of works by Dign¹ga (çÎxÝæxæ) etc., wrote
‘‘Tattvacint¹maªi’’ in the form of the essence of all these
treatiese. From this work Ny¹ya¶astra was named as Navya
Ny¹ya. The treatises prior to ‘‘Tattvacint¹maªi’’ are known as
Pr¹cinany¹ya.
Some scholars do divide the Ny¹ya philosophy into three
trends: Pr¹cina, Navya and Navya-Navya. The period from
Gautama sutras to Udayana is considered to be Pr¹cina Ny¹ya.
From Udayana to D»dhitik¹ra the trend is considered to be Navya
Ny¹ya. From D»dhitik¹ra onwards it is Navya-Navya Ny¹ya. But
in fact there is no ground for a such division in ancient new and
modern Ny¹ya. Because almost in all these works we find a
novelty of some issues. If the division is made in such a way then
even more multiple divisions are possible and it may lead to the
regresses and infinitude. Therefore it is better if we stick to the
division accepted earlier.
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Navya Ny¹ya.
(1) Ga¡ge¶op¹dhy¹ya.
Ga¡ge¶op¹dhy¹ya is considered to be the founder of the
Navya Ny¹ya school. By writing Tattvacint¹maªi he had created
the revolution not only in the field of the Ny¹ya philosophy but
in all the branches of the Indian learning. This treatise changed
the nature of thought and the method of the discussion of the
philosophical doctrines. After the composition of
Tattvacint¹maªi mostly all the branches of the Indian
philosophy, Rhetoric, Grammar, Literary criticism and even
¸yurveda had accepted the new terminology and the method of
argumentation of Navya Ny¹ya inspect of the technical terms
like pratiyogit¹, avacchedakat¹ etc. contained in it. All the writers
of the later period made the language of Navya Ny¹ya the
medium of expression of their idea. Since the 13th century in
India the language of Navya Ny¹ya had been utilized in all the
branches learning.
The contribution of Ga¡ge¶a to the Indian systems of
learning is unparallel in the whole history of indology. There was
not even a single writer in the medieval age who was not inspired
very much by the magnumopus of Ga¡ge¶a named
Tattvacint¹maªi.
Tattvacint¹maªi of Ga¡ge¶a is divided into four chapters
in which the four pram¹ªas : perception, inference, analogy and
the verbal testimony had been discussed. Ga¡ge¶a had made a
promise in the beginning of his work by writing the words
pram¹ªatattvamatra vivicyate (Ðí}ææ‡æ„œ±}æ~æ ç±ç±Ó²„ï ) (here the
essence of the means of attaining of the valid knowledge will be
discussed). Only because of this reason the Navya Ny¹ya
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philosophy of often called pram¹ªa¶astra. When reading
Tattvacint¹maªi we can see that Ga¡ge¶a was influenced very
much by Pr¹cina Ny¹ya and inspired by the Prabh¹kara (Ðí|ææÜUÚ)
school of Mim¹÷sa. The main conflict for Ga¡ge¶a was not with
the Buddhists as it was in the case of Udayan¹c¹rya. The main
opponents of Ga¡ge¶a were the Prabh¹kara Mim¹÷sak¹s.
During the time of Ga¡ge¶a there was a very great influence of
the Prabh¹kara Mim¹÷sa in Mithil¹. Therefore the most of the
arguments of Ga¡ge¶a were developed on the opposition to the
Prabh¹kara Mim¹÷sa Philosophy. This is first of all obvious from
the commentary on Tattvaci‚t¹maªi by Rucidatta (Lç™Îœæ) .
Ga¡ge¶a was also very much impressed by Ny¹yamañjari
(‹²æ²}æ¢…Úè) by Jayanta Bhatta (…²‹„ |æ^). This Kashmir (ÜUæà}æèÚ)
scholar was referred to for the first time in the Eastern India
exactly by Ga¡ge¶a. Ga¡ge¶a was also a distinguished poet as it
was mentioned by his son Vardham¹na Up¹dhy¹ya. Ga¡ge¶a
himself also had mentioned that he was a poet.
Regarding the family of Ga¡ge¶op¹dhy¹ya the scholars
had traced the reference to his family in the gotrapanthi (xææï~æÐ¢ƒè)
of Mithil¹. His village was named Chidden (çÀgÝ) and situated in
the state of Mithil¹. Unfortunately the more detailed information
about it is still inaccessible. Ga¡ge¶a belonged to K¹¶yapa gotra
(ÜUæà²Ðxææï~æ). He was having three sons : Vardham¹na, Supan and
Hari (±{ü}ææÝ, ¨éÐÝ, ãçÚ) . In the register of gotra he had been
described as pram¹ªaguru. Ny¹yakoshak¹ra Pt. Bhim¹c¹rya
Zhalakikar (‹²æ²ÜUæïàæÜUæÚ Ð¢. |æè}ææ™æ²ü ÛæfÜUèÜUÚ) has mentioned Ga¡ge¶a
to be a resident of Bengal state, but perhaps it is just an obvious
mistake. The time of Ga¡ge¶a is stated to be the 11th century of
Sa÷vat (¨¢±„ì). Some scholars say that Ga¡ge¶op¹dhy¹ya was
prior to 1030 A.D. They base this conclusion on the fact that the
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king Lak¬maªasena (Hÿ}æ‡æ¨ïÝ) was ruling Bengal in 1030 A.D.
and there was a Pundit Hal¹yudh Bhatt (ãHæ²é{ |æ^) in his court.
Ga¡ge¶op¹dhy¹ya is considered to be prior to Hal¹yudh Bhatt.
Prof. Dine¶a Chandra Bhatt¹carya (çÎÝïàæ™¢Îí |æ^æ™æ²ü) had criticized
the view of Dr. Keat, Dr. Vidy¹bhu¬aªa, Dr. Hari Pras¹d ¶astr» etc.
(Çæò. ç±læ|æê¯‡æ, Çæò. ãçÚÐí¨æÎ àææ›è) and had proved that the time of
Ga¡ge¶a was the 13th century A.D. according to historical
evidence found in Mithil¹. Dr. Vidy¹bhu¬aªa had established that
Ga¡ge¶a was the native of the village Kh¹rian (¶æçÚ²æÝ) situated
in the state of Mithil¹. He had pointed out that some scholars
point that Ga¡ge¶a was a native of M¹¡groni (}ææ¢xæÚæïÝè) village
situated near Madhubani (}æ{é±Ýè) in the state of Mithil¹. It is
known that the earlier name of Ma¡groni was Ma¡galv¹ni
(}æ¢xæH±æÝè).
(2) Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra
After Ga¡ge¶a, Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra was the only scholar
who established his own independent traditon in the field of
Navya Ny¹ya by writing the commentary on Tattvacint¹maªi
name ¸loka (¥æHæïÜU). ¸loka was the main treatise for study of
Navya Ny¹ya all over India for so many years. ¸loka was written
on the three chapters of Tattvacint¹maªi except Upam¹na
(©Ð}ææÝ) . The commentary ¸loka was the only work of
Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra known to scholars for very long time. Later
after search and investigation two more works by Pak¬adhara
Mi¶ra were found : Dravyaviveka and Ny¹yal»l¹vat»viveka
(ÎíÃ²ç±±ïÜU, ‹²æ²HèHæ±„èç±±ïÜU). The manuscripts of them were found
in the India Office Library together with a commentary of
Vardham¹n Updhy¹ya on Dravyaviveka. This is referred to in
Ny¹yal»l¹vat»viveka. Ny¹yal»l¹vat»viveka is a more voluminous
work but there is no any reference to Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra in it.
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Only in the colophon of an available manuscript there had been
written. So Ny¹yal»l¹vat»viveka written by Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra is
completed.
The other two works of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra had been
traced in Varaªas» (±æÚæ‡æ¨è). One of them is a commentary in the
form of notes on Tattvacint¹maªi and the other is the
commentary on Ny¹yasiddh¹ntad»pa by ¶a¶adhara (‹²æ²ç¨hæ¢„ÎèÐ
àæàæ{Ú) . The Nephew of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra named V¹sudeva
(±æ¨éÎï±) who was also his student had referred to another work
named Pram¹ªapallava (Ðí}ææ‡æÐÌ±).
The earlier name of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra was Jayadeva
Mi¶ra (…²Îï± ç}æŸæ). There is aligned that once he was called for a
debate and there he presented one of his doctrines for complete
forthnight (pak¬a). After this he was named as Pak¬adhara. Most
of the scholars are of the opinion that Jayadeva who is the author
of Candr¹loka (™¢ÎíæHæïÜU) was the same person as Pak¬adhara
Mi¶ra. There is a famous legend that Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi
(ÚÍæéÝæƒ çàæÚæï}æç‡æ) after having completed his study on Navya Ny¹ya
from V¹sudeva S¹rvabhauma (±æ¨éÎï± ¨æ±ü|ææñ}æ) in Bengal was still
not fully satisfied with his achievement. Having heard about the
renowned scholarship of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra, ˜iromani came to
Mithil¹ for further study from Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra. During that
time the gurukul (xæéLÜéUH) of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra was very famous.
And there were so many scholars there. There was also the
restriction for newcomers to see Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra directly.
Usually there were five pandits at the external gate and three
pandits used to sit at the internal door. New students first met
the scholars at the external gate. Only after the logical debate
with them the newcomeras could proceed towards the internal
door. Only after defeating the pandits at the internal gate a
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newcomer could meet Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra. Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi
defeated all the scholars and was introduced to Pak¬adhara
Mi¶ra from whom he later got vast and deep knowledge of Navya
Ny¹ya.
There is a dispute among the scholars regarding the
excellent scholarship of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra in the subject of
Navya Ny¹ya. In Pak¬at¹prakaraªa of Anum¹nakhaª©a (Ðÿæ„æ
ÐíÜUÚ‡æ ¥Ýé}ææÝ¶¢Ç) of ¸loka the declines of sa÷¶ayapak¬at¹ and
sa÷¶aya-yogyat¹-pak¬at¹ (¨¢àæ²Ðÿæ„æ, ¨¢àæ²²æïx²„æÐÿæ„æ) had been
established. They indicate independent brilliant scholarship of
the author. Influence of the thought of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra on the
development of doctrine of s¹m¹nyalak¬aª¹ (¨æ}ææ‹²Hÿæ‡ææ) and
pr¹gabh¹va (Ðíæxæ|ææ±) is found even in the later works on Navya
Ny¹ya.
The time of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra is believed to be the 13th
century A.D. It is said that the statue of Pak¶ahdara Mi¶ra was
erected in front of Navadvipa university in Bengal. This statue
was retched by Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi, his student and devotee.
(3) Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi
T¹rkika¶iromaªi, the jewel of logicians Raghun¹tha was
a native of Bengal. He had lost his father already in his childhood.
His mother sent him to the school of V¹sudeva S¹rvabhauma.
V¹sudeva started to teach Raghun¹tha from the very beginning.
Later this child became the greatest logician of India of all the
times. During the study years of Raghun¹tha, Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra
was a very renowned scholar of Navya Ny¹ya in Mithil¹. No
opponent could come even close to him in debate. There is as
saying in praise of Pak¬adhara stating that there was a similarity
between ˜aªkara (àæ¢ÜUÚ) and V¹caspati (±æ™SÐç„) but there was no
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opponent in debate for Pak¬adhara. Hearing about the
renowned scholarship of Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra, Raghun¹tha
˜iromaªi came to Mithil¹ to study under him. When after the
debate with the pandits at the gate Raghun¹tha reached
Pak¬adhara the aged scholar seeing Raghun¹tha being blind
with one eye slightly ridiculed the new student by saying. ‘‘Indra
(§‹Îí) has thousand eyes, the lord Shiva has three, we all have two
eyes, who are you having only one eye ?’’ ˜iromaªi on the spot
gave a very befitting and answer, ‘‘It is correct that Indra has
thousand eyes and the lord Shiva is having three eyes. As well
that it is true that all of you are blind (having no eyes) when I see
with the one eye of Ny¹ya.’’ Receiving such a reply Pak¬adhara
Mi¶ra was very much pleased and accepted ˜iromaªi as his
disciple.
By his excellence in the field of Ny¹ya, Raghun¹tha had
superseded his teacher Pak¬adhara. He had directly refuted
several theories of his teacher in his famous commentary of
Tattvacint¹maªi named D»dhiti. The commentary of Pak¬adhara
Mi¶ra on Tattvacint¹maªi is also a very outstanding work. But
Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi in his treatise had proved that the
doctrines which had been thought to be faultless unanimously by
the galaxy of the scholars before him were defective and those
which were proved by them to be wrong were declared faultless
by Raghun¹tha when he argued in the debate. The same we can
find in all of the works by Raghun¹tha. For example, he differs
with Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra on the issue of s¹m¹nyalak¬aªa. At the
time of debate Pak¬adhara Mi¶ra had said to Raghun¹tha
˜iromaªi :- ‘‘single eyed by birth, why are you refuting
s¹m¹nyalak¬aªa which is obvious in the case of doubt ?’’ This
was answered by D»dhitik¹ra in the chapter on s¹m¹nyalak¬aªa
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under the introductory heading atr»y¹ vadanti. (¥~æè²æ ±Îç‹„)
The commentary by Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi on
Tattvacint¹maªi named D»dhiti is a very outstanding work in the
field of Navya Ny¹ya. There are so many commentaries written
on Tattvacint¹maªi but the honor given to D»dhiti by the scholars
are not given to any other work. Later D»dhiti was commented
upon by many well-known subcommentators like J¹gadi¶a,
Gad¹dhara, Bhav¹nanda, Mathur¹n¹tha etc. (…xæÎèàæ, xæÎæ{Ú, |æ±æÝ¢Î,
}æƒéÚæÝæƒ) and their works are studied and discussed all over India
from Him¹laya to Kany¹kum¹ri even nowadays. Apart from this
work Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi had also written commentary on
other works like Khaª©anakhaª©akh¹dya, Ny¹yamañjar»,
¸tmatattvaviveka, Kiraª¹val» (¶¢ÇÝ¶¢Ç¶æl, ‹²æ²}æ¢…Úè, ¥æy}æ„œ±ç±±ïÜU,
çÜUÚ‡ææ±Hè) etc. Besides these he had written an independent work
named Pad¹rthatatva-nirupaªa (ÐÎæƒü„œ±- çÝLÐ‡æ) where he had
refused the view about separateness being a quality and space
and time being categories. In his works Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi
had criticized the theories established by his predecessors like
s¹m¹nyalak¬aª¹, keval¹nvayi, kevalavyatirek¹num¹na,
pr¹gabh¹va (¨æ}ææ‹²Hÿæ‡ææ, ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç², ÜïU±HÃ²ç„ÚïÜUæÝé}ææÝ, Ðíæxæ|ææ±) and the
theory that the knowledge of the counterpoisitive is the cause of
the knowledge of absence. Raghun¹tha had also established
arth¹patti (presumption) (¥ƒæüÐçœæ) to be a separate means of valid
knowledge etc. In this way he had given a revolutionary turn to
the development of the Navya Ny¹ya school of the Indian logic.
Therefore without any hesitation we can accept that
Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi was a true ˜iromaªi, a jewel on the crest
of Navya Ny¹ya.
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(4) Yajñapati Up¹dhy¹ya (²¿æÐç„ ©ÐæŠ²æ²)
Yajñapati Up¹dhy¹ya was a Maithil Br¹hmin resident of
Mithil¹. He was grandson of Ga¡ge¶a Up¹dhy¹ya and son of
Vardham¹n Up¹dhy¹ya. He was born in the begining of 14th
century. He had written an independent commentary on Tattvachint¹maªi. Except pervasion his opinion is being quoted in all
matters of Ny¹ya. Later critics have quoted him as
‘Up¹dhy¹y¹stu’ or ‘Yajñapatyup¹dhy¹y¹stu.’ (©ÐæŠ²æ²æS„é )

(²¿æÐy²éÐæŠ²æ²æS„é)
The commentary of Yajñapati Up¹dhy¹ya ‘Prabh¹’ (Ðí|ææ)
on ‘Tattvacint¹maªi’ is on there parts-Pratyak¬a, Anum¹na,
and ¶abda (Ðí y ²ÿæ ¥Ýé } ææÝ àæÏÎ) . He had left Upam¹na. The
manuscripts of Prabh¹ are very few. One copy is found at
Goverment library of Darbhang¹, in which its time is quoted
1428 ¶aksa÷vat means 1486 A.D.
Prof. Dinesh rejects about his heredity that he was son of
Vardhm¹n Up¹dhy¹ya and grandson of Ga¡ge¶a Up¹dhy¹ya.
He had also rejected the quotation of ˜abda Kalpadruma
(àæÏÎÜUËÐÎíé}æ), that he was pupil of Vardham¹n and Ga¡ge¶a. He
is of opinion, his father was ˜ivapati (çàæ±Ðç„) who had written
ane independent book on Ny¹ya on the base of same Yajñapati
had written his Prabh¹.
(5) Mathur¹n¹th Tarkv¹gi¶a (}æƒéÚæÝæƒ „ÜüU±æxæèàæ)
Mathur¹n¹th Tarkav¹gi¶a was a Bengali Br¹hmin. His
father ˜rir¹m Tark¹la¡k¹r (ŸæèÚæ}æ „ÜUæü H ¢ Ü UæÚ) was a famous
logician. The Primary learning of Mathur¹n¹th was from his
father only. Then he went be learn Ny¹ya at famous logician
Raghun¹th ˜iromaªi. He was resident of Manih¹ri (}æçÝãæÚè)
town of Bengal.
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His period is being considered at 16th century. He had
written
commentaries
on
Tattvacint¹maªi
and
Tattvacintamaªi D»dhiti, which are famous by the name
M¹thuri (}ææƒé Ú è). It’s name is ‘Rahasya’ (ÚãS²) . He has his
commentaries on ‘Kusum¹ñjali’ (Üé U ¨é } ææ¢ … çH) and ¸tmatattva
vivek (¥æy}æ„œ±ç±±ïÜU).
He has also written M¹thur» on Pak¬hadhar Mi¶ra’s
¸lok, but it is still unpublished. He has also an independent
volume on Ny¹ya as ‘Ny¹ya-Rahasya’ (‹²æ²-ÚãS²). He was not
only scholar but lucky also. His descendants are still at
Manih¹ri town.
(6) J¹gadi¶a Tark¹laªkara (…xæÎèàæ „ÜUæüH¢ÜUæÚ)
J¹gadi¶a Tark¹laªkara was pupil of Bhav¹nand
Tarkav¹gi¶a (|æ±æÝ¢Î „ÜüU±æxæèàæ) . He has written a criticism on
D»dhiti which is famous and now known as ‘J¹gd»¶»’ (…æxæÎèàæè).
On the Anum¹n chapter of D»dhiti, J¹gd»sh» and its pervasion is
so scholarly written he supersedes Gad¹dhara (xæÎæ{Ú) and
Mathur¹n¹tha. In addition to D»dhiti he written commentary
on Pak¬hadhara Mi¶ra’s ‘¸lok’ also. ‘˜abda-˜akti-Praka¶ik¹’
(àæÏÎàæçQUÐí Ü UæçàæÜUæ) ‘Tark¹mruta’ („ÜUæü } æë „ ) and ‘Ny¹y¹dar¶a’
(‹²æ²æÎàæü) are his independent volumes. ‘˜abda-˜akti-Prak¹¶ik¹’
is the best work in linguistics. Similarly he had tried to fill up
the ocean of Ny¹ya in a jar in ‘Tark¹mruta.’ His period is being
considered in 16th century.
(7) Vi¶van¹tha Pañc¹nana (ç±EÝæƒ Ð¢™æÝÝ)
Vishvan¹tha Pañc¹nana was Bengali Brahmin and was
resident of Bengal. ˜riniw¹sa Bhatt¹c¹rya (ŸæèçÝ±æ¨|æ^æ™æ²ü) was
his father. As a favour on his pupil R¹jiv (Úæ…è±) he had written
‘Ny¹ya-Siddhant-Mukt¹val»’ (‹²æ²ç¨hæ¢„}æéQUæ±Hè) in 1556 Shak.
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Eventhough he created ‘K¹rikaval»’ (ÜUæçÚÜUæ±Hè) was rather
difficult for his pupil as such again with kind heart he wrote
commentary ‘Mukt¹val»’ on ‘Karik¹vali’. Also one criticism is
found on Ny¹ya aphorisms known as Vi¶van¹tha Vritti (ç±EÝæƒ±ëçœæ). He was resident of Navadv»pa (Ý±mèÐ) but was stabled at
Vrind¹vana (±ë¢Îæ±Ý). He was trained in tradition of Raghun¹tha
˜iromaªi. The commentary on Ny¹ya-Siddh¹ªt-Mukt¹val»
known as ‘Dinkar»’ (çÎÝÜUÚè) and its criticism ‘R¹mrudr»’ (Úæ}æLÎíè)
are famous all over for its scholarship.
(8) Gad¹dhara Bhatt¹c¹rya (xæÎæ{Ú |æ^æ™æ²ü)
He was son of Jiv¹c¹rya (…è±æ™æ²ü ) and resident of
Bengal. He completed his study of whole Ny¹ya at Navadv»p
(Ý±mèÐ) with Harir¹ma Tarkav¹g»¶a (ãçÚÚæ}æ „ÜüU±æxæèàæ). His period
is considered at middle of 17th century. He had written so
many books, some of which are unavailable. Some of them are
- (1) The criticism of Ny¹ya Kusumañjal» (‹²æ²ÜéU¨é}ææ¢…Hè), (2)
‘D»dhiti’ on ‘¸lok’ of Tattvacint¹maªi, (3) G¹d¹dhari (xææÎæ{Úè)
¸tma-tattva-viveka, D»dhiti-Prak¹¶ik¹ (¥æy}æ„œ±ç±±ï Ü U,
Îèç{ç„ÐíÜUæçàæÜUæ). (4) Commentary on Mukt¹val» (}æéQUæ±Hè) (5) The
criticism of Durg¹-sapta-¶at» (Îé x ææü ¨ #àæ„è) (6) B¹hyanirªaya
(ÏææsçÝ‡æü²) and by V¹d-granth (±æÎxæí‹ƒ) as, out of which most are
not reliable. In this ˜aktiv¹da (àæçQU±æÎ) Vyutpttiv¹da (Ã²éyÐçœæ±æÎ)
are main. Some others Avacchedak-v¹da (¥±ÓÀï Î ÜU±æÎ)
Karaªat¹v¹da (ÜUÚ‡æ„æ±æÎ) Muktiv¹da (}æé ç QU±æÎ) ¸khyatvada
(¥æw²æ„±æÎ) Nañyarthv¹da (Ý†æƒü ± æÎ) Smritisa÷sk¹rv¹da
(S}æëç„¨¢SÜUæÚ±æÎ) Pary¹ptiv¹da (Ð²æüç#±æÎ) S¹dru¶yav¹da (¨æöà²±æÎ)
Vi¬ayat¹v¹da (ç±¯²„æ±æÎ) Navyamatav¹da (ÝÃ²}æ„±æÎ) K¹rakv¹d
(ÜUæÚÜU±æÎ) are famous. Other ‘V¹da’ are not available.
After Gad¹dhar the flow of Navya Ny¹ya was
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progressive. There were so many famous logicians who had
enriched the store of Navya Ny¹ya.
The nominated logicians after Gad¹dhar are as under.
(1) R¹mrudra Tarkv¹gi¶a (Úæ}æLÎí „ Üü U ±æxæèàæ) (1700 A.D.) The
writer of criticism D»dhiti, Vy¹ptiv¹da (Ã²æç#±æÎ) criticism
etc.
(2) Shri Kri¬ªa Ny¹y¹la¡k¹ra (ŸæèÜëUc‡æ‹²æ²æH¢ÜUæÚ) (1650 A.D.)
Bh¹vad»pik¹ (|ææ±ÎèçÐÜUæ)
(3) Kri¬ªak¹nt - Vidy¹v¹gi¶a (ÜëUc‡æÜUæ¢„ç±læ±æxæèàæ) (1780 A.D.)
Ny¹yaratn¹val» etc. (‹²æ²ÚyÝæ±Hè)
(4) Mah¹deva Puªatambekara (}æãæÎï ± Ðê ‡ æ„æ¢ Ï æï Ü UÚ) (1790 A.D.)
Ny¹yakaustubha (‹²æ²ÜUæñ S „é | æ) Vy¹pti-rahasya-criticism
(Ã²æç#ÚãS²ÅèÜUæ) etc.
Later on Ny¹ya and Vai¶e¬ika (±ñàæïç¯ÜU) are combinated.
On the base of which so many volumes are constructed, out of
which ‘Tark-saªgraha’ („Üü U ¨¢ x æí ã ) is main. It was written by
Anna÷bhatta (¥óæ¢|æ^) who was resident of south (1623 A.D.)
There are so many criticism on his Tark-saªgrah. It has been
translated in so many Indian language. It’s english translation
is also published. This is prescribed in curriculum of so many
universities all over. Similarly Ny¹ya-Sidhdh¹nt-Mukt¹val» of
Vi¶van¹th Panc¹nan is unparallal work in Ny¹ya-Vaishe¶ik.
There are so many criticism on it. It has also translated in so
many Indian languages and English.
• • •

Introduction:
Vy¹pti-Pañcaka÷
– Dr. Balir¹ma ˜ukla
In our tradition of teaching on Navya Ny¹ya system of
logic we start teaching of Navya Ny¹ya from Vy¹pti - pañcakrahasya (m¹thur») of Mathur¹n¹tha. There are different names
have been used for vy¹pti by different schools of Indian logic, Viz.
Avin¹bh¹va, S¹hacarya, Niyama, Anaup¹dhikasa÷bandha,
Samaya, etc. (¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±, ¨æã™²ü, çÝ²}æ, ¥ÝæñÐæç{ÜU¨¢Ïæ¢{¨}æ²).
In the Tattvacint¹maªi of Ga¡ge¶a it is stated as
Avyabhicaritatva, (state of not having deviation) Vy¹pti is most
important part of inference. Taking in to account its
importance in the process of inferential knowledge, ¸c¹rya
Anna÷bhatta has said ‘‘Anum¹nasya dve A¡ge vy¹ptiå
Pak¬adharmat¹ ca.’’ (¥Ýé}ææÝS² mï ¥Xï, Ã²æç#: Ðÿæ{}æü„æ ™ J) There are
two parts of inference, Vy¹pti and Pak¬adharmat¹, (existence
of the reason in the subject.)
Though the Tattvacint¹maªi has been commented by
several authors but M¹thur» commentary on this portion, is
taught first to get enter in this system. Because the M¹thur»
commentary on this portion is neither long nor short, therefore
it is appreciated to enter in the field on Navya Ny¹ya system.
Generally in north India naiy¹yik¹s start teaching on Navya
Ny¹ya by Vy¹pti-pañcaka-M¹thur» but in South India they start
this teaching by Gad¹dhari commentary on D»dhiti on
Tattvacint¹maªi. Though the nature of vy¹pti relation is
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expressed in the phrase ‘‘where ever the smoke there is fire’’, but
question arises how can we say ‘where ever the smoke there is
fire’ with confidence ? and What is the theory behind this
belief ? Someone may doubt ‘let there be smoke without fire’
how can we remove this doubt about deviation ? These are
some questions should be answered. To answer these questions
we will have to make universality of the relation. Without it we
can’t establish any theory, therefore Ga¡ge¶a has narrated
negative form of vy¹pti there would not be universality without
negation.
Avyabhic¹ritattva (absence of deviation) can’t be
defined without using negative term. Though naiy¹yik¹s have
accepted pure affirmative form of inference but in day to day
practice generally negative cum affirmative inference is used,
therefore for universality of vy¹pti relation, vy¹pti should be
defined in negative form, and so to say Ga¡ge¶a has stated
Avyabhic¹ritattva as vy¹pti which means ‘absence of deviation.’
When the absence of deviation is accepted as the nature of
vy¹pti there is no need of observation of existence of all hetus
(reasons) with all s¹dhyas (that which is to be established.) The
deviation (vyabhic¹ra) can be grasped in one instance of
reason also, and the knowledge of deviation causes the
knowledge of absense of deviations, this is because the
knowledge of counterpositive is the cause of knowledge of
absence. When someone looks fire in a hot-iron-ball, where is
the absence of smoke, he realizes deviation between smoke and
fire, thus he apprehends deviation in the form of S¹dhy¹bhavavadvrittitva (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îì±ëçœæy±) ‘occurrence of reason in that
which has the absence of s¹dhya.’ In this way there may be so
many forms of deviation viz.
1. S¹dhy¹bh¹vavadvrittitva

(¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îì ± ë ç œæy±) 2.
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S¹dhyas¹m¹ny¹dhikaraªatva (¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±) 3. S¹dhyavaiyadhikaraªy¹dhikraªatva. (¨æŠ²±ñ ² ç{ÜUÚ‡²æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±) 4.
S¹dhyavadany¹bh¹v¹dhikraªatva. (¨æŠ²±Î‹²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±) 5.
Hetvadhikaraªavritti abh¹vapratiyogikatva. (ãï y ±ç{ÜUÚ‡æ±ë œ ²|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUy±) etc. On the basis of absence of s¹dhya many
definitions of deviation can be made. When in the end of
definitions of deviation the term absence (abh¹va) is used that
definitions become definitions of vy¹pti.
The s¹dhy¹bh¹va-vadavrittitva (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±) is first
definition is personated by Ga¡ge¶a. For the condition of vy¹pti,
there is no need to see the coexistence of hetu and s¹dhya in all
places. Similarly there is no need to perceive all counterpositives of absence to grasp absence, after knowing one
instance of smoke one can cognize the absence of smoke in the
hot-iron-ball, and when one instance of absence of smoke is
found in the locus of reason viz. fire the deviation becomes
clear in between smoke and fire and when the perception of
smoke does not happen in the locus of the absence of fire the
deviation is not cognizer in between fire and smoke, therefore
‘vy¹pti’ in the form of absence of deviation is recognized. Thus
the non-apprehension of deviation brings out the vy¹pti, in the
form of non-deviation.
1. Sadhy¹bh¹va-vadavrittitvam. (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì) ‘the
mountain has fire because of smoke’-this inference is based on
the definition of vy¹pti as ‘‘Sadhy¹bh¹va-vadavrittitvam.’’ Here
s¹dhya is fire, the absence of fire is sadhy¹bh¹va, the locus of
it is water etc. there smoke does not exist. Therefore there is
absence of occurrence in the smoke, hence this definition is
applied in this inference. But if some one wants to infer smoke
on the basis of fire, this definition of vy¹pti can’t be applied,
because in the locus of absence of smoke viz. hot-iron-ball the
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fire is located, therefore there is no absence of occurrence in
the fire.
According to Mathur¹n¹th the meaning of nondeviation is ‘Sadhy¹bh¹v¹dhikaraªanirØpitavrittitv¹bh¹va’
(¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æçÝMçÐ„±ë ç œæy±æ|ææ±) the absence of occurrence
indicated by the locus of absences of that which is to be
established. Though this definition is based on ‘Vyadhikraªabahuvr»hi (Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèçã) compound which is not considered
correct to apply in every case, but there is no other way to
maintain the reason as non-occurrent (avritti ¥±ëçœæ) in the
locus of the absence of s¹dhya without tripada vyadhikraªa
bahuvr»hi (ç~æÐÎÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèçã) compound.
Raghun¹th ˜iromaªi has stated the reason of rejection
of this definition pointing out the fault of too narrow
application (avy¹pti ¥Ã²æç#) in the inference s¹dhya of which
has incomplete occurrence (avy¹pyavritti ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ), therefore
the second definition in the form of ‘s¹dhyavadbhinnas¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrttitvam’ (¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ë ç œæy±}æì ) is
introduced. In this inference ‘this tree has the conjunction of
monkey because of this-tree-ness’, the first definition can’t be
applied because the reason viz. ‘this-tree ness’ occurred in this
tree which has absence of conjunction of monkey in the root of
this tree which is the substratum of the absence of s¹dhya. A
monkey is conjoined with a branch of tree and not the root of
tree, hence there is occurrence (vrittitva ±ëçœæy±) indicated by the
substratum (adhikaraªa (¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ) of the absence of s¹dhya, so
there is a fault of too narrow application.
Mathuran¹th has tried to remove this fault by modifying
this definition. According to him ‘the absence of occurrence of
the reason indicated by the substratum which is the locus of
that substratum-ness which is not delimited (avacchinna-
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¥±çÓÀóæ) by any characteristic and which is indicated by early
mentioned s¹dhy¹bh¹vatva. (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±) The idea is here the
absence of conjunction of monkey always with a part of tree
viz. a branch and not root, there is absence of conjunction on
monkey therefore the substratum-ness of the absence of mokey
is determined by it’s root it is not ‘niravacchinna’ (çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ). The
absence of monkey in quality etc. is not delimited by any
attribute, therefore the locus-ness of the absence of conjunction
on monkey non-determined is in quality and not in the tree,
hence the quality would be locus of non-determined locus-ness
and there tree-ness does not exist, therefore definition of vy¹pti
is applied, but there would be fault of avy¹pti in the inference
‘this has the absence of monkey because of existence’ here then
on determined locus of absence of s¹dhya is not established.
The conjunction of monkey is delimited by branches etc.
Mathur¹n¹th answers that ¸c¹rya Ga¡ge¶a has himself refuted
this definition by the expression ‘Keval¹nvayinyabh¹v¹t’
(ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²‹²|ææ±æ„ì). Hence this fault should not be considered
here.
The effort of Mathur¹n¹th to remove the fault shown by
Raghun¹tha is to make another definition only, without change
in definition Mathur¹nath also can’t remove the fault of avy¹pti
(¥Ã²æç#). Ga¡ge¶a also has removed that fault by making second
definition ‘s¹dhyavadbhinna’ (¨æŠ²±çjóæ) etc. Therefore there is
similarity in their efforts.
Besides in the opinion of those who present the first
definition ‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrtitva’ (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ë ç œæy±) the
absence of conjunction on monkey is different in each locus
due to difference in substratum, because two opposite
attributes viz. complete occurrence and incomplete occurrence
can’t exist in one and same place, the absence of conjunction
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of monkey, which exists in a tree, and which exists in the
quality are different, in this case the undetermined(aniyantrita
¥çÝ²¢ ç ~æ„) locus-ness of the absence of conjunction is
unestablished. Therefore it is better to remove mentioned fault
of ‘avy¹pti’ by second definition ‘s¹dhyavadbhinna’ etc.
2. S¹dhyavadbhinnas¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrttitvam, (¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì). This definition is mentioned to remove
the fault of too narrow application ‘avy¹pti’ in the inference
‘this has the conjunction of monkey because of this tree.’ Here
this tree which has absence of s¹dhya is not different from the
locus of s¹dhya, quality etc. which has the absence of s¹dhya is
different from the locus of s¹dhya because conjunction which
is a quality dose not exist in quality, hence in the quality which
is the locus of absence of s¹dhya, this tree-ness (etadvÅik¬atva»„mëÿæy±) dose not exist, there is no fault of ‘avy¹pti.’
Raghun¹tha ˜iromani has refuted this definition.
According to him the absence of conjunction which exists in
quality and action is not different from the absence of
conjunction which exists in the tree, there is no proof to prove
difference in absence due to difference in it’s substrata.
According to Mathur¹n¹tha in the definition
S¹dhyavadbhinnas¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrttitvam (¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±) the word ‘s¹dhyavadbhinna’ is useless by the word
‘s¹dhyavadbhinnavrttitvam’ early mentioned fault is avoided,
this tree-ness (etadvÅk¶atva- »„më ÿ æy±) does not occurred in
quality etc. which is different from that which has s¹dhya.
3. S¹dhyavatpratiyogik¹nyony¹bh¹vas¹m¹nyadhikaraªyam (¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±¨æ}ææ‹²æç{ÜUÚ‡²}æì)
Mathur¹n¹th has explained this definition following
way ‘absence of occurrence indicated by the substratum of the
mutual absence which indicates counter-positive-ness exists in
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the locus of s¹dhya.’ For example in the inference ‘the hill has
fire because of smoke.’ S¹dhya is fire. The mutual absence of
s¹dhyav¹n (¨æŠ²±æÝì) is the mutual absence of the locus of fire
which exists in water etc. there is occurrence of fish etc. and
the absence of that occurrence exists in the smoke. In this way
the definition is applied. While in the invalid inference such as
‘the hill has smoke because it has fire this definition is not
applied. The mutual absence of the locus of smoke exists in the
hot-iron-ball where fire exists therefore there is no absence of
occurrence in the reason fire. Therefore it is invalid reason.
¸c¹rya Raghun¹tha has pointed out the rejection of this
definition by showing the fault of too narrow application in all
valid reasons because the reason exists in the example which is
different from subject (pak¬a Ðÿæ). Therefore there is no absence
of occurrence in the reason, hence the fourth definition was
introduced. If to avoid this fault by the expression ‘the mutual
absence of the locus of s¹dhya’ the mutual absence counterpositive-ness of which is determined by the locus-ness of
s¹dhya, means the mutual absence of all locus of s¹dhya, there
would be repeatition of fifth definition.
4. Sakala-s¹dhy¹bh¹vavanni¬th¹bh¹v¹-pratiyogitvam

(¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çóæDæ|ææ±æÐíç„²æïçxæy±}æì)
Absence of counter-positive-ness of the absence which
exists in all substrata of the absence of s¹dhya, is the meaning.
In the inference ‘the hill has fire because it has smoke’ in all
substrata of fire, the absence of smoke exists, therefore the
counter-positive-ness of that absence exists in smoke, hence the
definition is applied. But there is no absence of fire in all
substrata of smoke therefore in invalid inference ‘this has
smoke because it has fire’ the definition is not applied. In the
substratum of the absence of smoke viz. hot-iron-ball the fire
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exists, therefore the absence of fire is not the absence which
exists in all substrata of the absence of smoke. We can take
there the absence of water etc., the counter-positive-ness of that
absence does not exists in fire, hence the definition is not
applied.
Here the question arises, in this definition which is
qualified by ‘All’ the absence of s¹dhya or the substratum of
absence of s¹dhya ? According to Raghun¹tha ‘All’ is qualifier
of both ‘absence of s¹dhya and the substratum of absence of
s¹dhya,’ while Mathur¹n¹tha says ‘All’ is qualifier of the
substratum of absence of s¹dhya.’
If the expression is not used there would be a fault of
over extension, in the inference. ‘This has smoke because of
fire,’ then there is absence of fire in the substratum of the
absence of s¹dhya viz. water etc. counter-positive-ness of which
exists in fire. When ‘All’ is used, there would not be fault of over
extension. Because of in all substrata of the absence of s¹dhya
(smoke) the absence of fire dose not exist, in the locus of
absence of smoke ‘hot-iron-ball,’ fire exists.
If ‘All’ is considered as the qualifier of the absence of
s¹dhya, there would be a fault of impossibility, absence of fire
which dose not occurred in that water and the absence of fire
which dose not exist in this lake etc. also are included in all
absences of s¹dhya, one substratum of all there absences of
s¹dhya in not established, the absence of non-occupant of that
lake exists only in that lake not in all substrata of absence of
s¹dhya. Therefore ‘All’ should be understood as qualifier of
substratum of absence of s¹dhya.
According to Raghun¹tha there is a fault of too narrow
application in the inference ‘this has that colour because of that
test’. Here all substrata of s¹dhya is not established, s¹dhya that
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particular colour is one, therefore ‘All’ can’t be qualifier of
s¹dhya. According to Mathur¹n¹tha the word ‘All’ in this
definition, is used in the sense of inclusion (a¶e¬a ¥àæï¯) not
many, therefore there is no early mentioned fault where is only
one substratum of absence of s¹dhya that also will be included,
therefore ‘All’ is qualifier of the substratum of the absence of
s¹dhya.
5. s¹dhyavadany¹vrittitvam (¨æŠ²±Î‹²æ±ëçœæy±}æì)
In the inference ‘hill has fire because of smoke’ the fire
is s¹dhya the locus of s¹dhya is hill other than that is water
where is the absence of smoke so there in smoke, is the absence
of occurrence (vÅttitva ±ëçœæy±). In this way definition is applied.
In the invalid inference ‘this has smoke because of fire’ this
definition is not applied, in the hot-iron-ball which is different
from the locus of s¹dhya, fire exists there, therefore there is no
absence of occurrence in fire.
In this definition the absence of occurrence (vÅttitva)
should be known as the absence of occurrence in general,
because there is absence of occurrence indicated (nirØpita
çÝMçÐ„) by water in fire, hence there is a fault of over extension
in the invalid inference ‘hill has smoke because of fire’, in the
occurrence in general, includes the occurrence indicated by
hot-iron-ball, the absence of that occurrence dose not exist in
fire, occurs in the hot-iron-ball.
The substratum of s¹dhya should be known by that
relation by which s¹dhya is desired to be established in the
subject (pak¬a Ðÿæ), otherwise there would be fault of ‘avy¹pti’
in the inference ‘hill has fire because of smoke’ by the relation
inherence (samav¹ya ¨}æ±æ²) fire exists in the part of fire other
than that is hill where smoke occurs, here desired relation is
conjunction, (sa÷yoga ¨¢²æïxæ) by this relation fire exists in the
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hill which is not different from that, different from that is lake
etc. where fire dose not occur, hence there is no fault of too
narrow application, this is the idea.
Similarly by which relation reason (hetu ãï„é) is desired in
subject the occurrence should be known, otherewise there
would be fault of avy¹pti in the infernce ‘hill has fire because
of smoke.’ The smoke exists in it’s part which is different from
the substratum of s¹dhya, when the relation which determines
the state of being reason is introduced there would not be
mentioned fault because by the relation ‘sa÷yoga’ smoke dose
not occur in it’s part.
There is very minute difference between third and fifth
definitions. In third definition the mutual absence counterpositive of which is the locus of s¹dhya only is included, while
in fifth definition the mutual absence the counter-positive-ness
of which is determined by the locusness of s¹dhya
(s¹dhyavattva ¨æŠ²±œ±). There is fault of ‘avy¹pti’ of third
definition in the inference ‘hill has fire because of smoke’ taking
mutual absence of fire through ‘c¹laniya-ny¹ya.’ (™æHÝè²‹²æ²)
All these five definitions are based on the original
concept of non-deviation, where is no deviation there is ‘vy¹pti’.
All these definitions are made taking in to account the
agreement (anvaya ¥‹±²) and disagreement (vyatireka Ã²ç„ÚïÜU)
‘where-ever reason (hetu) there is s¹dhya’ and ‘where-ever
absence of s¹dhya there is absence of reason (hetu).’ All these
are not applied in the ‘pure affirmative (kevl¹nvayi ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²)
inference such as ‘it is namable because of knowable’ the
absence of s¹dhya is not established, everything is namable,
therefore there is no absence of namability anywhere.
In this way all these five definitions are faulty with
regard pure affirmative inference. In first definition absence of
s¹dhya is not established, and in second, third, and fifth the
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mutual absence of locus of s¹dhya is not established. All things
are namable, hence difference from them is not established. In
fourth definition also the absence of s¹dhya is not established
so this definition is faulty.
According to Ga¡ge¶a all these five definitions are not
applicable with ‘keval¹nvayi anum¹na’ (Üï U ±Hæ‹±ç²-¥Ýé } ææÝ).
According to Mathur¹n¹tha four definitions beginning from
second are faulty with regard the inference ‘it has absence of
monkey because of existence’ because the absence counterpositive-ness of which is determined by the relation which
determines the state of s¹dhya, is not established, the absence
of monkey which has incomplete occurrence exists everywhere
in this world. Similarly the difference from the locus of
‘v¹cyatva’ (±æÓ²y±) also is not established, whole universe is
namable (v¹cya ±æÓ²).
Mathur¹n¹tha says that to avoid fault of avy¹pti
because in the inference ‘this tree has conjunction of monkey
because of this treeness’ the expression ‘s¹dhyavadbhinna’
(¨æŠ²±çjóæ) is used. That fault is not removed even that is used,
because the absence of monkey which exists in quality which is
different from that which has ‘s¹dhya’ exists in this tree also.
There is no proof to establish difference in absences due to
difference in their substrata. Therefore the fault of avy¹pti
remains infact, if to avoid this fault, the absence of s¹dhya is
mentioned as qualified by occurrence in that which is different
from the locus of s¹dhya, the word ‘absence of s¹dhya’ in the
definition will be use-less.
J¹gadi¶a has followed Raghun¹tha, the Jagad»¶» is the
commentary on D»dhiti of Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi, he has
explained ideas of Raghun¹tha, his special contribution is
found in the interpretation of fifth definition.
• • •

Vy¹pti-Pañcaka÷
Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU}æì

Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU}æì
„œ±ç™‹„æ}æç‡æ:

(„.1) Ý‹±Ýéç}æç„ãï„éÃ²æç#¿ææÝï ÜUæ Ã²æç#: ? Ý
„æ±ÎÃ²ç|æ™çÚ„œ±}æì J „çh Ý ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì,
(„.2) ¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì,
Five Definitions of Vy¹pti
Tattvacint¹maªi
(T.1) Here author follows the collection of five tentative
definitions of invariable-concomitance (vy¹pti)
(Now the question is), in the knowledge of invariable
concomitance (vy¹pti), which is the cause of inferential
knowledge, what is invariable concomitance (vy¹pti) ? Infact,
it is not the state of having non-deviation (of the reason from
that which is to be established) because invariableconcomitance is neither, the non-existence of the reason in
such substratum which possesses the absence of that which is
to be established. nor,
(T.2) The non-existence (of the reason) in the
substratum which possesses the absence of that which is to be
established and which is different form that which has the
absence of that which is to be establised. nor,
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(„.3) ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æ¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡²}æì,
(„.4) ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±}æì,
(„.5) ¨æŠ²±Î‹²æ±ëçœæy±}æì ±æ, ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²‹²|ææ±æ„ì J
(T.3) The not co-existence (of the reason) with such a
mutual absence which has the substratum of that which is to
be established as its counter-positive. nor,
(T.4) The counter-positive-ness of the absence which
resides in all substrata of the absence of that which is to be
established. nor,
(T.5) The occurrence (of the reason) in the substratum
which is different from that which has that which is to be
established. This is because all these definitions are not
applicable in the pure affirmative reason.
• • •

Ÿæè}æƒéÚæÝæƒÜëU„¢ Ã²æç#Ð@ÜUÚãS²}æì J
(1) ¥Ýé}ææÝÐíæ}ææ‡²¢ çÝMŒ² Ã²æç#S±MÐçÝMÐ‡æ}ææÚ|æ„ï-ÝÝé
§y²æçÎÝæ J ¥Ýéç}æç„ãï„é §y²S² ¥Ýé}ææÝçÝDÐíæ}ææ‡²æÝéç}æç„ãï„é
çÚy²ƒü:1, Ã²æç#¿ææÝ §y²~æ ™ ç±¯²y±¢ ¨#}²ƒü:, „ƒæ ™æÝé}ææÝçÝDÐí æ }ææ‡²æÝé ç }æç„ãï „ é Ã ²æç#¿ææÝç±¯²è|æê „ æ Ã²æç#: ÜUæ §y²ƒü : J
Rahasya Commentary
(1) Having discussed the validity of inference author
starts the discussion about the nature of vy¹pti by the expression
‘but now the question is etc.’ By the expression ‘‘cause of
inferential knowledge’’ here it should be understood that cause
of inferential knowledge of the validity of inferential knowledge1.
And in the expression ‘in the knowledge of invariable
concomitance’ the meaning of locative case is the ‘state of being
object (vi¬ayatva ç±¯²y±), there fore, the meaning of the Ga¡ge¶a’s
statement is that What is vy¹pti, which is the object of the
knowledge of vy¹pti, which (knowledge) is the cause of
inferential knowledge of validity in inference ? In the discussion
of vy¹pti after the discussion of validity of inference, the
1.

¥Ýé}ææÝçÝDÐíæ}ææ‡²æÝéç}æç„:–The inferential knowledge of validity in the
inference. The form of inferential knowledge is ‘‘the inference is the
means of valid knowledge, because it has the attribute which
determines the state of being extraordinary cause of valid
knowledge.
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¥Ýé}ææÝçÝDÐíæ}ææ‡²æÝéç}æç„ãïçy±y²ÝïÝ Ã²æ#ïÚÝé}ææÝÐíæ}ææ‡²æïÐÐæÎÜUy±ÜUƒÝæÎÝé}ææÝÐíæ}ææ‡²çÝMÐ‡ææÝ‹„Ú¢ Ã²æç#çÝMÐ‡æï ©ÐæïÎìÍææ„2 »±
¨Xç„: ¨êç™„æ J ©ÐÐæÎÜUy±@ ¥~æ ¿ææÐÜUy±}æì J
(2) ÜïUç™œæé-¥Ýéç}æç„ÐÎ}æì ¥Ýéç}æç„çÝDï„Ú|æïÎæÝéç}æç„ÐÚ}æì,3
„ƒæ ™æÝéç}æç„çÝDï„Ú|æïÎæÝéç}æ„æñ ²æï ãï„é:4 ÐíæxæéQUÃ²æç#ÐíÜUæÚÜUrelevance in the form of introduction2 is indicated because of
the statement the vy¹pti brings out of the inference of the validity
in inference. Here ‘brings out’ means ‘brings out the
knowledge(of validity of inference)
(2) Some of the logicians say the word ‘inferential
knowledge’ denotes the inferential knowledge of the difference
from other things, in inferential knowledge3, therefore the
meaning of the statment is the inferential knowledge of the
difference from other things in the inferential knowledge which
is a reason4 in the form of ‘the state of being produced by the
2.

©ÐæïÎìÍææ„:-ç™‹„æ¢ ÐíÜëU„ç¨hKƒæü}æéÐæïÎìÍææ„¢ ç±ÎéÏæéü{æ:–Thinking for establishing
the thing; the discussion of which is started.

3.

§„Ú|æïÎæÝéç}æç„:–The inferential knowledge of the difference from others.
The form of inferential knowledge is ‘‘the inferential knowledge is
different from all other things because it is an instance of
knowledge, which is different from recollection and which is
produced by definite knowledge of concomitant reason existing in
the subject.’’

4.

¥Ýéç}æç„ãï„é–The reason in inferential cognition. The reason is ‘‘the
state of being produced by the knowledge of the concomitant reason
existing in the subject, in this reason the concomitance is inclusive

Ÿæè}æƒéÚæÝæƒÜëU„¢ Ã²æç#Ð@ÜUÚãS²}æì
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Ðÿæ{}æü„æ¿ææÝ…‹²¿ææÝy±MÐ:, „ÎìÍæÅÜ¢U ²ÎìÃ²æç#¿ææÝ¢ „Î¢àæï ç±àæï¯‡æè|æê„æ Ã²æç#: ÜUæ ? §y²ƒü:, ÍæÅÜUy±æƒüÜU¨#}²æ „yÐéL¯¨}ææ¨æ„ì J „ƒæ
™ ÐíæxæéQUæÝéç}æç„Hÿæ‡ææïÐæïÎìÍææ„ »± ¨Xç„: ¥ÝïÝ ¨êç™„æ §y²æãé: J
(3) Ý „æ±çÎç„ J „æ±„ì ±æv²æHVæÚï, ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±¢
¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„œ±ÐÎÐíç„Ðæl}æì J „~æ ãï„é}ææã „hèy²æçÎ J ‘çã’ ²S}ææ„ì,
„„ì ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±ÐÎÐíç„Ðæl}æì, Ýïç„ ¨±üçS}æóæï± Hÿæ‡æï ¨}ÏæŠ²„ï J
„ƒæ ™ Ã²æç#²ü„: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±æçÎMÐæÃ²ç|æ™çÚ„y±àæÏÎÐíç„ÐælMÐæ Ý, ¥„æï ù Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±àæÏÎÐí ç „ÐælMÐæ Ý §y²ƒü :
knowledge of the existence in the subject where early
mentioned vy¹pti is a qualifier, the constituent part of which is
the knowledge of vy¹pti, in that what is the qualifier vy¹pti ? By
the seventh case tatpuru¬a-compound which means the state of
being constituent, Therefore early mentioned introduction
relevance, only is indicated by the statement of Gaªge¶a.
(3) Na t¹vat here ‘t¹vat’ word is used for the decoration
of the sentence. The state of not having deviation means,
denoted by the word state of having non deviation there author
points out the reason by the expression ‘tad-dhi.’ ‘hi’ (means)
yasm¹t (from which) Here ‘tat’ means that which is denoted by
the term ‘not having deviation.’ The word ‘not’ is related with
all definitions. Therefore, ‘‘because vy¹pti is not in the form of
non existence in that which has the absence of that which is to
part of reason, seventh case shows the inclusion of concomitance in
the said reason of inferenial knowledge.
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Ð²ü±ç¨„: J ç±àæï¯æù|ææ±ÜêUÅS²5 ¨æ}ææ‹²æù|ææ±ãï„é„æ ™ Ðíç¨hæ
»±ïç„, ¥„ »„óæ†æì m²æïÐæÎæÝ¢6 Ý çÝÚƒüÜU}æì J
be established,’’ denoted by the expression ‘‘the state of not
having deviation’’ therefore it is not denoted by the term ‘‘the
state of not having deviation,’’ this is a concluding menaning of
the text. It is well-known fact that the collection of absence of
particular things5 causes the absences of things in general,
therefore the use of two negatives6 is not purposeless (in the
definition). Non-occurrence (of the reason) in that which has
5.

ç±àæï¯æ|ææ±ÜêUÅS²–The collection of absences of particular things shows
absence of things in general. Vy¹pti can’t be the meaning of the word
‘‘non-deviation’’ because it is different from occurrence (of the reason)
in the thing which has the absence of ‘s¹dhya’ etc. which are denoted
by the word ‘’state of having the absence of deviation.’’ The inheritable
concomitance (vy¹pti) is not meaning of the word, ‘‘the state of having
the absence of deviation (avyabhic¹rita)’’ because it is different from
collection of ‘non occurrence of reason in that thing which has the
absence of that thing which is to be established (s¹dhya) etc.’ which
is the meaning of the word, ‘‘state of being non-deviation.’’

6.

Ý†æìm²æïÐæÎæÝ¢ Ý çÝÚƒüÜU}æì–The use of two negative particles is not
purposeless, because the collection of absences of individual thing
brings out the absence in general. The negation denotes absence of
thing in general. The first negation denotes the difference in general
which is the meaning of non-deviation (avyabhicaritatva) and the
second negation brings out the collection of absences of particular
things which is expressed by the words non-occurrence (of reason) in
that thing which has absence of s¹dhya.

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(4) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±ç}æç„ ‘±ëœæ}æì’7 ±ëçœæ: J |ææ±ï
the absence of that which is to be established (this is the
definition).
The First definition of vy¹pti.
(4) In this definiton (s¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrittitvam) vrittam7
7.

±ëœæ}æì–The state of being existent in that which has the absence of
s¹dhya. In this definition ‘‘vrittam’’ means ‘vrittitvam’ occurrence.
This is because the suffixes ‘‘kta’’

(QU) ‘‘ni¬tha’’ (çÝD) is the word of

‘‘bh¹va’’

(|ææ±) feature. The absence of existence is meant by the
word ‘‘avrittam’’ (¥±ëœæ}æì) which means the absence of occurrence.

Non-existing of the reason in the thing which has the absence of that
which is to be established (s¹dhya). The absence of the occurrence in
that thing which has the absence of s¹dhya, this means the absence
of occurrence (of reason) indicated by the substratum of the absence
of that which is to be established, that absence of occurrence where
it is found that reason is called valid reason.
On the basis of suffixes ‘‘in’’ which is used in the sense of ‘‘matup’’

(}æ„éÐì) existing in that which has the absence of s¹dhya is substratum.
The feature of the reason is the existence in the substratum of the
absence of s¹dhya. Therefore according to old naiy¹yik¹s the meaning
of the definition is ‘‘the state of having the absence of occurrence (of
reason) in the locus of the absence of that which is to be established
(s¹dhya.) This interpretation of old naiy¹yik¹s is not admissable,
because it goes against the theory of grameriaans. According to them
after Karmadh¹raya

(ÜU}æü{æÚ²) compound the suffix which denotes
‘‘matup’’ (locus) should not be used while ‘‘bahuvr»hi’’ (Ïæãé±èí çã) compound
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is expressed to derive the meaning of sentence, therefore the word
‘‘mah¹dhana’’ (}æãæ{Ý) is not correct, because the ‘‘mah¹dhana’’ (huge
wealth) is a ‘karmadh¹raya’ compound and after this compound that
suffixes which denotes the locus can’t be used if the compound bahuvrihi
in the form who has money Mah¹dhanin (}æãæ{çÝÝì) as justifies prospect
to know the meaning of the sentence. Therefore to convey the said
meaning the word, ‘‘mah¹dhana’’ is used and not ‘mah¹dhan»’. Though
in the sentence ‘‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavadvritti’’

(¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îì±ëçœæ) there is not
‘‘karmadh¹raya’’ compound, there is not avyay»bh¹va (¥Ã²²è|ææ±)

compound, hence therefore there is no objection for the use suffixes
which means locus, but in the expression of the rule in the word
karmadh¹raya is used in the sense of the compound which is different
from bahuvr»hi. Therefore avyay»bh¹va compound also is included as
different from bahuvr»hi. So like karmadh¹raya compound, after
avyay»bh¹va compound, also there would not be use of suffixes which
dentoes locus. This is very well clarified in the text ‘Guªa-Prak¹¶a
Rahasyam’

(xæé‡æÐíÜUæàæÚãS²}æì) and its commentary ‘D»dhiti-Rahasyam’
(Îèç{ç„ÚãS²) While clearing ‘Aguªavattva’. (¥xæé‡æ±œ±) , here it should
be noted on the basis of the interpritition ‘xæé‡æS²æ|ææ±æïùxæé‡æ¢ „Îì ²~ææçS„ ¨
¥xæé‡æ±æÝì „S² |ææ±: ¥xæé‡æ±œ±}æì’ The absence of quality is non-quality, that
where exists, that is the locus of non-quality, the nature of it is state of
having non-quality. The state of having non-quality can’t be a common
feature of categories beginning from quality, because the absence of
quality has incomplete occurrence, it exists in substance also, in the
first moment of the origination of substance. Therefore by the word
karmadh¹raya in the order of grammer the compounds, other than
bahuvr»hi should be understood. The word aguªa which is avyay»bh¹va
compound, therefore with that compound passive-s uffixes can’t be
used. Therefore early mentioned multiform of bahuvr»hi compound

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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çÝDæÐíy²²æ„ì, ±ëœæS²æù|ææ±: ¥±ëœæ}æì ±ëœ²|ææ± §ç„ ²æ±„ì, ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±±„æïù±ëœæ¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëœæ}æì ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îìmëœ²|ææ± §ç„ ²æ±„ì J
„l~ææçS„ ¨ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëœæè }æy±ƒèü²ï‹Ðíy²²æ„ì, „S² |ææ±: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì J „ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±mëœ²|ææ±±œ±ç}æç„ ÈUçH„ç}æç„
means vritti (existence), because here the suffix of the past passive
particle, ‘kta’ is called in the Sanskrit grammar as ‘ni¬th¹’ which is
used in the sense of ‘bh¹va’ mentioned. The absence of ‘vritta’ in
avrittitam ‘vrityabh¹va.’ ‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavataå-avrittam’ means
‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavrittam’ which means the absence of existence
can’t be accepted. Instead of that form of ²~æ ¨ xæé‡æ±æÝì, Ý xæé‡æ±æÝì ¥xæé‡æ±æÝì,

„S² |ææ±: ¥xæé‡æ±œ±}æì compound ‘where is that which has quality, which
has no quality that is the locus of non-quality.’ This form of bahuvr»hi
compound should be accepted. The mutual absence has no incomplete
occurrence, therefore the aguªavattva does not exist in the substance
which is produced. All this in mentioned clearly in that work. If this
rule is not accepted then other says that with the meaning of word used
with avyay»bh¹va compound the semantic connection of the meaning
of the word which is not the part of avyay»bh¹va compound is
disapproved. Therefore upaku÷bha (©ÐÜéU}|æ) and agha-a (¥ÍæÅ) being
in avyay»bh¹va compound. can't be connected by semantic connection
with the word ‘bhutal’ etc, which is not included as a part in that
compound. There fore ‘the nearness of a jar which is in the ground’ this meaning should be understood, but according to the rule it can’t
be the meaning. According to the rule, ‘‘the nearness which is in the
ground of a jar and the absence which is in the ground of a jar will be
the meaning, means the ground will be connected with nearness and
absence by symantic connection, which is not desired to be stated’’
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Ðíæ@: J
„Î¨„ì ‘Ý ÜU}æü{æÚ²æ‹}æy±ƒèü²æï Ïæãé±íèçãpïÎƒüÐíç„ÐçœæÜUÚ’
§y²Ýéàææ¨Ýç±Úæï{æ„ì J „~æ ÜU}æü{æÚ²ÐÎS² Ïæãé±íèãè„Ú¨}ææ¨ÐÚy±æ„ì, „Ó™
¥xæé‡æ±œ±ç}æç„ ¨æ{}²üÃ²æw²æÝæ±¨Úï xæé‡æÐíÜUæàæÚãS²ï „gèç{ç„ÚãS²ï ™
SÈéUÅ}æì J ¥Ã²²è|ææ±¨}ææ¨æïœæÚÐÎæƒïüÝ ¨}æ¢ „y¨}ææ¨æçÝç±CÐÎæƒæü‹„Úæ‹±²S²æÃ²éyÐóæy±æ„ì J ²ƒæ |æê„HæïÐÜéU}|æ¢ |æê„HïùÍæÅç}æy²æÎæñ
|æê„H±ëçœæÍæÅ¨}æèÐ„Îy²‹„æù|ææ±²æïÚÐí„è„ï: J
of reason in that which has the absence of that which is to be
established, that absence where exists that is non-existent in that
which has the absence of that which is to be established. This is
because of suffix in the sense of matup, ‘the nature of it’ is the nonexistence (of the reason) in that which has the absence of that
which is to be established the state of having the absence of the
existent, in that which has the absence of that which is to be
established, is the resulted meaning, according to old logicians.
This is not correct because it contradicts the rule, ‘‘if
bahurv»hi compound expresses the same meaning then the
possessive suffix (matvarth»ya) is not used after karmadh¹raya
compound.’’ Here the word karmadh¹raya is used in the sense
of all compounds other than bahuvr»hi compound. This is
clearly mentioned by author in Guªaprak¹¶a-rahasya and in
D»dhiti-rahasya of it on the occasion of explanation of common
properties (when) discussing the term the state of not having
quality (aguªavatva), because, with the meaning of the word
next to avyayibh¹va compound the connection of the meaning
of the word, which is not included (as a part) in that

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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(5) »„ïÝ ±ëœæïÚ|ææ±æïù±ëœæèy²Ã²²è|ææ±æÝ‹„Ú¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æïù±ëçœæ: ²~æïç„8 Ïæãé±íèçãçÚy²çÐ Ðíy²éQ¢U, ±ëœææñ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æïùÝ‹±²æÐœæï: J ¥Ã²²è|ææ±¨}ææ¨S²æùÃ²²„²æ „ïÝ ¨}æ¢ ¨}ææ¨æ‹„æÚæ¨}|æ±æÓ™ J Ý†æéÐæŠ²æçÎMÐæùÃ²²ç±àæï¯æ‡ææ}æï± ¨}æS²S²æ}ææÝy±ïÝ
compound, is prohibited. Just as in the case ‘bhutal upakumbha÷’ ‘bhutale gha-a÷’ ‘near the pot existing in the ground’ and
the ‘absolute absence of that,’ both of them are not
apprehended.
(5) By this way, vritterabh¹vo avr»tti after this
avyay»bh¹va compound ‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavato avrittiå yatra’ this
bahuvr»hi compound8 also is discarded because of the non
applicability of the sementic connection of that which has the
absence of that which is to be established with existing (vritti),
and because the avyay»bh¹va compound is an avyava therefore
there would not be connection of other compound, negative
adjuncts which are particular avyaya are counted as to be
8.

±ëœæïÚ|ææ±æïù±ëçœæ: §y²Ã²²è|ææ±æÝ‹„Ú¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æïù±ëçœæ²ü~æ The absence of
occurrence is non-occurance this ‘avyay»bh¹va’ compound, where
non-occurant from that would not be semantic connection of that
which has the absence of s¹dhya with occurrent. Another difficulty
also arrises here, that because of the avyayibh¹va compound is
avyaya and with these, there would not be semantic connection of
other compound. Here avritti is avyaya, with this there would not be
use of tatpuru¬a

(„yÐéL¯) compound of sadhy¹bh¹va. (¨æŠ²æ|ææ±), with

avyaya only avyay»bh¹va compound only can be used, not with any
other compound. Here ‘avritti’ absence of occurrence is an ‘avyaya.’
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ÐçÚxæç‡æ„y±æ„ì J
(6) ±S„é„S„é ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æï Ý ±ëçœæ: ²~æ §ç„ ç~æÐÎÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèséœæÚ¢ y±Ðíy²²:, ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„ §y²~æ çÝMçÐ„y±¢ ¯cÆKƒü:,
¥‹±²pæS² ±ëœææñ J „ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æçÝMçÐ„±ëœ²|ææ±±œ±}æì ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±ç}æç„ ÈUçH„}æì J Ý ™ Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèçã:9
¨±ü~æ ¥¨æ{éçÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì, ¥²¢ ãï„é: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæçÚy²æÎæñ
compounded.
(6) Indeed ‘s¹dhy¹bhavavato na vrittiå yatra iti
tripadavyadhikaraªabahuvr»hyuttaram tvapratyayaå’, in
‘s¹dhy¹bh¹vavataå’ the state of being described, is the meaning
of relational case, it is semantically connected with vritti
(existence). Therefore the resulted meaning is that the state of
having the absence of the existence indicated by the substratum
of the absence of that which is to be established, is the state of
not having deviation. It should not be objected that the usage
of bahuvr»hi-compound is not correct in all cases because in the
sentences, like ‘ayam hetuå s¹dhy¹bh¹vavadavritti’ etc., the
usage of vyadhikaraªa-bahuvr»hi9 compound is justified here
9. Vyadhikaraªbahuvr»hi

(Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèçã:)–The bahuvr»hi compound

where words which denote qualification and qualifier can’t be
expressed with same case. In the sentence s¹dhyabh¹vadavrittitvam

(¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì) there are three words ‘‘s¹dhyabh¹vavataå’’
(¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„:) ‘na’ (Ý) and ‘vrittitva÷.’ (±ë ç œæy±}æì ) They are not
expressed with same case. The qualification s¹dhy¹bh¹vavataå has
sixth case ending. The word ‘na’ is avyaya and word ‘vritti’ has first
case ending.

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèôã ç±Ýæ xæy²‹„Úæ|ææ±ïÝ ¥~ææçÐ Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æÏæãé±íèãï:
¨æ{éy±æ„ì J
(7) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ±ëœ²|ææ±p10 „æÎëàæ±ëçœæy±¨æ}ææ‹²æalso due to lack of any other way to explain the definition.
(7) The absence of existence (of the reason) in the
substratum of the absence that which is to be established10
10.

¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ±ëœ²|ææ±:–The absence of occurrence described by the
locus of the absence of s¹dhya should be known as the absence of
occurrence in general. It means the absence which has counterpositive-ness which is not determined by the characteristic which is
different from the state of being occurrence (vrittitva÷) and
determined by the state of being occurrence and that occurrence
which is described by the locus of the absence of s¹dhya with the
reference to the inference, ‘‘the mountain has fire because it has
smoke,’’ the absence of occurence which is indicated by water etc.
which are substratum of the absence of fire, exists in the reason
smoke.
If the absence in the general s¹m¹ny¹bh¹va

(¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±) is not

understood by the word absence of occurrence, there would be fault
of over-extension with regards such as inference ‘‘this (mountain) has
smoke because it has fire,’’ by the words absence of occurrence
indicated by the locus water which is the locus of the absence of
s¹dhya smoke, also understood and the absence of that occurrence
which is described by water etc. exists in the fire which is used as a
reason. Therefore there is fault of over-extension (ativy¹pti).
Similarly, by the word the absence of occurrence indicated by the

14
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|ææ±æï ÏææïŠ²: J „ïÝ {ê}æ±æÝì ±qïçÚy²æÎæñ {ê}ææ|ææ±±Á…HNÎæçÎ±ëœ²|ææ±S²
{ê}ææ|ææ±±mëçœæy±ÁæHy±æï|æ²y±æ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±S² ™ ±qæñ ¨œ±ïùçÐ Ý
should be known as the absence of such existence, in general,
therefore there is no fault of too wide application in the
inference ‘this has smoke because of fire’ though the absence of
existence of reason in waterlake etc. which have the absence of
that which is to be established, and the absence which is
determined by the state of being both waster-ness and existence
indicated by that which has the absence of smoke that which is
to be established, abides in the fire. And existent, indicated by
that which has the absence of that which is to be established,
should be mentioned by the relation which determines the state

locus of the absence of s¹dhya we understand the absence as both
that occurrence and waterhood, that absence of both also exists in
the reason fire. Though the occurrence which is indicated by the
locus hot-iron-ball is subsist in fire but waterhood does not subsist in
fire. Therefore there is absence of both that occurrence and
waterhood, hence there is fault of over-extension, with regards to the
inference, ‘it has smoke because of fire.’ Therefore the absence of
occurrence in general is understood by the words the absence of
occurrence, so there would not be over-extension with regards to the
inherence ‘‘it has smoke because of fire,’ by the word absence of
occurrence in general. The absence of occurrence indicated by hotiron ball also understood, and that occurrence exists in fire, so there
is not the absence of occurrence in the fire, hence there would not be
over-extension.

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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¥ç„Ã²æç#: J
¨æŠ²æù|ææ±±mëçœæp ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ11 ç±±ÿæ‡æè²æ, „ïÝ
±¤‹²|ææ±±ç„ {ê}ææ±²±ï …HNÎæÎæñ ™ ¨}æ±æ²ïÝ ÜUæçHÜUç±àæï¯‡æ„æçÎÝæ ™ {ê}æS² ±ëœææ±çÐ Ý ÿæç„: J
(8) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±p ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæï ÏææïŠ²: J „ïÝ ±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æÎæñ
¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ±çq¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¨¢²æïxæ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ, „œæmçqof being a reason, therefore there is no fault of too narrow
application in respect of the inference, ‘this has fire because of
smoke’ though smoke exists in water lake etc. and the part of
smoke, which have the absence of fire, by the temporal relation
and inherence relation11 respectively.
(8) The absence of that which is to be established should
be known as having the counter-positive-ness of which is
determined by that which determines the state of being that
which is to be established, and as well determined by the
relation which determines that which is to be established,
therefore there is not the fault of too narrow application in the
inference, ‘this has fire because of smoke’, even though smoke
exists in that which has the absence of fire in general, by the
relation inherence, and in that which has the absence
determined by the state of being both water and fire as well by
the state of being a particular fire, by the relation conjunction.
11.

ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{:–The relation that determines the state of being
reason is stated to be the determinant relation of state of being
reason.
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y±±çq…Hæï|æ²y±æl±çÓÀóææ|ææ±±ç„ ™ Ð±ü„æÎæñ ¨¢²æïxæïÝ {ê}æS²
±ëœææ±çÐ Ý ÿæç„: J
(9) ÝÝé „ƒæçÐ xæé‡æy±±æÝì ¿ææÝy±æ„ì, ¨œææ±æÝì …æ„ïçÚy²æÎæñ
ç±¯ç² y±æÃ²æŒ²y±æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ï Ý 13 „æÎë à æ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±±ç„ ¿ææÝæÎæñ
12

(9) Even though there is a fault of too narrow
application in the inferences such as ‘‘this has quality-ness
because it has the state of being knowledge’’ and ‘this has
existence because of universal,’ because the state of being
knowledge, exists in knowledge etc. which is the locus of the
absence of qualitiness, and existence exists in the substance by
the relations such as subject-ness 12 , state of being non
pervaded13 etc. where ‘jati’ exists.
Nor it should be said that the substratum-ness of the
absence of that which is to be established is to be mentioned by
12. Vi¬ayitva

(ç±¯ç²y±) Because the knowledge has object. That object

exists in the knowledge by the relation ‘‘vi¬ayita’’ for example–‘This
is a pot’ in this knowledge the pot subsists by the relation ‘‘vi¬ayita’’.
13.

¥Ã²æŒ²y±-S±æ|ææ±±mëçœæy± : The occurrence in that which has the absence
of that particular. The relation in the form of ‘non-pervadness’ by
this relation with regard the inference. ‘it has existence because it
has generic attribute.’ Here the absence of s¹dhya existence is
located in the quality by this relation ‘non-pervadness’ quality is not
pervaded by the absence of existence. Therefore the absence of
existence subsists in the quality by this relation and in quality
generic attribute exists. Therefore there is fault of too narrow
application in the valid reason.

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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¿ææÝy±…æy²æÎï±üœæü}ææÝy±æÎì ¥Ã²æç#: J Ý ™ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±}æì
¥|ææ±è²ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ç±±çÿæ„ç}æç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „ƒæ
¨ç„ ÍæÅy±æy²‹„æ|ææ±±æÝì ÍæÅæ‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±±æÝì ±æ ÐÅy±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² ÍæÅy±æÎï<±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æS²
¥Ðíç¨hKæùÃ²æ#ïçÚç„ ™ï„ì Ý, ¥y²‹„æ|ææ±æ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±²æïÚy²‹„æ|ææ±S² ¨#}æÐÎæƒüS±MÐy±æ„ì J14 ¥y²‹„æ|ææ±æ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±²æïÚy²‹„æthe relation of particular qualifier-ness belonging to the absence.
This is because there would be a fault of too narrow application
in the inference; ‘this has the absoulte absence of pot-ness or
mutual absence of a pot because of cloth-ness.’ This is because
the substratum of the absence of that which is to be established
which is pot-ness is not established by the relation of particular
subject-ness.
It is not correct, because the absolute absence of both
absolute absence and mutual absence are indicated with
qualifireness belonging to the absence is in the form of the
seventh category14 (absence) of entities. But if someone holds
the opinion that the absolute absence of absolute absence and
14.

¨#}æÐÎæƒüS±MÐy±æ„ì–Because it is in the form of seventh category some
logicians say ‘‘the absence of the absence of a pot is identical with
the pot. The negative of negative shows positive.’’ This is the idea
behind this concept. But others say-because the absence has been
accepted a separate category by Naiy¹yika. Therefore the absence of
absence is also a separate category. It is not identical with positive
thing.
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|ææ±S² Ðíç„²æïx²æçÎS±MÐy±Ý²ï „é ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ëçœæ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ ±QUÃ²}æì J
(10) ±ëœ²‹„¢ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æç±àæï¯‡æ¢, „æÎëàæ¨}Ïæ‹{p ±çq}ææÝì
{ê}ææçÎy²æçÎ|ææ±¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHï ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯ »±, ÍæÅy±æ|ææ±±æÝì
ÐÅy±æçÎy²æl|ææ±¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHï „é ¨}æ±æ²æçÎÚï± J ¨}æ±æ²ç±¯ç²y±æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðí}æï²æçÎ¨æŠ²ÜïU ¿ææÝy±æçÎãï„æñ ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUmutual absence is form of its counter-positive etc. The state of
being substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established should be known as determined by the relation
which determines the counter positive-ness in general of that
which is to be established, existing in the absence of that which
is to be established, in general counter positive-ness of which is
determined by the attribute and the relation which determines
the state of being that which is to be established.
(10) The part of the sentence ending with ‘existing’ is a
qualifier of the counter-positive-ness, such a relation in the case
of the inference ‘this has fire because of smoke’ where that
which is to be established is a positive entity is a particular
qualifier-ness alone, and in the inference ‘this has the absence
of pot-ness because of cloth-ness’ where that which is to be
established is a negative entity, is inherence etc.
The word ‘in general’, is used to avoid the fault of too
narrow application in the inference where knowable etc. is

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæÐí } æï ² æl|ææ±S² ÜUæçHÜUæçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ï Ý
²æïù|ææ±: ¨æïùçÐ Ðí}æï²„²æ ¨æŠ²æ‹„xæü„S„Îè²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æù±ÓÀïÎÜUÜUæçHÜUæçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±æùç{ÜUÚ‡æï ¿ææÝy±æÎï±ëüœæïÚÃ²æç#±æÚ‡ææ²
¨æ}ææ‹²ÐÎæïÐæÎæÝ}æì J
(11) ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²y±@ ²æ±„ì¨æŠ²çÝMçÐ„y±¢ S±æçÝMÐÜU¨æŠ²ÜUç|æóæy±ç}æç„ ²æ±„ì J ¥S²ñÜUæïçQU}ææ~æÐÚ„²æ xææñÚ±S²æÎæï¯y±æ„ì ,
(12) ¥Ýé ç }æç„ÜUæÚ‡æ„æ±ÓÀï Î Üï U ™ |ææ±¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHï
that which is to be established, by the relation inherence,
subject-ness etc. and where knowledge-ness is the reason,
because the absence by temporal relation, of the absence of
knowable determined by the relation inherence etc. which
determines the state of being that which is to be established,
that also is in the form of knowable, so it is inculded in to
that which is to be established, by the temporal relation which
determines the counter-positive-ness of that, knowledge-ness
exists in the substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established.
(11) In general means state of being described by all
those to be established. The state of being different from that
which belongs to that which is to be estalished, which is not
indicator of that (counter-positive-ness). This is the concluded
meaning. Due to the excellence of being expressed only by one
utterance there is no fault of cumbersome-ness.
(12) And in the inference where that which is to be
established, is a positive entity the state of being the substratum
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¥|ææ±è²ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯ï‡æ ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±}æì ¥|ææ±¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHï ™ ²ƒæ²ƒ¢ ¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±}æéÐæÎï² J
¨æŠ²|æïÎïÝ ÜUæ²üÜUæÚ‡æ|ææ±|æïÎæ„ì J
(13) Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ÍæÅæù‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±±æÝì ÐÅy±æçÎy²~ææù‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHï ÍæÅy±æçÎMÐï ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±ï Ý ¨æŠ²Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢, Ý ±æ ¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{S„Î±ÓÀïÎÜU: „æÎæy}²S²ñ±
of the absence of that which is to be established is by the
relation a particular qualifierness, belonging to absence, and in
the inferecnce where the negative entity is that which is to be
established, there the state of being substratum of the absence
of that which is to be established, should be taken by the
relation inherence etc. as available, this is because the causeeffect relationship is different due to difference in that which is
to be established.
(13) Even it should not be mentioned, that-there is a fault
of too narrow application in the inference ‘‘this has the mutual
absence of pot because of clothness’’ where the mutual absence
is that which is to be established, where the absence of that which
is to be established, is in the form of pot-ness, has no counterpositiveness of that which is to be established, and nor the
inherence relation is determinant of that counter-positive-ness
because the identity relation alone is determinant of that (counterpositive-ness). This is because the absence of the absolute absence
is identical with counter-positive so the mutual absence of a pot
is in the form of the absence which has conuter-positive-ness
determined by the state of being absolute absence of mutual

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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„Î±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æçÎy²Ã²æç#S„Î±Sƒïç„ ±æÓ²}æì J ¥y²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±S²
Ðíç„²æïçxæMÐy±ïÝ ÍæÅ|æïÎS² ÍæÅ|æïÎæy²‹„æ|ææ±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ|ææ±MÐ„²æ ÍæÅ|æïÎæy²‹„æ|ææ±MÐS² ÍæÅ|æïÎÐíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUè|æê„ÍæÅy±S²æçÐ ¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ÍæÅ|æïÎÐíç„²æïçxæy±æ„ì J
(14) Ý ™æ‹²~ææy²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±S² Ðí ç „²æï ç xæMÐy±ï ù çÐ
ÍæÅæçÎ|æïÎæy²‹„æ|ææ±y±æ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±æï Ý ÍæÅæçÎ|æïÎS±MÐ:, çÜU‹„é
„yÐíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUè|æê„ÍæÅy±æy²‹„æ|ææ±S±MÐ »±ïç„ ç¨hæ‹„ §ç„
±æÓ²}æì J ²ƒæ çã ÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÍæÅ±œææxæíãï ÍæÅæy²‹„æù|ææ±æxæíãæ„ì
absence, hence pot-ness which is determinant of the counterpositive-ness of the mutual absence of pot which is in the form of
absolute absence of mutual absene of pot, also is the counterpositive of the mutual absence of a pot by the relation inherence.
(14) It should not be argued that though in other cases
the absence of absence is identical with counter-positive but the
absence determined by the state of being absolute absence of
mutual absence of the pot, is not identical with the mutual
absence of the pot, but it is identical with the absolute absence
of potness which is the determinant of counter-positive-ness of
that, only this is the admitted theory. This is because just as
when there is the knowledge of the existence of that which is
determined by pot-ness, the knowledge of the absoulte absence
of pot does not arise and the usage of the absence of the
absolute absence takes place. Therefore the absence of the
absolute absence of a pot is identical with a pot, similarly when
there is the knowledge of the existence of the mutual absence
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ÍæÅæy²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±Ã²±ãæÚæÓ™ ÍæÅæy²‹„æù|ææ±æ|ææ±æï ÍæÅS±MÐ: „ƒæ
ÍæÅ|æï Î ±œææxæí ã ï ÍæÅ|æï Î æy²‹„æ|ææ±æxæí ã æ„ì ÍæÅ|æï Î æy²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±Ã²±ãæÚæÓ™, ÍæÅ|æïÎ »± „Îy²‹„æ|ææ±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ|ææ± §ç„
„çy¨hæ‹„: Ý ²éçQU¨ã: §ç„ J ç±çÝxæ}æÜUæ|ææ±ïÝæçÐ ÍæÅy±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæy²‹„æ|ææ±±Îì ÍæÅ|æïÎS²æçÐ ÍæÅ|æïÎæy²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±y±ç¨hïÚÐíy²êãy±æÓ™ J
(15) ¥„ »± „æÎëàæç¨hæ‹„æï Ý ©ÐæŠ²æ²¨}}æ„: J
15
¥„ »± ™ ¥|ææ±ç±Úãæy}æy±¢ ±S„éÝ: Ðíç„²æïçxæ„ïy²æ™æ²æü: J
of a pot, the knowledge of the absolute absence of the mutual
absence of a pot does not arise and there is such a usage of the
absence of absolute absecne of the mutual absence of the pot.
Therefore the mutual absence of a pot alone is identical with
the absence which has the counter-positive-ness determined by
the state of being absolute absence of that, this theory has no
proof and due to absence of clinching argument also like the
absolute absence which has the counter-positive-ness
determined by potness-ness the mutual absence of the pot also
has the state of being absence of the absolute absence of the
mutual absence of pot, because it is not contradicted. Therefore
such a theory is not acceptable for Up¹dhy¹ya.
(15) Therefore ¸c¹rya says ‘the state of being absence of
absence is identical with counter-positive-ness’. Otherewise there
would be a fault of too narrow application in the mutual
15.

¥|ææ±ç±Úãæy}æy±¢ ±S„éÝ: Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ–The counter-positive-ness is identical
with the absence of the absence of a thing.

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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¥‹²ƒæ ÍæÅ|æïÎæy²‹„æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæçÝ ÍæÅ|æïÎï „Ìÿæ‡ææÃ²æŒy²æÐœæï:,
¥‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±Ðí ç „²æï ç xæ„æ±ÓÀï Î ÜUÍæÅy±æy²‹„æ|ææ±ï „Ìÿæ‡æS²æç„Ã²æŒy²æÐœæïp J
(16) Ý ™ñ±¢ ÍæÅy±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUÍæÅy±æy²‹„æ|ææ±S²æçÐ ÍæÅ|æïÎS±MÐy±æÐçœæçÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „Îy²‹„æ|ææ±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïxææÜUæ|ææ±S²ñ± „yS±MÐy±æ|²éÐxæ}ææ„ì „mœææxæíãï „æÎëàæ„Îy²‹„æ|ææ±æ|ææ±S²ñ± Ã²±ãæÚæ„ì J ©ÐæŠ²æ²ñÍæüÅy±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUÍæÅy±æy²‹„æ|ææ±S²æçÐ ÍæÅ|æïÎS±MÐy±æù|²éÐxæ}ææÓ™ J
(17) Ý ™ñ±¢ ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝñ±
absence of a pot which is the counter-positive of the absolute
absence the mutual absence of the pot and there would be a
fault of too wide application in the absolute absence of pot-ness
which is the determinant of the counter-positive-ness of the
mutual absence.
(16) It should not be argued that-in this way the
absence of potness which has counter-positive-ness determined
by potness-ness also would be identical with the mutual
absence of a pot. This is because the absence which has
counter-positive-ness determined by the state of being absolute
absence of that alone is accepted identical with that, because
when the existence of that thing is known there is the usage of
the absence of the absolute absence of such thing, and because
Up¹dhy¹ya has accepted the absoulte absence of potness which
has the counter-positive-ness determined by potness-ness, also
identical with the mutual absence of the pot.
(17) Nor it should be argued that let be said the state of
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¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ ç±±ÿ²„æ¢ ôÜU ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ëçœæy±S² Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æç±àæï¯‡æy±ïÝïç„ ±æÓ²}æì J ÜUæçHÜU16
¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææy}æÜUy±ÐíÜUæÚÜU Ðí}ææç±àæïc²y±æ|ææ±S² ç±àæï¯‡æ„æbeing substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established by the relation which determines the counterpositive-ness of that which is to be established in general, why
the counter-positiveness should be qualified by the existence in
the absence of that which is to be established, which (existence)
is determined by the relation which determines the state of
being that which is to be established. This is because,
otherewise there would be a fault of too narrow application, in
the inference and where the absence of the substrata-ness of
the valid knowledge which has soulness as a qualifier,
determined by the temporal relation, is that which is to be
established by the relation of self some-ness and soul-ness16 is
16.

¥æy}æy±ÐíÜUæÚÜïUç„– When the occurrence in the absence of s¹dhya
determined by the relation of determinant of the state of being
s¹dhya is applied with the counter-positive-ness. There would not be
fault of too narrow application because the s¹dhya which is in the
form of the absence of subjectness of the valid knowledge where
soulness is qualifier and the counter-positive-ness of which is
determined by the temporal relation. The absence of that s¹dhya,
counter-positive-ness of which is determined by the selfsome relation,
is the absence is s¹dhya counter-positive-ness of which is determined
by the relation of the detarminant of the state of being s¹dhya. The
counter-positive-ness which exists in that absence is indicated by
s¹dhya in the form of the absence of objectness of valid knowledge
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ç±àæï¯ï‡æ ¨æŠ²y±ï ¥æy}æy±æçÎãï„æ±Ã²æŒy²æÐœæï: J ÜUæçHÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ²æïù|ææ±S„S²æçÐ
¨æŠ²S±MÐ„²æ ÜUæçHÜU¨}Ïæ‹{±çmàæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯æïùçÐ ¨æŠ²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{S„ïÝ ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝæùùy}æy±ÐíÜUæÚÜUÐí}ææç±àæïc²y±MÐ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¥æy}æçÝ ãï„æïÚæy}æy±S² ±ëœæï: J
(18) Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU±„ì Ðíç„²æïx²çÐ ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æ|ææ±:,
the reason. This is because the absence by self-some-ness, of the
absence of that which is to be established, the counter-positiveness of which is determined by the temporal relation, is also
identical with that which is to be established, therefore like the
temporal relation the selfsome-ness relation also is the
determinant relation of the counter-positive-ness belonging to
that which is to be established, by this relation, in the soul
which is substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established, in the form of sustratum-ness of the valid
knowledge which has soulness as a qualifier, soul-ness exists.
(18) The absence of the mutual absence is in the form
of counter-positive also accepted like in the form of the
determinant of conter-positive-ness, therefore there is no nonestablishment of the counter-positive-ness of that which is to be
where soulness is qualifier. The counter-positive-ness is determined
by the temporal relation, by this relation in the locus of the absence
of s¹dhya which is the objectness of valid knowledge, where soulness
is qualifier(the locus) is the produced thing where soulness does not
occur.
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„ï Ý „æÎæy}²¨}Ïæ‹{ï Ý ¨æŠ²„æ²æ¢ 17 ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀï Î ÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ëçœæ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæy±S² ÝæÐíç¨çh: J
§yƒ@ ¥y²‹„æ|ææ±y±çÝMçÐ„y±ïÝæçÐ ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ
established, which exists in the absence of that which is to be
established and determined by the relation which determines
the state of being that which is to be established, when some
thing is made as that which is to be established by the relation
identity.17 In this way, the counter-positive-ness of that which
is to be established in genral should be made qualified by the
state of being described by the state of being absoulte absence,
otherewise there would be a fault of too narrow application in
the inference; ‘this has the mutual absence of pot because of
pot-ness-ness’ because the relation identity also is the
17.

„æÎæy}²ïÝ ¨æŠ²„æ²æ}æì–Where s¹dhya is desired by identity relation. The
form of inference-‘knowable has difference from jar by identity
relation because it has individuality’. Here the counter-positive-ness
which exists in the difference from jar which is s¹dhya, the absence
of s¹dhya which is identical with the difference from the difference
from jar, has no the counter-positive-ness which is indicated by
s¹dhya mainly difference from jar. So how can the difference from
jar is identical with the absence of difference from difference from
jar ? Therefore other says the absence of difference also identical
with counter-positive like the determinant of counter-positve-ness.
Therefore there is not nonestablishment of counter-positive-ness in
general existing in the absence of s¹dhya, counter-positive-ness of
which is determined by the relation which controls the state of being
s¹dhya.
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ç±àæï¯‡æè²æ J ¥‹²ƒæ ÍæÅæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±±æÝì ÍæÅy±y±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¥Ã²æŒy²æÐœæï: J „æÎæy}²¨}Ïæ‹{S²æçÐ ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±±ëçœæ¨æŠ²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æ„ì18 J
determinant of the counter-positive-ness18 of that which is to
be established which exists in the absence of that which is to be
established.
18.

Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÜUy±æçÎç„–Determinant of counter-positive-ness. The
absence of difference from jar is the absence of s¹dhya which is
identical with jar. The counter-positive-ness which exists in the jar is
indicated by the difference from jar which (difference) is the s¹dhya
the determinant relation of this counter-positive-ness is identity, by this
relation the locus of absence of the difference from jar which is
counter-positive-ness is jarness itself, there jarness-ness which is reason
exists, therefore there is fault of too narrow application. When the
counter-positive-ness is qualified by the state of being indicated by
absolute absence, there would not be fault of too narrow application
because the identity is determinant relation of the counter-positive-ness
of difference and identity relation is not determinant of counterpositive-ness of the absolute absence. The inherence etc. will be
determinant relation of counter-positive-ness which is indicated by
absolute absence and by this relation the locus of the absence of
s¹dhya which is jarness is jar where jarness-ness does not exist,
therefore there is no occurrence, hence there is no fault of too narrow
application. Thus when the absence of mutual absence is accepted as
indentical with counter-positive, the counter-positive-ness should be
qualified with state of being indicated by absolute absence. If it is
accepted identical with the determinant of counter-positive-ness, there
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(19) ²mæ ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ëçœæ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²è²çÝMQUÐíç„²æïçxæy±„Î±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æ‹²„Úæ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝñ±
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ ç±±ÿæ‡æè²}æì J ±ëœ²‹„}æ‹²„Úç±àæï¯‡æ}æì J »±@
ÍæÅæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±±æÝì ÐÅy±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±S² ÍæÅy±æÎï: ¨æŠ²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæy±ç±ÚãïùçÐ Ý ÿæç„:, „æÎëàææ‹²„ÚS² ¨æŠ²è²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±S²ñ± „~æ ¨œ±æ„ì J
(19) Or it should be desired to be mentioned that the
state of being substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established by the relation which determined either said
counter-positive-ness of that which is to be established in
general, existing in the absence of that which is to be
established, determined by the relation which determines the
state of being that which is to be established, or the state of
being determinant of that counter-positive-ness. The sentence
ending with ‘existing’ is the qualifier of ‘one of two.’
In this way, there is no harm even though in the
inference ‘this has the mutual absence of pot because of
clothness’ The counter-positive-ness of that which is to be
established does not exist in pot-ness which is identical the
absence of that which is to be established, because one of them
the state of being determinant of the counter-positive-ness of
would not be a fault of for narrow application, when the absence of
difference from jar is identical with jarness, the counter-positive-ness
which is indicated by the absence of the absence of jar, the determinant
relation of that counter-positive-ness will be inherence relation and not
identity relation.
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(20) Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè19 »„mëÿæy±æçÎy²ælÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜU¨hï„æñ ¥Ã²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J çÝLQU¨æŠ²æù|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„æ ²æ çÝLQU¨}Ïæ‹{¨¢ ¨ xæü Ü UçÝÚ±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ
„ÎæŸæ²æ±ëçœæy±S² ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì J xæé‡æÜU}ææü‹²y±ç±çàæC¨œ±æù|ææ±±æÝì
that which is to be established alone exists there.
(20) Even though it should not be argued that-there is
a fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘this has the
conjunction of monkey19 because of this tree-ness’ where that
which is to be established has partial existence, this is because
the non-existence in that which has the substratum-ness which
is not determined by any characteristic, having determined by
mentioned relation and which is described by that which is
qualified by the mentioned state of being the absence of that
which is to be established, is desired to be said. Therefore there
is no fault of too narrow application in the inference ‘‘this has
the absence of existence qualified by the

difference from

quality and action because of quality-ness,’’ even though the
substratum-ness of the absence of that which is to be
19.

ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè (Kapi-sa‚yogi) Having conjunction of monkey. In that tree
which is locus of the absence of conjunction of monkey limited by
root, there that tree-ness exists, therefore there is fault of too narrow
application. When occurrence in the locus of the substratum-ness
which is not determined by any characteristic is maintained, there
would not be fault of too narrow application, because in this case
the locus of the substratumness which is not determined by anything
will be quality etc. where that treeness does not exist.
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xæé‡æy±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨œ±æy}æÜU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±S² xæé‡ææçÎ±ëçœæy±ïùçÐ
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±S²20 xæé‡ææl±ëçœæy±æóææùÃ²æç#: J
(21) Ý ™ñ±¢ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì ¨œ±æÎì §y²æÎæñ çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æù|ææ±æùç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æùÐíç¨hKæùÃ²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì, ÜïU±Hæestablished which (absence) is in the form of existence, exists in
quality because the substratum-ness which is described by that
which is qualified by the state of being absence of that which
is to be established20, dose not exist in quality etc.
(21) Nor it should be argued that-in this way there
would be a fault of too narrow application in the inference,
20.

¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±S²–Here s¹dhya is in the form of state
of being existence, which is qualified by the difference from quality
and action, but qualified is not different from unqualified. Therefore
the existence (satt¹) which is qualified by the difference from quality
and action is not different from the existence which is not qualified
by difference from quality and action. So the absence s¹dhya here is
the absence of absence of unqualified existence which is located in
quality etc. where qualitiness exists. Therefore there is fault of too
narrow application. But when the locusness is maintained as indicated
by that which is qualified by state of being absence of s¹dhya, there
would not be fault of too narrow application. This is because in this
case of inference, quality has not such substantive-ness which is
determined by the state of being absence of s¹dhya which is in the
form of the existance is qualified by the difference from quality and
action. This is the experience that there is no ‘‘existence’’ which is
qualified by the difference from quality and action in quality.
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‹±ç²çÝ ¥|ææ±æçÎy²ÝïÝ xæí‹ƒÜëU„ñ±æS² Îæï¯S² ±ÿ²}ææ‡æy±æ„ì J
(22) Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïçxæç|æóæ¢ 21 xæé‡æy±æçÎy²æÎæñ
çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æùÐí
ç¨hKæùÃ²æç#:, ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S²
22
Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±çÝ²}æ±æçÎÝ²ï „S² ÜïU±Hæ‹±Ä²Ý‹„xæü„y±æçÎç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
‘this has the absence of the conjunction of monkey because of
existence’. This is because the substratum-ness of the absence
of that which is to be established, which is not determined by
any property is not established, because this fault is desired to
be mentioned by author himself by the expression ‘there is
absence of it, in pure affirmative inference’
(22) Nor it should be said-yet there is a fault of too
narrow application in the inference ‘this is different form that
which has the conjunction of monkey21 because of quality-ness’
This is because the non-determined substratum-ness of the
absence of that which is to be established is not established,
because in the opinion of those who accept mutual absence
always non-partial-existent 22 it is not included into pure
affirmative. This is because, though in the opinion of those who
believe the mutual absence as non-partial existent the absolute
absence of another type of mutual absence is identical with the
21.

ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïçxæç|æóæ}æì–Different from that which has the conjunction of
monkey. Here the difference from that which has the conjunction of
monkey is s¹dhya. The absence of s¹dhya is in the form of
conjunction which is determinant of counter- positive-ness.

22.

Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±}æì–Complete occurrence, means that occurrence which is
not determined by any time and place.
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¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ„æçÝ²}æ±æçÎÝ²ï ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æy²‹„æ|ææ±S² Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUS±MÐy±ïùçÐ ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ}æÎ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æ|ææ±S² Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæS±MÐS²æùç„çÚQUS²æ|²éÐxæ}ææ„ì , „Ó™ ¥xæíï
SÈéUÅè|æç±c²ç„ J
(23) ÝÝé „ƒæçÐ ¨}æ±æ²æçÎÝæ xæxæÝæçÎãï„éÜïU §Î¢ ±çq}æÎì
xæxæÝæçÎy²æÎæ±ç„Ã²æç#: ±¤‹²|ææ±±ç„ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ xæxæÝæÎïÚ±ëœæï: J Ý ™ „Ìÿ²}æï±,23 ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
determinant of counter-positive-ness the absence of the mutual
absence of that which has that which is partially existent is
accepted different in the form on non-partial existent, this view
will be made clear latter on.
(23) Now here is the objection-yet there is a fault of too
wide application, in the inference; ‘it has fire because of having
ether’ where ether is a reason by the relation inherence. This is
because ether dose not exists in the substratum of the absences
of fire by the relation inherence. It should not be said that-this
is a valid reason23 because of the absence of the existence in
the subject, there is usage of invalid reason-hood, because there
also inferential knowledge is experienced due to error of
concomitance, otherwise; ‘‘this has smoke because of fire’’ also
23.

Ý ™ „„ì Hÿ²}æï±–Nor the valid inference, having concomitance and
occurrence in subject, both are conditions of to be a valid reason and
not only one of them. Otherwise fire also exists in the mountain
which has smoke, therefore; ‘this has smoke because it has fire,’ this
also would be valid inference.
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Ðÿæ{}æüy±æ|ææ±æÓ™æù¨hï„éy±Ã²±ãæÚ §ç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „~ææçÐ Ã²æç#|æí}æï‡æñ±æÝéç}æ„ïÚÝé|æ±ç¨hy±æ„ì J ¥‹²ƒæ {ê}æ±æÝì ±qïçÚy²æÎïÚçÐ
Hÿ²y±S² ¨é±™y±æ„ì J »±¢ ÎíÃ²¢ xæé‡æÜU}ææü‹²y±ç±çàæC¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#: ç±çàæC¨œ±S² ÜïU±H¨œ±æÝç„ÚïçÜU„²æ ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±±y²çÐ xæé‡ææÎæñ „S² ±ëœæï:, xæé‡æï xæé‡æÜU}ææü‹²y±ç±çàæC¨œæïç„ Ðí„è„ï:
¨±üç¨hy±æ„ì J ¨œææ±æÝì ÎíÃ²y±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#p, ¨œææ|ææ±±ç„
¨æ}ææ‹²æÎæñ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ±ëœæïÚÐíç¨hïçÚç„ ™ï„ì Ý J
(24) ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀ‹Ýãïy±ç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ-Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææùù{ï²„æçÝMçÐ„-ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯would be a valid reason.
In this way there is a fault of too narrow application in
the inference; ‘this is a substance because of the existence
qualified by difference from quality and action,’ this is because
the qualified existence is not different from pure existence, it
exists in quality which has the absence of substance-hood
because the notion ‘there is the qualified existence in quality’ is
well known by all. And there is a fault of too narrow
application in the inference; ‘this has existence because of
substance-ness’ because the occupancy in universal which has
the absence of the existence is not estalished, by the relation
inherence which determined the state of being a reason.
(24) This is not correct, because the general absence of
existence in that which has substratum-ness not determined by
any attribute and determined by said relation, which described
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¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ çÝLQU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„-çÝLQU¨}Ïæ‹{¨¢¨xæüÜUçÝÚ±çÓÀóææùç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æùùŸæ²±ëçœæy±¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±S² ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì J24
by that which qualified by state of being said absence of that
which is to be established by the relation one kind of self-someness described by occupancy (¹dheyat¹) determined by the
relation which determines the state of being the reason and
which (occupancy) is described by the substratumness of the
reason determined by that which determines the state of being
a reason is desired to be mentioned by the definition of vy¹pti.24
24.

¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±S² ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì–Because absence in general is desired to
say. Here the occurrence which is determined by the relation which
determines the state of being reason, and which (occurrence) is
indicated by substratumness of reason and which is determined by
the determinant feature which determines reasonness and the
counter-positive-ness determined by the relation selfsomeness which
has that occurrence as its adjunct and which (counter-positive-ness)
exists in the occurrence which is indicated by the locus of the
locusness which is not determined by any attribute and indicated
by indicatorness which is determined by the relation which is
determinant of counter-positive-ness belonging to s¹dhya in
general, counter-positive-ness which of exists in the absence of
s¹dhya, and determined by the relation of that which determines
the state of being s¹dhya, and the state of having such a counterpositive-ness is the difference of vy¹pti just as by relation of
conjunction which has jar as it’s adjunct, the jar exists on the
ground, not clothness, therefore by this relation the absence of
clothness is ‘‘keval¹nvayi’’ (everywhere). Similarly the occurrence
existing in namebility which (occurnce) is determined by selfsome
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(25) ±ëçœæy±@ Ý ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ç±±ÿæ‡æè²}æì J ¥çS„
™ ¨œææ±æÝì ÎíÃ²y±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨œææ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æŸæ²±ëçœæy±S² ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææ{ï²„æçÝMçÐ„ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±æï ÎíÃ²y±æÎæñ, ¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææ{ï²„æçÝMçÐ„(25) The occupancy should not be desired to be
mentioned by the relation which determines the state of being
the reason. And there is general absence of occupancy and indi
cated by that which has the substratum-ness of the absence of
existence by the relation which is a kind of selfsome-ness
relation described by the occupancy determined by inherence
relation which determines the state of being the reason, in
substance-ness. This is because the absence of existence which
(absence) has the counter-positive-ness determined by a kind of
self-someness relation, described by the occupancy determined
by the relation inherence, is the absence which has counterrelation and which is locus of the absence of existence by the
selfsome relation, adjunct of which is occurrence which is in
subjectness which is determined by the relation of determinant of
state of being reason and which (occurrence) is indicated by the
locusness, which is indicated by indicatorness, existing in
substanceness determined by substanceness-ness. That occurrence
does not exists anywhere by the mentioned relation, therefore the
absence of that occurrence exists in the substance also, therefore
there is no fault of too narrow application with regard the valid
reason, ‘‘subtanceness, belongs to the inference, it has generic
attribute existence because it has substanceness.’
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ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜU¨œææ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æŸæ²±ë ç œæy±æ|ææ±S² Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæÐí ç „²æï ç xæ„æÜUæ|ææ±„²æ
¨¢²æïxæ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæxæé‡ææ|ææ±æÎïçÚ± ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²y±æ„ì J
ÎíÃ²¢ ¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæñ ™ ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æxæé‡ææçÎ±ëçœæy±S²ñ±
¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææ{ï²„æçÝMçÐ„ç±àæï¯‡æ„æ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨œææ²æ¢
¨y±æóææç„Ã²æç#: J ÎíÃ²¢ ç±çàæC¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#±æÚ‡ææ² Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹„}ææ{ï²„æç±àæï¯‡æ}æì25 J
positive-ness determined by non-co-existent relation, is pure
affirmative status is just as the absence of quality determined
by conjunction.
And in the inference ‘this has substance-ness because of
existence’, the occupancy described by the quality which is the
substratum of the absence of substance-ness, exists in existence
by the relation qualifier-ness described by occupancy
(¹dheyat¹) determined by the relation inherence. Therefore
there is no fault of too wide application. To avoid the fault of
too narrow application in the inference; ‘this has substanceness because of qualified existence’ ending with ‘having
counterpositive’ is the qualifier of the occupancy. (¹dheyat¹)25
25.

Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹„}ææ{ï²„æç±àæï¯‡æ}æì–If the qualification having locusness of
reason which is determined by the determinant of the reason- hood,
is not used, then there would be fault of too wide application with
the invalid reason belonging to; ‘‘this has substancencess because it
has qualified generic attribute existence.’’ The locusness of the
absence of substanceness by the relation selfsomeness, adjunct of
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(25) ±S„é„S„é »„Ìÿæ‡æÜU„ëü}æ„ï ç±çàæC¨œ±¢ ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„æ{æÚ„æ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝñ± ÎíÃ²y±Ã²æŒ²¢, Ý „é ¨}æ±æ²¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ,26 „ƒæ ™
(25) In fact, in the opinion of the maker of this
definition, the qualified existence is pervaded by substance-ness
by the relation the state of being substratum described by
qualified thing only and not by inherence relation.26 Therefore
which is the occurrence in existence, exists in quality etc. The
occurrence which existing in the existence, indicated by quality etc.
that occurrence exists in qualified existence also, because qualified
thing is not different from unqualified thing. When the expression
‘‘having locusness of the reason determined by the determinant of
reason-ness adjunct of which is that selfsome relation’’ is used, there
would not be fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘‘it has
substanceness because it has qualified existence.’’ This is because the
locusness which exists in substance which is indicated by indicatorness which exists in the reason qualified existence indicates
occurrence, which is determined by the relation of inherence and
which (occurrence) exists in qualified existence by the relation
selfsomeness adjunct of which is that(occurrrence), the locusness of
the absence of substanceness which exists in quality etc. the
substratum of that locusness is quality etc. indicated by it, is the
occurrence in the existence. That does not exist any where, therefore
absence of that occurrence exists in the qualified existence. This is
the idea.
26.

Ý „é ¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ–Not by the relation inherence etc. here the
determinant relation of hetut¹(reason-hood) is the locus-ness
indicated by qualified existence. The occurrence by this relation
occurrence which exists in qualified existence by its relation the
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Ðíç„²æïxæÜUæ‹„}ææ{ï²„æç±àæï¯‡æ}æÝéÐæÎï²}æï± J „ÎéÐæÎæÝï ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU|æïÎïÝ ÜUæ²üÜUæÚ‡æ|ææ±|æïÎæÐœæï: J ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨}Ïæç‹{y±ï
¨ç„27 §y²ÝïÝæçÐ ç±àæï¯‡ææÎì ±çq}ææÝì xæxæÝæçÎy²æÎæñ Ýæç„Ã²æç#: J
(26) ÝÝé „ƒæçÐ ©|æ²y±}æé|æ²~æñ± Ð²æü#¢ Ý „é »ÜU~æïç„
ç¨hæ‹„æÎÚï ÍæÅy±±æÝì ÍæÅy±„Î|ææ±±Îé|æ²y±æçÎy²æÎæñ Ð²æüŒy²æw²the qualifier of occupancy (¹dheyat¹) ending with ‘having
counter-positive’ should not be used indeed. If it is used there
would be different cause-effect relationships due to different
determinants of the state of being reason. The qualification
‘state of being relatum by the relation which determines the
state of being reason27’ also should be used, therefore there is
no fault of too wide application in the inference; ‘this has fire
because of ether’.
(26) Even though here the objection is-if this doctrine
that ‘both-ness occupies both things simultaneously and not
one thing’ is accepted, there is the fault of too wide application
in the inference; ‘this has pot-ness because of both-ness of those
which have pot-ness and the absence of it’ when the reason is
taken by the relation pary¹pti, because the reason dose not
locus of the absence of substance-ness is quality etc. and which is
determined by the inherence relation does not exists any where
therefore the absence of occurrence exists in qualified existence also.
Therefore there is no fault of too narrow application.
27.

¨}Ïæç‹{y±ï ¨„èy²ÝïÝ–Being relative the reason ether, is not related with
anything by the relation of inherence which is determinant relation
of state of being reason.
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¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ãï„éy±ïùç„Ã²æç#:, ÍæÅy±æ|ææ±±ç„ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUÐ²æüŒy²æw²¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ãï„æïÚ±ëœæï:, ÍæÅæï Ý ÍæÅÐÅæï|æ²ç}æç„±Îì ÍæÅy±æ|ææ±±æÝì Ý
ÍæÅy±„Î|ææ±±Îé|æ²ç}æy²çÐ Ðí„è„ïçÚç„ ™ï„ì Ý,
„æÎëàæç¨hæ‹„æÎÚï ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²¨}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±ï ¨„èy²ÝïÝñ± ç±àæï¯‡æè²y±æçÎç„ J ¥„ »± ©Q¢U ‘çÝç±àæ„æ¢ ±æ
±ëçœæ}æœ±¢ ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ ±ïç„’ ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²xæí‹ƒï Îèç{ç„ÜëU„: J
„çmàæï¯‡ææ„ì ±çq}æÎì xæxæÝæÎì §y²æÎæñ Ý ¥ç„Ã²æç#: J
(27) ÜïUç™œæé28 çÝLQU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„æ ²æ
exist in that which has the absence of pot-ness by the relation
pary¹pti which determines the state of being reason. This is
because there is the notion also that ‘which has the absence of
pot-ness is not both which have pot-ness and its absence’ just
as ‘pot is not both pot and cloth’.
This is not correct because if this doctrine is accepted
‘having state of being co-existent with that which is to be
established’ should be added as qualifier. Therefore the author
of D»dhiti says ‘let include state of having existence in the
reason or state of being co-existent with that which is to be
established’ in the ‘keval¹nvayi grantha.’ When this qualification
is used there is no fault of too wide application in the inference
such as; ‘this has fire because of ether.’
(27) Some logicians28 say, the definition of vy¹pti is
28.

ÜïUç™œæé–This definition is made according to the opinion of those who
accept absence of mutual absence or absolute absence is different
from counter-positive, or determinant of counter-positive-ness.
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ç±àæï¯‡æ„æç±àæï¯¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ²ƒæïQU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ±æ çÝÚ±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ
„ÎæŸæ²Ã²vy²±œæü}ææÝ¢ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæh}ææü±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¨æ}ææ‹²¢ „h}æü±œ±¢ ç±±çÿæ„}æì J {ê}æ±æÝì ±qïçÚy²æÎæñ Ð±ü„æçÎçÝD±¤‹²ç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æÃ²QïU{êü}ææ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡ææ±ëçœæœ±ïùçÐ ¥²æïxææïHÜUçÝD±¤‹²ç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æÃ²QïUÚ„ƒæy±æóææç„Ã²æç#çÚy²æãé: J
(28) ¥‹²ï „é ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæS±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æŸæ²±ëçœæ ²çóæÚ±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ „Î±ëçœæçÝLQUdesired to be mentioned the state of having the attribute which
is substratum-hood in general determined by a particular
attribute and determined by the relation which determines the
state of being a reason, which (substratum-hood) exists in that
individual thing which has the substratum-hood not determined
by any feature, described by that which is qualified by early
mentioned. The state of being absence of that which is to be
established by the realtion attributive-ness or relation as the
mentioned.
There is no fault of too wide application in the inference;
‘it has smoke because of fire’ etc. because though the substratumness of fire abinding in the mounrain, does not exist in the
substuatum of absence of smote; the substuatum-ness of fire
abinding in the hot ironball is not like that (exists in the
substuatum of absence of smoke) this is said.
(28) Others say that the state of being substratum-hood
determined by early mentioned relation and described by that
which is qualified by early mentioned state of being absence of
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¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ç±çàæCçÝMçÐ„²ƒæïQU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æy}æÜUy±ç}æç„ ç±àæï¯‡æç±àæïc²|ææ±Ã²y²æ¨ï „æyÐ²ü}æì29, S±ÐÎ¢ ãï„éÐÚ}æì J §yƒ@
that which is to be established and which does not exist in that
substratum-hood of that which is not determined by any
attribute, and which exists in the locus of substratum-hood of
itself which is determined by that which determines the state of
being reason and determined by the relation which determines
the state of being reason. This is intention29 by the change of
qualifier and qualified relationship. The term ‘self’ denotes
reason. In this way there is no fault of too narrow application
even in the inferences; ‘this has the absence of the conjunction
with monkey because of existence’, ‘this is different from that
29.

„æyÐ²ü}æì–Intention. ‘‘The locusness of reason which is determined by
determinant of reason-hood, and which is determined by the relation
of determinant of reasonhood, existing in the locus of such locusness
of the reason, the locus-ness which is not determined by any
attribute, non-existing in that locus-ness which exists in the locus
which is indicated by the state of being indication, and which is
determined by the relation which determines the counter-positiveness of the s¹dhya in general, and which counter-positive-ness exists
in the absence of s¹dhya and which (counter-positiveness) is
determined by the state of being absence of s¹dhya, counter-positiveness of which is determined by the determinant of state of being of
s¹dhya and which is determined by the relation which determines the
state of being s¹dhya, to be belonging of reason of that
locusnessness’’ is the definition of vy¹pti according to some authors.
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ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì ¨œ±æ„ì, ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïçxæç|æóæ¢ xæé‡æy±æçÎy²æÎæ±çÐ
ÝæÃ²æç#çÚy²æãéçÚç„ ¨Ñì ÿæïÐ: J
• • •
which has conjunction with monkey’ because of state of
quality. etc. This is the brief discussion.
• • •

çm„è²¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(29) Hÿæ‡ææ‹„Ú}ææã¨æŠ²±çjóæïç„ J ¨æŠ²±çjóææï ²: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±æÝì „Î±ëçœæy±ç}æy²ƒü: J ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„mëÿæy±æçÎy²ælÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜUæÃ²æç#±æÚ‡ææ² ¨æŠ²±çjóæïç„ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æï ç±àæï¯‡æç}æç„ Ðíæ@:, „Î¨„ì,
‘¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îì’ §y²S² Ã²ƒü„æÐœæï:, ¨æŠ²±çjóææ±ëçœæy±}æì §y²S²ñ±
¨}²vy±æ„ì J
The second definition of Vy¹pti
(29) The author states the second definition of vy¹pti by
the expression ‘‘that which is different from that which has that
which is to be established’’. The meaning is the non-existence of
reason in that which possesses the absence of that which is to
be established and which is different from that which has that
which is to be established. According to old logicions the expression
‘that which is different from that which has that which is to be
established’ is the qualifier of the substratum of the absence of
that which is to be established is used to avoid the too narrow
application, in the inference; ‘this has the conjunction of a
monkey of this treeness because this is the inference’ in which
that which is to be established has partial existence. This is the
opinion of old logicians. It is not correct because in this case the
expression ‘the substratum of the absence of that which is to be
established’ will be useless, because the non-existence in that
which is different from that which has that which is to be established
only would be the correct definition.
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(30) ÝÃ²æS„é ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±: ¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±: „mÎ±ëçœæy±ç}æç„ ¨#}æè„yÐéL¯æïœæÚ¢ }æ„éŒÐíy²²: J „ƒæ ™
¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæ²ü: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S„mÎ±ëçœæy±ç}æy²ƒü: J »±@ ¨æŠ²±çj‹‹æ±ëœæèy²ÝéQUæñ ¨¢²æïxæè ÎíÃ²y±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#: J ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±ç„
ÎíÃ²ï ÎíÃ²y±S² ±ëœæï:, „ÎéÐæÎæÝï ™ ¨¢²æïxæ±çj‹Ý±ëçœæ: ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±æï
xæé‡ææçÎ±ëçœæ: ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ± »±, ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎæ„ì „mÎ±ëçœæy±æóææÃ²æç#: J
(30) New logicians say-the absence of that which is to be
established in that which is different from that which has that which
to be established is meant by the absence of that which is to be
established, is in that which is other than that which has s¹dhya
and non existence in that. This is suffix matup after the compound
seventh case tatpuru¬a.Therefore ‘the non-existence in that which
has the absence of that which is to be established which (absence)
exists in that which is different from that which has that which is
to be established’ is the meaning. In this way if the ‘existent in that
which is different from that which has that which is to be
established’, is not said there will be the fault of too narrow
application in the inference; ‘this has conjunction because this has
substanceness.’ This is because substance-ness exists in the
substance which has the absence of that which is to be established
that is conjunetion when that is said the absence of the
conjunction which exists in quality is the absence of conjunction
which exists in that which is different from that which has that
which is to be established, because absence is different due to
difference in the substratum and because it does not exists in that,
therefore there is no fault of too narrow application.
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(31) Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ¨æŠ²±çjóææ±ëçœæy±ç}æy²ï±æS„é Hÿæ‡æ¢ ôÜU
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çÎy²ÝïÝ §ç„ ±æÓ²}æì J ²ƒæïQUHÿæ‡æï „S² ¥Ðí±ïàæïÝ
±ñ²‰²æü|ææ±æ„ì „S²æçÐ Hÿæ‡ææ‹„Úy±æ„ì J
Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæ²üS„mÎ±ëçœæy±}æï±æS„é ôÜU
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ÐÎï Ý §ç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „æÎë à æÎí Ã ²y±æçÎ}æmë ç œæy±æ„ì
¥¨}|æ±æÐœæï: J ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ïy²~æ ¨æŠ²ÐÎ}æŒ²„ »±, ÎíÃ²y±æÎïÚçÐ
ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±æ|ææ±y±æ„ì |ææ±MÐæ|ææ±S² ™ ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ |æïÎæ|ææ±æ„ì J
(31) Nor it can be said-let there be the non- existence in
that which is different from that which has that which is to be
established as the definition, what is the need of the expression
‘that which has the absence of that which is to be established’ ?
This is because even there is no useless-ness of that expression
due to non-inclusion of it in the said definition because that is
also a different definition.
Nor it should be said-let be the non-existence in that
which has that which exists in that which is different from that
which has that which is to be established, what is the need of
the expression ‘absence of that which is to be established’ ?
Because there will be a fault of impossibility, because it
exists in that which has such substance-ness. In the expression
‘the absence of s¹dhya that which is to be established’, the word
that which is to be established, is for the same reason only
s¹dhya the substance-ness, also is the absence of the absence of
substance-ness because the absence which has the positive form
is not different due to the difference in the substratum.
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(32) ÝÝé „ƒæçÐ ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢²æïxæÍæÅy±æ‹²„Úæ|ææ±±æÝì xæxæÝy±æçÎy²æÎæñ ÍæÅæÝç{ÜUÚ‡æÎïàææ±ÓÀïÎïÝ ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±S² xæxæÝï
¨œ±æ„ì ¨hï„é„²æ ¥Ã²æç#:, ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ÍæÅï ±œæü}ææÝS² ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S²
ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢²æïxæMÐS² xæxæÝïùçÐ ¨œ±æ„ì, „~æ ™ ãï„æï±ëüœæï: J Ý ™
¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæy±ç±çàæC¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±œ±¢ ç±±çÿæ„ç}æç„30 ±æÓ²}æì J
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ÐÎ±ñ²‰²æüÐœæï: J ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæy±ç±çàæC±Î±ëçœæy±S²ñ±
(32) This is the objection that–in the inference; ‘‘this
thing has the absence of one of them the conjunction of a jar
with ether and jar-ness because this has ether-hood’’ which is a
valid reason, there is fault of too narrow application, because
the absence of the conjunction of jar and ether exists in ether,
by the place where there is no a jar, in the jar which is different
from that which has that which is to be established, and which
has absence of that which is to be established, in the form of the
conjunction of jar and ether, exists in either also and there
reason exists.
Nor it should be said 30the state of having the absence
of that which is to be established qualified by the existence in
that which is different from that which has that which is to be
established, because the word the absences of that which is to
30.

ç±±çÿæ„}æì–Desired to be said-just as the locus-ness indicated by the state
of being indicator determined by qualified existence-ness, exists only
in substance not in quality etc., similarly the absence of s¹dhya in the
form of the conjunction of ether with jar also exists only in jar and not
in ether, therefore there is no fault of too narrow application.
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¨}²vy±æçÎç„ ™ï„ì, Ý J ¥|ææ±æ|ææ±S²æç„çÚQUy±}æ„ïÝñ„Ìÿæ‡æÜUÚ‡ææ„ì J
„ƒæ ™ ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎæ„ì ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ÍæÅï ±œæü}ææÝS²
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² Ðíç„²æïçxæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æS² Ðíç„²æïçxæ}æç„ xæxæÝïù¨œ±æÎÃ²æ#ïÚ|ææ±æ„ì J
(33) Ý ™ñ±¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ïy²~æ ¨æŠ²ÐÎ±ñ²‰²ü}æì ¥|ææ±æ|ææ±S²æç„çÚQUy±ïÝ ÎíÃ²y±æÎïÚ|ææ±y±æ|ææ±æ„ì ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæÍæÅæ|ææ±æÎïS„é
be established would be useless. If it is said that the absence
existence in that which has that qualified by existence in that
which is different from that which has that which is to be
established would be correct. This is not admitted because this
definition is made by the opinion that the absence of absence
is different from positive entity. Therefore there is no fault of
too narrow application because the absence of that which is to
be established exists, in the jar which is different from that
which has that which is to be established and which (absence)
dose not exist in that where counter-positive of it exists and
that absence abides in ether which has counter-positive, due to
difference in absence by substratum.
(33) It should not be argued that-in this way the word
‘that which is to be established’, will be useless in the expression
‘the absence of that which is to be established’ because the
absence of absence is different from positive entity hence the
substance-ness is not an absence, the absence of a jar which
exists in that which is different from that which has that which
is to be established does not exist in the substratum of the
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ãï„é}æç„ ¥¨œ±æ„ì31 ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎæçÎç„ ±æÓ²}æì J ²~æ
Ðíç„²æïçxæ¨}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±Ðíç„²æïçxæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±Hÿæ‡æç±Lh{}ææüŠ²æ¨:32
„~æñ± ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎæ|²éÐxæ}ææï Ý „é ¨±ü~æ, „ƒæ ™
¨æŠ²±çj‹Ý±ëçœæÍæÅæ|ææ±æÎïãï„éü}æy²çÐ ¨œ±æÎì ¥¨}|æ±±æÚ‡ææ²33
reason 31 because of the difference in the absence due to
difference in the locus of it. This is because where the oppositive
attributes as ‘‘the state of being co-existent with its counterpositive and state of being non-co-existent with its counterpositive32, abide there only absences are accepted different due
the differene in the is substratum, not in all cases. Therefore to
avoid the fault of impossibility33 because of the absence of a jar
31.

ãï„é}æy²¨œ±æçÎç„–Because it does not exist in the locus of the reason.
The absence of absences which exists in water, the locus of that
absence is the water etc. and not mountain etc. If absence is not
different from other absence on basis of the difference of locus then
the locus of the absence of fireness which exists in lake etc., like it
the mountain also will be its locus, because the absence of fireness
exists in the mountain. The smoke exists in the mountain. Therefore
there would be fault of too narrow application. When the absence is
accepted different from other absence due to difference in there
locuses then the absence of jarness existing in lake etc., the
substratum of it is the absence of smoke. Therefore there is no fault
of too narrow application.

32.

ç±Mh{}ææüŠ²æ¨–Knowledge of opposite attributes. The absence of the
conjunction of monkey which has incomplete occurrence is accepted
different on the basis of the different locus of absences.

33.

¥¨}|æ±±æÚ‡ææ²–To avoid the fault of imposibility, if leaving the word
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¨æŠ²ÐÎæïÐæÎæÝæ„ì J
(34) ²mæ ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢²æïxæ-ÍæÅy±æ‹²„Úæ|ææ±æ|ææ±æïùç„çÚQU »±,
ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢ ² æï x ææÎèÝæ}æÝÝé x æ„„²æ „ƒæy±S² ±Qé U }æàæv²y±æ„ì J
ÍæÅy±ÎíÃ²y±æl|ææ±æ|ææ±S„é Ýæç„çÚQU:, ÍæÅy±ÎíÃ²y±æÎèÝæ}æŒ²Ýéetc. which exist in that which is different from that which has
‘that which is to be established abides in the substratum of the
reason, the term ‘that which is to be established’ is included.
(34) Or the absence of an absence of one of the jar-ness
and the conjunction of ether and jar is different from positive
entity because the conjunction of jar and ether etc. has no
consecutive attributives as positive entity. Therefore this can
not be said, the absence of absence of jar-ness and
substanceness etc. are consecutive attributives. Therefore to

‘s¹dhya’ only the word absence is used, there would be the fault of
too narrow application, because the absence which exists in lake
etc., which is locus of the absence of s¹dhya fire is the absence of
absence of substance-ness which has identity with substanceness, the
locus of this absence is mountain where smoke exists, therefore there
is not the absence is of that occurrence, there is the fault of too
narrow application, when the word ‘s¹dhya’ is being used in the
definition, there would not be the possibility of the fault of
impossibility. The absence of s¹dhya which exists in water, is the
absence of fire, the locus of it is water etc., the occurrence which
indicated by water does not exists in smoke therefore there is no
chance of fault of impossibility.
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xæ„y±æ„ì J „ƒæ ™ ÎíÃ²y±æçÎÜU}ææÎæ²æ¨}|æ±±æÚ‡ææ²ñ± ¨æŠ²ÐÎç}æç„
ÐíæãéçÚy²æS„æ¢ ç±S„Ú: J
•••
avoid fault of impossibility by taking substance-ness etc. the
expression ‘that which is to be established’ is used it is said by
some logicians. Let finish details.
• • •

„ë„è²¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(35) ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±ïç„ J ãï„æñ ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ±ëçœæy±æ|ææ± §y²ƒü: J ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±p
Ðí ç „²æï x ²±ë ç œæy±ï Ý ç±àæï ¯ ‡æè²:, „ï Ý ¨æŠ²±„æï Ã²æ¨Á²±ë ç œæ{}ææü±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±±ç„ ãï„æï±ëüœææ±çÐ Ý ¥¨}|æ±: J
(36) ÝÝé »±}æçÐ ÝæÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æÜU¨æŠ²ÜïU ±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æç{ÜUÚ‡æè|æê„„œæÎìÃ²çQUy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ‹²æï‹²æThe Third definition of Vy¹pti
(35) Non-coexistence of the mutual absence which has
its counter-positive that which has that which is to be
established in the reason. The absence of existence described by
the substratum of the mutual absence of that which has that
which is to be established, is its counter-positive, this is the
meaning. The mutual absence should be qualified by nonexisting in the counter-positive. Therefore, there is no fault of
impossibility even though the reason exists in the substratum of
mutual absence of that which has that which is to be
established determined by the characteristic which exists
simultaneously more then one thing.
(36) There is an objection in this way also. There is a
fault of too narrow application in the inference, ‘this has fire
because this has smoke’ where that which is to be established
belongs to many substrata. This is because in the substratum of
the mutual absence which has counter-positive-ness
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|ææ±±ç„ ãï „ æï ± ë ü œ æï Ú Ã²æç#Îé ü ± æü Ú æ §ç„ J Ðí ç „²æï x ²±ë ç œæy±}æÐãæ²
¨æŠ²±œ±æçÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±ç±±ÿæ‡æï „é Ð@}æïÝ ¨ã
ÐæñÝLvy²ç}æç„ ™ï„ì, Ý, ±ÿ²}ææ‡æÜïU±Hæ‹±Ä²Ã²æç#±ÎS² ¥çÐ ¥~æ
Îæï¯y±æ„ì J
(37) Ý ™ „ƒæçÐ ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±}ææ~æS²ñ±
»„Ìÿæ‡æÍæÅÜUy±ï ±ÿ²}ææ‡æÜïU±Hæ‹±Ä²Ã²æç#: ¥~ææ¨X„æ, ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²¨æŠ²ÜïUùçÐ ¨æŠ²æç{ÜUÚ‡æè|æê„„œæÎìÃ²çQUy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„ædetermined by the state of being particular individual which is
a substratum of that which is to be established, there the reason
exists. If to avoid that fault instead of non-existence in the
counter-positive, the mutual absence which has the counterpositive-ness determined by the state of having that which is to
be established is used, there will be repeatation in the respect of
fifth definition. This is not correct, because like too narrow
application in the pure positive inference which will be said
later on, here this fault also happens.
(37) Nor yet it can be argued that-if the mutual absence
which has that a which has that which is to be established, this
is only a part of the definition, the fault of too narrow
application in the pure positive inference which is to be shown
later on would be in-consistent in this case, because the mutual
absence which has the counter-positive-ness determined by the
state of being particular individual substratum of that which is
to be established, is established, in the inference where that
which is to be established is pure affirmative. This is because

„ë„è² Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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ÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² Ðíç¨hy±æçÎç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „~ææçÐ „æÎëàææ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S²
Ðíç¨hy±ïùçÐ „mç„ ãï„æï±ëüœæïÚï± ¥Ã²æ#ïÎéü±æüÚy±æ„ì J
(38) ²mæ ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±ÐÎïÝ ¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ± »± ç±±çÿæ„: J Ý ™ñ±¢ Ð@}ææ|æïÎ:,
„~æ ¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±±œ±ïÝ Ðí±ïàæ:, ¥~æ „é
„æÎëàææ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±ïÝ §y²ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±Ðí±ïàææÐí±ïàææ|²æ}æï±
|æïÎæ„ì J ¥¶‡Çæ|ææ±ÍæÅÜU„²æ34 ™ Ýæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æ¢àæS² ±ñ²‰²üç}æç„ Ý
there also, even though such mutual absence is established,
there the fault of too narrow application is not avoidable,
because the reason exists in the substratum of that.
(38) Or that by the expression ‘mutual absence which
has the counter-positive-ness which abides in that which has
that which is to be established,’ the mutual absence that which
has the counter- positive-ness determined by the state of
having that which is to be established, is to be said. In this
way there is no identity with fifth (definition) since a mutual
absence which has the counter-positive-ness determined by the
state of having that which is to be established is not included
there, here (it is included) as a being a substratum of a such
mutual absence. In this way there is difference from fifth
definition, due to inclusion and non inclusion of state of
being substratum, there is no uselessness of the part of
substratum-ness, because it is a constituent part of one
individual (akhan©) absence34, therefore there is no fault.
34.

¥¶‡Çæ|ææ±–There are so many definitions of vy¹pti, one of them is
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ÜUæïùçÐ Îæï¯ §ç„ çÎÜìU J
• • •
This is a direction.
• • •

inclusive of locusness. This is the idea, here in the definition nonoccurrence in that which is different from that which is the locus of
the absence of s¹dhya, the state of being determinant existing in the
mutual absence, is indicated by the state of being determinant
existing in the locus. But in this third definition that state of being
determinant existing in mutual absence, is indicated by the state of
being determinant, existing in occurrence. This is difference between
them.

™„éƒZ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(39) ¨ÜUHïç„ J ¨æÜUË²¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æï ç±àæï¯‡æ¢, „ƒæ ™
²æ±ç‹„ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡ææçÝ „çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢ ãï„æï: Ã²æç#çÚy²ƒü: J {ê}ææl|ææ±±ÁÁæHNÎæçÎçÝDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±æm¤‹²æÎæ±ç„Ã²æç#çÚç„ ²æ±çÎç„ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æï ç±àæï¯‡æ}æì, ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ç±àæï¯‡æy±ï
„œæÎìNÎæ±ëçœæy±æçÎMÐï‡æ ²æï ±¤‹²æl|ææ±S„S²æçÐ ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±y±ïÝ Ðí±ïàææ„ì „æ±Îç{ÜUÚ‡ææÐíç¨hKæ ¥¨}|æ±æÐœæï: J
The fourth definition of Vy¹pti:
(39) All, (the expression all), is a qualification of the
substratum of the absence of that which is to be established, the
counter-positive-ness of the absence which exists in that which
are substrata of the absence of that which is to be established,
in the reason is the vy¹pti. This is the meaning. Because there
is fault of too narrow application in the fire which is a conuterpositive of the absence which abides in waterlake etc. which is
the substratum of the absence of smoke etc. all is stated to be
a qualification of that which has that which is to be established.
If it would be a qualification of the absence of that which is to
be established there will be a fault of impossibility. This is
because the absence of fire qualifies by non-existence in lake
etc. that (absence) also is included in all absences of that which
is to be established, therefore one substratum of them are not
established.
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(40) Ý ™ ÎíÃ²¢ ¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæñ ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±±ç„ xæé‡ææÎæñ
35
¨œ±æÎï<±çàæCæ|ææ±æçÎ¨œ±æÎç„Ã²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „æÎëàææ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU±œ±S²ïã ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì J
(41) Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ ™ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææ xæíæsæ, „ïÝ
ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±±ç„ xæé‡ææÎæñ ¨œææÎï: ¨¢²æïxææçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±¨œ±ïùçÐ
(40) Nor it should be argued that-there is a fault of too
narrow application in the inference ‘it is a substance because
it has existence, because of there is absence of qualified
existence 35 in the quality etc. which has the absence of
substance-ness, because here, ‘state of having the determinant
of the state of being reason the determinant of the counterpositive-ness of such an absence, is to be said.
(41) The counter-positive-ness should be taken as
determined by the relation of the determinant of the state of
35.

¨œ±æÎï<±çàæCæ|ææ±æ„ì–The quality which is locus of absence of the
substanceness is the locus of existence, being non-substratum of
qualified existence. If the counter-positive-ness of the absence of
qualified existence exists in that counter-positive-ness exists in
existence also, therefore there is fault of too narrow application
when to avoide this fault state of having determinant of state of
being reason is maintioned as determinant of counter-positive-ness of
such absence. The state of being qualified existence though it is
determinant of the counter-positive-ness of that absence the state of
being unqualified existence which is determinant of state of being
reason is not determinant of the counter-positive-ness of such
absence, therefore there is no fault of too narrow application.

™„éƒZ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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Ýæç„Ã²æç#: J
(42) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±p ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæ-¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ-Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæï xæíæs:, ¥‹²ƒæ Ð±ü„æÎæ±çÐ ±¤‹²æÎï<±çàæCæ|ææ±æçÎ¨œ±ïÝ ¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ±¤‹²æçÎ¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±¨œ±ïÝ ™ ²æ±Î‹„xæü„„²æ „çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±æ|ææ±æ„ì {ê}æS²
¥¨}|æ±: S²æ„ì J
(43) Ý ™ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„mëÿæy±æ„ì §y²æÎæñ »„mëÿæS²æçÐ
„æÎëàæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±œ±ïÝ ²æ±Î‹„xæü„„²æ „çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±æ|ææ±æÎï„being the reason. Therefore there is no the fault of too wide
application, even the absence of existence, which has a
counter-positive-ness determined by the relation conjunction,
exists in quality etc. where the absence of substance-ness exists.
(42) And the absence of that which is to be established,
should be understood as having a counter-positive-ness
determined by the realation of the determinant of the state of
that which is to be established, and determined by the
determinant of the state of being that which is to be established,
otherwise there would be a fault of impossibility, because
smoke has not the counter-positive-ness of the absence which
exists in the mountain etc., which is included in all where the
absence of a qualified fire and the absence of fire in general
determined by the relation of inherence exist.
(43) Nor, it should be said that-there is a fault of too
narrow application in the inference; ‘this has the conjunction
of monkey because of ‘this tree-ness’ this tree-ness also exists in
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mëÿæy±S²æÃ²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J çÜUç@ÎÝ±çÓÀóææ²æ: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ §ã ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì J §yƒ@ çÜUç@ÎÝ±çÓÀóææ²æ: ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ xæé‡ææÎæ±ï±36 ¨œ±æœæ~æ ™ ãï„æïÚŒ²|ææ±that which has such absence of that which is to be established,
which (tree) is included in all, because the absence of counterpositive-ness of the absence which exists in that, because the
substratum-hood of the absence of that which is to be
established, is desired to be said, as not determined by any
thing. In this way the substratumhood of the absence of the
conjunction of monkey which is not determined by any thing,
exists in quality36 etc., and where is the absence of the reason
36.

xæé‡ææÎæ±ï±–In quality etc. only. Those who do not accept difference
between absences due to differences in substratum, in the opinion of
them, the absence of conjunction of monkey which exists in the tree
and the absences of conjunction of monkey which exists in quality,
both are same. If the absence of the conjunction of monkey in the
tree is determined by root, the absence of monkey in quality also
would be determined by something. If it is not determined by
anything in quality, it is not determined by anything in the tree also,
because both are same. Here complete occurrence and non-complete
occurrence both should be accepted as non-complete occurrence and
which has non-complete occurrence can’t be co-existent. Just as the
conjunction and absence of conjunction both are co-existent in the
tree in different parts, similarly the absence of conjunction which
exists in quality has complete occurrence when the absence of
conjunction in the tree has incomplete occurrence. Therefore in the
opinion of those who accept identity in absences, the locusness of the
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¨œ±æóææÃ²æç#: J
(44) Ý ™ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì ¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S²
ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææÎï<ÝÚ±çÓÀóææç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æÐíç¨hKæ ¥Ã²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²çÝ ¥|ææ±æçÎy²ÝïÝ xæí‹ƒÜëU„ñ± »„gæï¯S² ±ÿ²}ææ‡æy±æ„ì J
(45) Ý ™ Ðëçƒ±è ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææçÎy²æÎæñ Ðëçƒ±èy±æ|ææ±±ç„
…HæÎæñ ²æ±y²ï± ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±¨œ±æÎç„Ã²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
„çóæDÐÎï Ý „~æ çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ±ë ç œæ}æœ±S² ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì J §yƒ@
also. Therefore there is no fault of too narrow application.
(44) It should not be said that-there is a fault of too
narrow application in the inference; ‘‘this has the absence of
the conjunction of monkey because this has existence’’ due to
non establishment of the state of being a substratum of the
conjunction of monkey as not determined by anything. This is
because this fault would be mentioned by author himself by the
expression, ‘‘Absence in the pure affirmative inference.’’
(45) Nor it should be said that-there is a fault of too wide
application in the inference; ‘‘it is earth because it has the
conjunction of monkey.’’ This is because the absence of the
conjunction of monkey exists in all water etc., which are substrata
of the absence of earth-hood, because of by the expression ‘‘existing
in that’’ the existence which is not determined by any thing is to be
said. In this way, the absence of the conjunction of monkey is not the
absence which has existence not determined by anything in the
absence of the conjunction which exists in quality has incomplete
occurrence.
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Ðëçƒ±èy±æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æï …HæÎæñ ²æ±Î‹„xæü„ï çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ±ëçœæ}ææÝ|ææ±æï Ý
ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±: çÜU‹„é ÍæÅy±æl|ææ± »± „yÐíç„²æïçxæy±S² ãï„æ±37
¨œ±æ óææç„Ã²æç#: J
(46) Ý ™ñ±}æ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ„æçÝ²}æÝ²ï ÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±±æÝì ¨¢²æïxæ±çjóæy±æçÎy²æÎïÚçÐ ¨Îìãï„é„„²æ „~ææÃ²æç#: ¨¢²æïxæ±çjóæy±æ|ææ±S² ¨¢²æïxæMÐS² çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ±ëœæïÚÐíç¨hïçÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ„æçÝ²}æÝ²ïù‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² ¥|ææ±æï Ý
Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUS±MÐ:, çÜU‹y±ç„çÚQUæï Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ: J ¥‹²ƒæ38
water etc., which is included in all, the substratum of the absence
of earth-ness, but the absence of jar etc. only is as such, and the
counter-positive-ness of that absence does not abide in the reason.37
Therefore there is no fault of too wide application.
(46) It also should not be said that-in this way there is
a fault of too narrow application in the inference, ‘‘this has the
absence of substance-ness because this is different from that
which has the conjunction’’. This is also a valid reason according
to them who believe that mutual absence is non-partial existent,
because the absence of the difference from that which has the
conjunction which (absence) is identical with conjunction has
no non-determined existence. This is because in the opinion of
the scholars who accept mutual absence has non partial
existence, the absence of mutual absence is not identical with
the determinant of counter-positive-ness but it is a different
category, and non-partial existent. Other wise38 there would
37.

ãï„æ±¨œ±æ„ì–Because it does not exists in the reason.
38. (¥‹²ƒæ) Otherwise-The absence of mutual absence. Logicians who
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}æêHæ±ÓÀïÎïÝ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïçxæ|æïÎæ|ææ±|ææÝæÝéÐÐœæïçÚç„ ¨¢²æïxæ±çjóæy±æ|ææ±S² çÝÚ±çÓÀ‹Ý±ëçœæ}æœ±æ„ì J
(47) ±S„é„S„é ¨ÜUHÐÎ}æ~ææàæï¯ÐÚ¢,39 Ý „é ¥ÝïÜUÐÚ}æì,
not be the knowledge of the absence of the difference of that
which has the conjunction of monkey by determinaction by the
root, because the absence of the difference of that which has
conjunction has non-determined existence.
(47) Indeed the word ‘‘All’’ means ‘not-remaining else’39
and not ‘many,’ otherwise there would be a fault of too narrow
application in the inference where one individual is a counteraccept mutual absence as having complete occurrence, accept the
absence of mutual absence as different from the determinant of
counter-positive-ness of the absence. For example, the difference
from that which has the conjunction of monkey, has complete
occurrence, the absence of that also is different from the determinant
of counter-positive-ness, when that absence is admitted as different
from the determinant of counter-positive-ness of absence. Just as the
notion, ‘‘there is no difference from that which has conjunction of
monkey in the branch of tree’’ is valid. The notion ‘‘in the root of
tree’’ there is nondifference from that which has conjunction of
monkey also is valid. If the absence of difference from that which
has conjunction of monkey is accepted identical with the conjunction
of the monkey, then because it is not determined by root therefore
the notion. ‘‘There is no difference from that which has conjunction
of monkey’’ would be invalid.
39.

¥àæï¯ÐÚ}æì–Pervaderness is the meaning of word ‘all’.
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»„ÎìÍæÅy±æ|ææ±±æÝì ÐÅy±æçÎy²ælïÜUÃ²çQUç±ÐÿæÜïU40 ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æS² ²æ±œ±æÐíç¨hKæ ¥Ã²æŒy²æÐœæï: J „ƒæ ™ çÜUç@ÎÝ±çÓÀóææ²æ
çÝLQU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ Ã²æÐÜUè|æê„æï ²æïù|ææ±: ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ: „yÐíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU±œ±¢ Hÿæ‡ææƒü: J
(48) Ý ™ ¨œ±æçÎ¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±S²æçÐ Ðí}æï²y±æçÎÝæ çÝLQUsubject40 as in the case; ‘this has the absence of this jar-ness
because this is a cloth’’. This is because the many-ness of the
substratum of the absence of that which is to be established is
not established. Therefore the meaning of the definition is that
‘the state of having the determinant of the state of being a
reason which (determinant) is the determinant of that counterpositive-ness determined by the relation, determinant of the
state of being a reason, of the absence which is the pervasive of
the state of being a substratum of the absence of that which is
to be established which is mentioned as not determined by any
thing.
(48) Nor it should be said that there is a fault of too
wide application in the inference; ‘‘it is a substance because it
has existence.’’ This is because the absence of existence also is
the pervasive of the state of being substratum of the absence of
40.

»ÜUÃ²çQUç±ÐÿæÜïU–Where one individual is contradictory example. In
this inference the absence of s¹dhya is the absence of absence of the
fire-ness which is identical with that particular fireness, the locus of
this form of absence of s¹dhya, is one individual fire alone.
Therefore many locuses of that absence are not established.
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¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ Ã²æÐÜUy±æÎì 41 ÎíÃ²¢ ¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæ±ç„Ã²æç#: J „mçóæDæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±¢ Ã²æÐÜUy±ç}æy²éQUæñ „é çÝ{êü}æy±±æÝì çÝ±üçqy±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#: çÝ±üçqy±æ|ææ±æÝæ¢
that which is to be established.41 By the state as-the state of
being pervader a non-determinant of the counter-positive-ness
of the mutual absence which exists in that which has that, there
would be a fault of too narrow application in the inference;
‘this has the absence of smoke because of the absence of fire.’
This is because all absences of absence of fire in the form of
fire, are determinant of the mutual counter-positive-ness of the
absence existing in that which is the substratum of substratumness or the absence of the absence of smoke by the way of a

41.

çÝLQU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ Ã²æÐÜUy±æ„ì –The absence of existence is
pervader of the locusness of the absence of s¹dhya. This is because
the absence which exists in the substratum of substanceness quality
etc., is not the absence of knowable but the absence of jar etc., the
determinant of the counter-positive-ness of the absence is not
knowability. That knowability exists in the absence of existence,
hence the absence of existence is the pervader of locusness of the
absence of s¹dhya. The counter-positive-ness of which is indicated by
such and absence which is determined by the relation of inherence
exists in the generic attribute existence. The determinant of the
counter-positive-ness is the state of being existence which is the
determinant of the state of being valid reason. That determinant
exists in the existence, therefore there is a fault of over-extension,
this is the meaning.
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±çqÃ²QUèÝæ¢ ¨±æü ¨ æ}æï ± ™æHÝè²‹²æ²ï Ý 42 çÝ{ê ü } æy±æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ±çóæDæ‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±Ðí ç „²æï ç xæ„æ±ÓÀï Î ÜUy±æçÎç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
„æÎë à ææç{ÜUÚ‡æ„æ²æ Ã²æÐÜU„æ±ÓÀï Î Ü¢ U ãï „ é „ æ±ÓÀï Î ÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ²h}ææü±çÓÀóææ|ææ±y±¢ „h}æü±œ±S² ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì43 J
filter action42 because the state of having that attribute which
is the state of being absence which is determined by a
particular attribute and determined by the relation which is a
determinant of the state of being a reason, and which is a
determinant of the state of being a pervasive, of such a
substratum-ness, is to be mentioned.43
42.

™æHÝè²‹²æ²ïÝ–The mutual absence which exists in the mountain
which is the substratum of smoke, is the mutual absence of that
which has the absence of fire of kitchen, the counter-positive-ness of
the absence exists in the hill the determinant of that counterpositive-ness is fire of kitchen. The pervader is not the absence of the
absence of fire. Therefore there is fault of too narrow application.

43.

ç±±çÿæ„y±æ„ì–The determinant of pervaderness of the locus-ness of
smoke which exists in the mountain, is the state of being absence
determined by which particular attribute is the state of being absence
of the absence of fire, counter-positive-ness of which exists in the
absence of fire and which is determined by the selfsome relation,
that attribute exists in the absence of fire which is reason. The
absence of which, exists in the mountain is the absence of jar and
not the absence of the absence of fire. The determinant of that
counter-positive-ness is fire-ness non-determinant is the state of being
absence of the absence of fire that is determinant of pervaderness.
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(49) Ã²æÐÜU„æÓÀïÎÜUy±‹„é „mçóæDæy²‹„æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±}æì J Ý „é „mçóæDÐíç„²æïçxæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡ææ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±}æì, „mç„ çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ±ëçœæ}ææÝì ²æïù|ææ±S„yÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀï Î ÜUy±¢ ±æ, Ðí Ü ë U „ï Ã²æÐÜU„æ²æ¢ Ðí ç „²æï ç xæ±ñ ² ç{ÜUÚ‡²S²
çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ±ëçœæy±S² ±æ Ðí±ïàæï Ðí²æï…Ýç±Úãæ„ì J „ïÝ44 Ðëçƒ±è
ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææçÎy²æÎæñ Ýæç„Ã²æç#: ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±y±S² çÝLQUÃ²æÐÜU(49) The state of being a determinant, of pervasive-ness,
is the state of being non-determinant of the counter-positiveness of the absolute absence even not non-determinant of
counter-positiveness of absence which is non-existent with its
counter-positive which exists in that which exists which has
that thing or not the state of non-determinant of counterpositive-ness of that absence which has existence, not
determined by any thing in the sustratum of that. In the present
definition there is no need of the inclusion of the expression of
‘‘not being present with counter-positive of it, or existence of
not determined by any attribute, in the definition of pervasiveness.’’ Therefore44 there is no fault of too wide application in
the inference; ‘this is earth because this has the conjunction of
monky’. This is because the state of absence of the conjunction
of monkey has not the state of being the determinant of above

44.

„ïÝïç„–Therefore. When the determinant of pervaderness in accepted
in the early mentioned form.
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„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±ç±ÚãæçÎy²ï±45 ÐÚ}ææƒü: J
• • •
said pervasive-ness,45 this is only the real meaning.
• • •

45.

çÝLQUÃ²æÐÜU„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±ç±Úãæ„ì–Because of it is not the determinant of
pervader-ness which is stated early. The absolute absence which
exists in the water which is substratum of absence of that which has
the conjuction of monkey which exists in the part of tree, therefore
the determinant of the counter-positive-ness of the absence is the
state of being absence of the conjuction of monkey. In this way the
state of being absence of the conjuction of monkey is not determinant
of pervaderness of the locusness of the absence of s¹dhya.

Ð@}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(50) ¨æŠ²±Î‹²ïç„ J ¥~ææçÐ Ðíƒ}æHÿæ‡ææïQUÚèy²æ ãï„æñ
¨æŠ²±Î‹²±ëçœæy±æ|ææ± §y²ƒü: J „æÎëàæ±ëçœæy±æ|ææ±p „æÎëàæ±ëçœæy±¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±æï ÏææïŠ²: J „ïÝ {ê}æ±æ‹±qïçÚy²æÎæñ {ê}æ±Î‹²…HNÎæçÎ±ëçœæy±æ|ææ±S² {ê}æ±Î‹²±ëçœæy±…Hy±æï|æ²æ|ææ±S² ™ ãï„æñ ¨œ±ïùçÐ
Ýæç„Ã²æç#: J
(51) ¨æŠ²±Î‹²y±@-¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±y±çÝMçÐ„-¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ|ææ±±œ±¢, „ïÝ ±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æÎæñ „œæmçq}æThe fifth definition of Vy¹pti.
(50) ‘‘That which is different from that which has that
which is to be established’’. Here also, like the first definition in
the reason, the absence of existence described by that which is
different from that which has that which is to be established. This
is the meaning. The absence of such existence should be understood
as absence in general of such existence. Therefore there is no
fault of too wide application in the inference; ‘this has smoke
because of fire,’ eventhough the absence of existence described
by the water lake etc. which is different from that which has smoke
and the absence of both water ness and existence in that which is
different from that which has smoke, exist in the reason.
(51) The state of being different from that which has
that which is to be established means the state of having that
absence which is described by counter-positive-ness of which is
determined by the state of having that which is to be established
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Î‹²çS}æÝì {ê}ææÎï±ëüœææ±çÐ ÝæÃ²æç#:46, Ý ±æ ±çq}æœ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæy²‹„æ|ææ±S² S±æ±çÓÀóæç|æóæ|æïÎMÐS²47 ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æï
and which conuter- positive-ness which is described by state of
mutual absence. Therefore there is no fault of too narrow
application46 in the inference; ‘‘this has fire because of smoke’,
eventhough smoke exists in that thing which is different from
that which has that which is to be established (that particular
fire), not even there is fault of too narrow application, though
in the mountain nor even though in the mountain etc. smoke
exists which is the substratum of the absence which has the
counter-positive-ness determined by the state of having fire
which (absence) is in the form of difference from that which is
different from that which is determined by that itself,47 there is
46.

ÝæÃ²æç#:–No fault of too narrow application. All locuses of fire are
included into them which have s¹dhya. State of having the absence
of counter-positive-ness which is determined by the state of having
s¹dhya and which (counter-positive-ness) is determined by the
relation of identity, does not exists there, therefore there is no fault
of too narrow application.

47.

S±æ±çÓÀóæç|æóæ|æïÎMÐS²–The difference from that which has difference
from that which is determined by that just as the difference from that
which has difference from that which has jar is not difference from
jar. Similarly the difference from that which has difference from that
which has the absolute absence of that which has fire is not different
from the absolute absence of that which has fire. Thus that absence
also has the counter-positive-ness which is determined by the state of
having s¹dhya. Hence the locus of that absence is mountain etc.,

Ð@}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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Ð±ü„æÎæñ {ê}æS² ±ëœææ±Œ²Ã²æç#: J „S² ¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æ²æ
¥y²‹„æ|ææ±y±çÝMçÐ„y±ï Ý ¥‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±y±çÝMçÐ„y±ç±Úãæ„ì J
¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±y±çÝMçÐ„y±@ „æÎæy}²¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæy±}æï± J
(52) ¨æŠ²±œ±@ ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ÏææïŠ²}æì, „ïÝ
±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æÎæñ ±çq}æœ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUS² ¨}æ±æ²ïÝ
±çq}æ„æïù‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æï Ð±ü„æÎæñ {ê}ææÎï±ëüœææ±çÐ ÝæÃ²æç#: J
fault of too narrow application because the counter-positiveness of that (absence) which is determined by state of having
that which is to be established is described by the state of being
absolute absence and not by the state of being mutual absence.
The state of being described by the state of being mutual
absence means to be determined by the relation identity alone.
(52) And the state of having that which is to be
established, should be known by the relation which delimits the
state of that which is to be established, therefore there is no
fault of too narrow application in the inference, ‘this has fire
because of smoke’ eventhough the smoke exists on a mountain
which is the substratum of the mutual absence of that which
has fire by the relation inherence and which (absence) has the
occurrence which indicated by that exists in smoke. Therefore there
is fault of too narrow application. When the counter-positive-ness is
stated to be indicated by state of being mutual absence there is no
fault of too narrow application because there is absence of being
determined by the relation of identity in the counter-positive-ness of
the absoulute absence. There that absence can’t be taken as the
absence of that which has s¹dhya, this is the idea.
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¨±ü}æ‹²„ì Ðíƒ}æHÿæ‡ææïQUçÎàææ ¥±¨ï²}æì J ²ƒæ ™æS² Ý „ë„è²Hÿæ‡ææ|æïÎS„ƒæïQ¢U „~æñ±ïç„48 ¨}ææ¨: J
¨±æü‡²ï± Hÿæ‡ææçÝ ÜïU±Hæ‹±Ä²Ã²æŒy²æ Îê¯²ç„- ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²çÝ ¥|ææ±æçÎç„ J Ð@æÝæ}æï± Hÿæ‡ææÝæ}æì §Î¢ ±æÓ²¢ ¿æï²y±æçÎy²æçÎÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²¨æŠ²ÜïU, çm„è²æçÎHÿæ‡æ™„éC²S² „é
ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì ¨œ±æçÎy²ælÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²¨æŠ²ÜïUùçÐ
™æ|ææ±æçÎy²ƒü: J
(53) ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæ
counter-positive-ness determined by the state of having fire. All
other things should be known according to the description in
the first definition. How there is no non-difference with third
definition that is already discussed in that place only.48
Author rejects all five definition by too narrow application
in the pure affirmative inference by the expression ‘absence in
pure affirmative inference.’ There is absence of all five definitions
in the inference; ‘it is namable because it is knowable’ in which
that which is to be established is a pure affirmative and non partial
eristent all four definitions begining from the second one have
fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘this has the
absence of the conjunction of monkey because of existence’ where
that which is to be established is pure affirmative and partial
existent, this is the meaning.
(53) This is because the mutual absence, which has
48.

„~æñ±æïQU}æì–Maintioned there only by in locus of locussness, there is
difference between them. These two definitions third and fifth.

Ð@}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÜU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæù‹²æïù‹²æ|ææ±S² ™æÐíç¨hy±æ„ì, ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì ¨œ±æçÎy²æÎæñ çÝÚ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æç{ÜUÚ‡æy±S² ¥Ðíç¨hy±æÓ™ §ç„ |ææ±: J „ë„è²Hÿæ‡æS² ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²¨æŠ²ÜUæ¨œ±@
„ÎìÃ²æw²æÝæ±¨Úï »± ÐíÐç@„}æì J
(54) »„Ó™æïÐHÿæ‡æ¢ çm„è²ï ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„mëÿæy±æçÎy²æÎæ±Œ²Ã²æç#:, ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎï }ææÝæ|ææ±ïÝ ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæ±çjóæ±ëçœæÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±ç„ ±ëÿæï »„mëÿæy±S² ±ëçœæy±æ„ì J
counter-positive-ness determined by the state of having that
which is to be established and determined by the relation which
determines the state of being that which is to be established and
the absence of that which is to be established which has the
counter-positive-ness is determined by the determinant of the
state of that which is to be established and determined by the
relation which determines the state of that which is to be
established, are not established, and the inference; ‘this has the
absence of the conjunction of monkey because of existence’,
the substratum-ness of the absence of that which is to be
established, non-determined by anything is not established, this
is the idea. The third definition is not applicable in pure
affirmative inference is stated when this definition was
discussed.
(54) This is indicative. There is a fault of too narrow
application of second definition in the inference; ‘‘this has the
conjunction of monkey because of this treeness.’’ This is
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(55) Ý ™ ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæy±ç±çàæC¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±¢
±QUÃ²}æì, »±@ ±ëÿæS² ç±çàæCæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æ|ææ±æ„ì Ý ¥Ã²æç#çÚç„
because this tree-ness exists in the tree which has the absence
of the conjunction of monkey which absence exists in that
which is different from that which has the conjunction of
monkey because there is absence of proof for the theory that
absence is different due to difference in substratum.
(55) It should not be said that-there is not fault of too
narrow application when it is stated-‘The absence of existence
in that which has the absence of that which is to be established
qualified by the existence in that which is different from that
which has that which is to be established’ because in this way
the tree is not a qualified substratum. This is because in that
case the expression the absence of that which is to be
established will be purpose-less. Hence, existence in that which
is qualified by the existence in that which is different from that
which has that which is to be established is the correct form of
definition, because there is no fault of impossibility in a valid
reason due to the absence of the qualified substratum-hood in
the locus of the reason. And there is a fault of too narrow
application by taking mutual absence through the method of
the filter action in the inference; ‘this mountain has fire
because of smoke’ where that which is to be established has
many substrata while the all mutual absences which have the
counter-positive-ness which exists in that which has that which
is to be established are included in the third definition, this also
should be noted.

Ð@}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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±æÓ²}æì J ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ÐÎ±ñ²‰²æüÐœæï: J ¨æŠ²±çj‹Ý±ëçœæy±ç±çàæC±Î±ëçœæy±S²ñ± ¨}²vy±æ„ì J ¨hï„æñ ãïy±ç{ÜUÚ‡æï ç±çàæCæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æ|ææ±æÎï± ¥¨}|æ±æ|ææ±æ„ì J „ë„è²ï ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±}ææ~æS² ÍæÅÜUy±ï ™æHÝè²‹²æ²ïÝ ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±}ææÎæ² ÝæÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æÜU¨æŠ²ÜïU ±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#p §y²çÐ ÏææïŠ²}æì J
§ç„ Ÿæè}æƒéÚæÝæƒ„ÜüU±æxæèàæÜëU„¢ Ã²æç#Ð@ÜUÚãS²¢ ¨}ææ#}æì J
•••
Thus the chapter on VY¸PTI-PAÑCAKAM in VY¸PTIV¸DA RAHASYA by ˜r» Mathur¹n¹tha Tarkav¹ghi¶a ends.
• • •

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(„.1) ÝÝé ¥Ýéç}æç„ãï„éÃ²æç#¿ææÝï ÜUæ Ã²æç#: ? Ý
„æ±ÎÃ²ç|æ™çÚ„y±}æì J „çh Ý ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì J
(Îè.1) ¨}ææÚÏ{æÝé}ææÝÐíæ}ææ‡²ÐÚèÿææÜUæÚ‡æè|æê„Ã²æç#xæíãæïÐæ²Ðí ç „ÐæÎÝçÝÎæÝ¢ Ã²æç#S±MÐçÝMÐ‡æ}æì ¥æÚ|æ„ï - ÝÝé
§y²æçÎÝæ J
(…æ.1) ¨}ææÚÏ{ïç„ J ¨}ææÚÏ{¢ ²ÎÝé}ææÝÐíæ}ææ‡²ÐÚèÿæ‡æ¢
The First definition of vy¹pti.
(T.1) Here author follows the collection of five tentative
definitions of invariable-concomitance (vy¹pti) Now the
question is, in the knowledge of invariable concomitance
(vy¹pti), which is the cause of inferential knowledge, what is
invariable concomitance (vy¹pti) ? Infact, it is not the state of
having non-deviation (of the reason from that which is to be
established) because invariable-conocomitance is neither. The
non-existence of the reason in such substratum which
possesses the absence of that which is to be established.
(D.1) By the expression ‘Nanu’ author Ga¡ge¶a starts
the discussion of the nature of vy¹pti which is the cause of the
discussion of the method of the graspping vy¹pti, which is the
reason of examination of validity of inference which is started
by author in previous chapter.
(J.1) ‘Started’. Started the examination of the validity of
inherence, which is the cause of establishing of validity of

Ðíƒ}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
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Ðíæ}ææ‡²¨æ{Ý¢ „yÜUæÚ‡æè|æê„¢ ²ÎìÃ²æÐíæç#xæíãæïÐæ²Ðíç„ÐæÎÝ¢ „çóæÎæÝ¢
Ã²æç#S±MÐçÝMÐ‡æç}æy²ƒü: J Ã²æç#¿ææÝ¢ ç±Ýæ ‘¥²¢ Ã²æ#xæíãæïÐæ²’
§ç„ ¿ææ„é}æàæv²y±æÎì, Ã²æ#ïS„~æ ç±àæï¯‡æy±æçÎç„49 |ææ±: J
pervasion. The cause of which is the discussion of the method
of grasping vy¹pti, which is dependent upon discussion of the
nature of vy¹pti. Without the knowledge of vy¹pti there would
not be the knowledge of the method of grasping vy¹pti. This is
because vy¹pti is qualifirer49 there (in the method of grasping
vy¹pti)
• • •

49.

ç±àæï¯‡æy±æ„ì–Because of qualifiereness. In the method of knowledge of
unveriable concomitance the knowledge of concomitance is qualifier
in vy¹pti (concomitance) without is qualifier of the knowledge of
vy¹pti. Therefore without the knowledge of vy¹pti there would not be
the knowledge of the method of the knowledge of vy¹pti, because the
knowledge of qualifier is the cause of the knowledge of qualified
thing.

çm„è²¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(„.2) ¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì J
(Îè.2) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±S²æÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜU¨hï„æ±Ã²æç#}ææàæVKæã–¨æŠ²±çjóæïç„ J ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ²:
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S„mÎ±ëçœæy±}æƒü: J
(…æ.2) ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëœæèç„ J ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„mëÿæy±æ„ì §y²æÎæç±y²ƒü: J §Î@ ²ïÝ MÐï‡æ ²ïÝ ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ™ ¨æŠ²y±¢ „Î±çÓÀóæS²
The Second definition of vy¹pti.
(T.2) (Nor,) The non-existence (of the reason) in the
substratum which possesses the absence of that which is to be
established and which is different form that which has that
which is to be established.
(D.2) Non-occurence (of the reason) in that which has
the absence of s¹dhya, which is different from that which has
s¹dhya of the definition. There is fault of too narrow application
in the valid reason, s¹dhya of which has incomplete occurence.
So author says ‘‘Different from that which has s¹dhya’’ nonoccurence (of the reason) in that which has the absence of s¹dhya.
[Non co-existence (of reason) with the mutual absence counter
positive of which is that which has s¹dhya.. This is the meaning :]
(J.2) ‘Non-partial existence’ means ‘in the inference;
‘‘this has the conjunction of monkey because of this tree-ness’’
etc.’ This is due to inclusion of the absence of that which is to
be established delimited by the state of being that which is to be
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¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² Ðí±ïàæ}ææÎëy², ¥‹²ƒæ „é Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜïUùçÐ50
ç±çàæCæ|ææ±æçÎÜU}ææÎæ²51 Îæï¯æï ÏææïŠ²: J ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜïUùçÐ
¥æÜUæàææçÎãï„æ±Ã²æŒy²|ææ±æÎæã52 ¨hï„æç±ç„ J ±ëçœæ}æhï„æç±ç„ „Îƒü: J
¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²¢ ²~æ „~æ ¨Ýì ±œæü}ææÝæï ²æï ãï„éS„~æïy²ƒü:, „ïÝ
established by which from attribute and by which relation.
Otherwise even in the inference, where the that which is to be
established, is non-partially existent50, there is a fault taking in
to account the absence of a qualified thing51 this should be
known here. Author says ‘‘in the valid reason.’’ This is because
there is no fault of too narrow application52 even in the
inference where that which is to be established is a partialy
existent and where ether etc. are reasons. In that reason, which
abides something, this is the meaning of that expression. The
partial existent that which is to be established is where, which
reason exists there, in that reason, this is the meaning. Therefore even though there is no fault of too narrow application in
the inference; ‘‘this has the absence of conjunction because this
50.

Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜïU–In the inference where s¹dhya has complete occurence
such as ‘‘this has substanece-ness because of earthness.’’

51.

ç±çàæCæ|ææ±–Qualified absence etc. absence of substanceness qualified
by water-ness, absence of absence of substance-ness and absence of
substance-ness by temporal relation.

52.

¥Ã²æŒy²|ææ±æ„ì–Because of the fault of too narrow application. There is
no fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘‘this has the
conjuction of monkey because of ether’’ because ether does not exist
anywhere, which is locus of the absence of the conjuction of monky
which is the absence of s¹dhya.
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¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±±æÝì xæé‡æy±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æŒy²|ææ±ïùçÐ Ý ÿæç„çÚy²çÐ ±Îç‹„ J
(…æ.3) ÝÝé ¨æŠ²±çjóææï ²: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±æÝì §y²ƒï ü
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±yÐÎ±ñ²‰²Z ¨æŠ²±çjóææ±ëçœæy±S²ñ± ¨}²vy±æ„ì, Ý
™æ±ëçœæy±ïÝ ¨}æ¢ ¨æŠ²±çjóæS²æ‹±²æç±±ÿæ‡ææ„ì, ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æ
¨}æ}æï± „æÎæy}²ïÝñ±æ‹±²ç±±ÿæ‡ææóæ ±ñ²‰²üç}æç„ ±æÓ²}æì J „ƒæ ¨ç„
¨æŠ²±çjóææy}æÜUæï ²æï }æ„éÏæƒü: ¨}Ïæ‹{è „Î±ëçœæy±S² ¨}²vy±ï
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ÐÎ±ñ²‰²ü{íæñÃ²æ„ì J ¥„: ¨#}æè¨}ææ¨¨æ}æ‰²Z Ã²æ™Cï¨æŠ²±çjóæï §ç„ J
is a quality,’’ there is no harm, this is said by author.
(J.3) This is the objection if the meaning is that which
is different from that which has that which is to be established,
possesses the absence of that which is to be established, the
expression ‘‘that which has the absence of that which is to be
established,’’ will be purposeless because, then the nonexistence in that which has that which is to be established only
will be correct definition. Nor it should be said that-there is not
useless-ness because the cementic relation of that which is
different from that which has that which is to be established, is
not with non-existence, but it is stated to be desired with that
which has the absence of that which is to be established by the
relation identity, eventhough non existence in that relatum
which is the meaning of matup in the form of that which is
different from that which has that which is to be established is
correct. Then the expression ‘absence of that which is to be
established’ is indeed useless. Therefore author supporting
seventh compound says ‘‘in that which is different from that
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„ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²±çjóæS² ±ëœææ±Ý‹±²æ„ì ²ƒæ ¨çóæ±ïàæï Ý
±ñ²‰²ü}æì J ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ï53 ¨æŠ²±çj‹Ý±ëçœæy±ç±àæï¯‡æ¢ „é ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜU¨Ñì xæíãæƒü}æì »± §y²æàæ²: J
(…æ.4) ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæÎíÃ²y±æçÎ}æç„ Ð±ü„æÎæñ {ê}ææÎï:
which has that which is to be established. Therefore there is no
fault of useless-ness when it is included as it is, because that
which is different from that which has that which is to be
established is not semantically related with existence, The
existence in that which is different from that which has that
which is to be esablished is the qualifier of the absence of that
which is to be established.53 This qualification for the inclusion
of the inference where that which is to be established is partially
existent, this is the idea.
(J.4) There would be a fault of too narrow application
or the fault of impossibility, because smoke exists in mountain
etc., which is the substratum of substanceness, which exists in
53.

¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ï–Absence of occurence (of reason) which is indicated by the
locus of the absence of s¹dhya and which (locus) is different from
that which has s¹dhya. This is second definition. When this
definition is accepted, there is no fault of too narrow application in
the inference; ‘this has the conjunction of monkey because of this
tree-ness.’ Though this tree is locus of absence of the conjunction of
monkey in the root but this is not different from that which is locus
of s¹dhya, because the conjunction of monkey also exists there such
a locus of absence of s¹dhya is quality also where this tree-ness does
not occurs. This is the idea.
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¨œ±æÎÃ²æç#Ú¨}|æ±æï ±æ S²æÎì, ¥„:-¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ïç„ J Ý ™
ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„Îì±ëÿæy±æçÎy²æÎï: ¨Ñì xæíãæƒü}æì ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ ¥|ææ±|æïÎ}ææöy² »± Hÿæ‡æç}æÎ¢ ÜUæ²Z, „ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ²æïù|ææ±S„mÎ±ëçœæy±S²ñ± ¨}²vy±ï ¨æŠ²ÐÎ±ñ²‰²üç}æç„ ±æÓ²}æì J Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ¨¢¨xæïü‡æ ¨æŠ²è²y±ïÝñ± ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² Ðí±ïàææï, Ý „é ¥|ææ±y±ïÝæÐèç„
„mñ²‰²üàæVæÝ±ÜUæàææ„ì54 J
that which is different from that which has that which is to be
established, therefore the expression ‘‘absence of that which is
to be established’’ is used. It should not be stated that-for the
inclusion of the inference, ‘‘this has the conjunction of monkey
because of this tree-ness’’ taking in to account the theory the
absence is different due to difference in substratum only, this
definition should be made, therefore the non-existence in that
which has the absence which exists in that which is different
from that which has that which is to be established, is only
correct definition. Hence the term ‘the absence of that which is
to be established’ is useless. This is because there is inclusion of
the absence of that which is to be established, as being
connected with that which is to be established by the relation
counter- positive-ness and not by the state of being absence,
therefore there is no chance of the doubt of useless-ness.54
54.

„mñ²‰²üàæVæÝ±ÜUæàææ„ì–There is no possibility of doubt of perposeless-ness
of word ‘‘absence of s¹dhya’ absence of occurence indicated by the
locus of that which is qualified by s¹dhya by the relation of counterpositive-ness and which exists in that which is different from that
which has s¹dhya, this is the meaning. Therefore here in form of
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(…æ.5) ±S„é„: S±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²±çjóæï
±œæü„ï ²:, ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²è²æïù|ææ±: „mÎ±ëçœæy±}æƒü: J
„ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨æŠ²è²y±æƒüÜUS² ¨æŠ²ÐÎS²
¥ÝéQUæñ S±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUè|æê„¨}æ±æ²æçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ±¤‹²æçÎ}æ„æïù‹²çS}æÝì Ð±ü„æÎæñ ²: ¨}æ±æ²æl±çÓÀ‹Ý±¤‹²æl|ææ±S„mç„
{ê}ææÎï: ¨œ±æÎÃ²æç#: S²æ„ì, ¥„: „ÎéÐæœæç}æç„ ÝÃ²æ: J
(J.5) Infact the meaning is that, the non-existence in
that which has that absence, of that which is connected with
that which is to be established, by the relation which is
determinant of the state of being that which is to be established,
that (absence) which exists in that which has that which is
different from that which has that which is to be established, by
the relation which is determinant of the counter-positive-ness
of absence of that which is to be established. Therefore when
the expression ‘that which is to be established’, which means the
state of being connected with that which is to be established by
the relation which is determinant of the state of being that
which is to be established, is not used there will be a fault of too
narrow application, because of the smoke exists in that which
has the absence of fire determined by relation inherence
mountain etc., which (absence) exists which is different from
that which has fire by the relation inherence which is
determinant of the conuter-positive-ness of that itself, therefore
that expression is used. This is stated by new logicians.
absence, the absence of s¹dhya is not included but it is included as a
qualified by s¹dhya by relation of counter-positive-ness, therefore the
word ‘s¹dhya’ is not meaningless.
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(…æ.6) ÜïUç™œæé Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±æÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæy±æçÎç±Lh{}ææüŠ²æ¨æ„ì55 ¨¢²æïxææl|ææ±S²ñ± ÎíÃ²xæé‡æælç{ÜUÚ‡æ|æïÎïÝ |æïÎ:, Ý „é
xæxæÝæl|ææ±S², }ææÝæ|ææ±æ„ì J „ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²±çjóæ±ëçœæxæxæÝæl|ææ±±ç„
Ð±ü„æÎæñ {ê}ææÎï: ¨œ±æÎÃ²æç#:, ¥„: ¨æŠ²ÐÎç}æy²æãé:, „‹}æ‹Î¢, xæé‡æï
xæxæÝæl|ææ±ï xæé‡æy±æçÎ¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡²¢, Ý „é ÎíÃ²ï xæxæÝæl|ææ±ï
„ƒæy±}æì §y²æçÎ Ðí„èy²æ xæxæÝæl|ææ±S²æçÐ xæé‡æy±æçÎ¨æ}ææÝæç{(J.6) Some logicians say that the absence of conjunction
etc. only is different due to difference in substrat substance and
quality etc., because of the imposition of two opposite
attributes such as the state of being partial existence and state
of being non-partial existence55, and not the absence of ether
etc. because there is no proof. Therefore there is a fault of too
narrow application. That’s because smoke etc. occurs in
mountain etc. which has the absence of ether etc. which
(absence) exists in that which is different form that which has
that which is to be established. Therefore the word ‘‘that which
is to be established’’ is used, this is not correct, because there is
a possibility of two opposite attributes such as the co-existence
with quality-ness etc., and its absence, in the absence of ether
etc., on the basis of the notion the absence of ether etc. ‘‘in
55.

Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæœ±æÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæy±ç±Lh{}ææüŠ²æ¨æ„ì–Because of the apprehention of
opposite attribtes, complete occurence and incomplete occurence, =
non-occurence in that which is locus of it counter-positive is complete
occurence, in that which is locus of it’s ocunter-positive is incomplete
occurence. Therefore absence of conjuction is different in the locuses
as substance and quality, the absence of eather is not different in quality
and substance because it has complete occurence.
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ÜUÚ‡²„Î|ææ±²æï: ç±Lh²æï: {}æü²æï: ¨}|æ±æçÎç„ çÎÜìU J
(…æ.7) Ý ™ ÍæÅy±ÍæÅæÜUæàæ¨¢²æïxææ‹²„Úy±æl±çÓÀóææ|ææ±±æÝì
xæxæÝy±æçÎy²~ææÃ²æç#:, ¨æŠ²±çjóæï ÍæÅï ±œæü}ææÝS² xæxæÝÍæÅ¨¢²æïxææy}æÜU¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S²æçÐ ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æï xæxæÝæÎæñ xæxæÝy±æçÎãï„æï:
¨œ±æçÎç„ ±æÓ²}æì J ¥|ææ±æ|ææ±S²æç„çÚQU„æ}æ„ï »±ñ „ Ìÿæ‡æÜUÚ‡ææçÎç„ |ææ±: J
quality co-existence with quality-ness, in the absence of ether
and not in substance co-existence with quality-ness in the
absence of ether. This is the direction.
(J.7) Nor it should be stated, that there is a fault of too
narrow application in the inference; ‘this has the absence of
that which is determined by the state of being one of them jarness and the conjunction of ether-ness because the reason’ in
the etherness etc. exits ether which also is the substratum of the
absence of that which is to be established in the form of
conjunction with ether and jar which absence exists in the jar
which is different from that which has that which is to be
established. This is because this definition is made taking in to
account only the opinion of those who accept the absence of
absence as separate category. This is the idea.

„ë„è²¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(„.3) ¨æŠ²±yÐí ç „²æï ç xæÜUæ‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±æ¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡²}æì J
(Îè.3) ÜU}ææüÎæñ ¨¢²æïxææl|ææ±S² ç|æóæy±ï }ææÝæ|ææ±æÎæã¨æŠ²±çÎç„ J
(…æ.8) ç|æóæy±ï §ç„ J ÎíÃ²çÝD¨¢²æïxææ|ææ±„æï ç|æóæy±ï §y²ƒü: J
56
}ææÝæ|ææ±æçÎç„ J „ƒæ ™æ~ææÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæ ¨æŠ²ÜU¨hï„æ±Ã²æç#çÚç„
|ææ±: J
The Third definition of vy¹pti.
(T.3) (Nor,) The not co-existence (of the reason) with
such a mutual absence which has the substratum of that which
is to be established as its counter-positive.
(D.3) There is no proof to accept the absence of s¹dhya
which exists in movement is different, therefore author says ‘‘S¹dhyavaditi.’’
(J.8) ‘‘In the state of being different,’’ In the state of
being different from that which has the absence of the
conjuntion existing in the substance is the meaning.
‘Because of the absence of proof’. Therefore there is a
fault of too narrow application in the inference where that
which is to be established is partially existent.56 This is the idea.
56.

¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ–Fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘‘this has
conjunction of monkey because of this tree-ness.’’ Here the absence of
conjunction which exists in quality which is different from that

™„éƒZ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(„.4) ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±}æì J
(Îè.5) ãï„æï: ¨æŠ²±yÐÿæç|æóæÎëCæ‹„±ëçœæy±ïÝ ¥Ã²æ#ïÚæã
¨ÜUHïç„ J
(…æ.9) ãï„æïçÚç„ J Ý ™ ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S²
ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²y±æÎ¨}|æ±57 »± ±QéU}æéç™„æï ÝæÃ²æç#çÚç„ ±æÓ²}æì J
The Fourth definition of vy¹pti.
(T.4) (Nor,) The counter-positive-ness of the absence
which besides in all substrata of the absence of that which is to
be established.
(D.4) Because the reason exists in example which is
different from subject which has s¹dhya, hence there is fault of
too narrow application therefore author says-sakal (all).
(J.9) ‘Of the reason.’ It should not be said that-there is
a fault of impossiblilty only and not too narrow application.
Because the mutual absence of that which has that which is to
be established is pure affirmative.57 This is because in the
which has the absence of s¹dhya, is different from that absence of
s¹dhya which exists in this tree, therefore the locus-ness of the
absence of conjunction of monkey exists in this tree, also, there this
tree-ness which is reason exists, so there is a fault of too narrow
application.
57.

ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²y±æ„ì–Because of omni-present. In the inference such as ‘this
has fire because of smoke’ here also the mutual absence of both pot
and fire, which also has that which has s¹dhya as counter-positive,
exists everywhere, therefore there is a fault of impossibility.
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±çq}ææÝì xæxæÝæçÎy²~ææ±ëçœæxæxæÝæÎæñ Hÿæ‡æ¨}|æ±ïÝ „S²æçÐ ¨hï„é„æ²æ:
S±²¢ ±ÿ²}ææ‡æy±æçÎç„ |ææ±: J ¨æŠ²ÐÎS² ç¨çhÜU}æü„œæÎìÃ²çQUÐÚ„²æ 58 „œæÎì Ã ²vy²±çÓÀóææ‹²æï ‹ ²æ|ææ±æ¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡²MÐS²
Ð²ü ± ç¨„æƒü S ² Îí Ã ²¢ Ðë ç ƒ±èy±æçÎy²æÎæ±ï ± ¨}|æ±æÎì xæ‹{±„è
Ðëçƒ±èy±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#ÜUƒÝç}æy²çÐ ±Îç‹„ J

(Îè.6) ¨æÜUË²¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¨æŠ²ï ™ ÏææïŠ²}æì,
¨æŠ²æ|ææ±æï ±æ ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæï xæíæsS„ïÝ
inference; ‘this has fire because of ether,’ there in ether which
is non-existent, there is a possibility of application of the
definition this is also a valid reason which will be mentioned
later on. This is the idea.
The term ‘s¹dhya’ means the particular individual object
of the certain knowledge of that which is to be established’58
therefore the concluding meaning in the form non-‘co-existence
of the mutual absence of that which is determined by the state of
that particular individual, is applicable only in the inference like;
‘this is a substance because of earth-ness’, therefore the fault of
too narrow application is mentioned in the inference; ‘it has smell
because of eather-ness’ author says this also.
(D.5) All-ness should be known as the qualification of that
which has absence of s¹dhya and s¹dhya or the absence of s¹dhya
should be known as having counter-positive-ness which is
determined by that which is determinant of the state of being
58.

ç¨çhÜU}æü„mKçQU–Siddhi-the certainty of s¹dhya. Karm-the object of
certainity of s¹dhya.
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ç±ÐÿæñÜUÎïàæçÝDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæçÝ Ã²ç|æ™æçÚç‡æ Ýæç„Ã²æç#:, Ý ±æ
ÝæÝæÃ²çQU¨æŠ²ÜU¨hï„æ±Ã²æç#: J
(…æ.10) ÝÝé ¨ÜUHS² ¨æŠ²Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUæ|ææ±S²æç{ÜUÚ‡ææÐíç¨hKæ Ã²ç|æ™æçÚç‡æ ¥ç„Ã²æç#±æÚ‡ææ² ²çÎ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±S² ç±àæï¯‡æ¢
¨æÜUË²¢ „Îæ ±çq}ææÝì {ê}ææçÎy²æçÎ¨hï„æ±Ã²æç#:, „~ææçÐ „œæy¨Ðÿææ±ëçœæy±æ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±MÐS²59 „œæçmÐÿææ±ëçœæy±æ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±MÐS² ™
s¹dhya. Therefore there is not a fault of too wide application in
invalid reason which is counter-positive of the absence which exists
in the part of contradictory subject. Nor there is fault of too narrow
application in the reason which has many individuals as s¹dhya.
(J.10) Here is the objection if ‘all’ is admitted qualifier of
the absence of that which is to be established, to avoid the fault of
too wide application in a devious reason due to non-establishment
of the substratum of all absences of that which is to be established,
there would be a fault of too narrow application in the inference;
‘this has fire because of smoke,’ there also is a fault of nonestablished (sabstratum) the collection of the absence of that
which is to be established in the form of the absence of that which
is determined by non-existence in that individual counter-subject
and in the form of the absences of that which is determined by
non-existence in the particular individual definite subject.59
60.

„Îì„çmÐÿææ±ëçœæœ±æ±çÓÀ‹Ýy±æ|ææ±:–The absence of that which is determined
by occurence of reason in that particular subject as water etc.

„Îì„y¨Ðÿææ±ëçœæy±æ±çÓÀóæy±æ|ææ± The absence of that which is determined
by occurence in that particular subject as mountain etc.
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¨æŠ²Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUæ|ææ±S„æï}æS² ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡ææÐíç¨hïÚ„ ¥æã-¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„èç„ J „ƒæ ™ ¨æÜUË²¢ Ý ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ç±àæï¯‡æ}æì, ¥„æï ÝæÐíç¨çhçÚç„60 |ææ±: J
(…æ.11) ÜïUç™œæé ÝÝé {ê}æ±æÝì ±qï: §y²æçÎ Ã²ç|æ™æçÚç‡æ
¥ç„Ã²æç#:, ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Îì²çyÜUç@çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±æçÎy²„ ¥æã¨æÜUË²¢ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„èç„ J ÝÝé »±}æçÐ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çóæç¶Hæ‹„xæü„ï
}æãæÝ¨æÎæñ ±œæü}ææÝS² ¥|ææ±S² Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢ {ê}ææÎæñ ÝæS„èç„
Therefore author says ‘in that which has the absence of that which
is to be established’, hence ‘all’ is not the qualifier of the absence
of that which is to be established, therefore there is no fault of
non-established60 (substratum).
(J.11) Some of logicians say, that there is a fault of too
wide application in the devious reason as; ‘‘it has smoke because
of fire.’’ This is because it (fire) is the counter-positive of the
absence which exists in something which has the absence of that
which is to be established. Therefore ‘all’ is connected with that
which has the absence of that which is to be established. Here is
an objection-in this way also there the fault of too narrow
application will remain intact, because the counter-positive-ness
of the absence which exists in kitchen etc., which is included in
61.

ÝæÐíç¨çh:–No fault of non-establishment. If the ‘‘all’’ is a qualification
of the absence of s¹dhya then only is the fault of non-establishment
of locus of all absences of s¹dhya, if ‘‘all’’ would be qualifier of locus
of the absence of s¹dhya, then there would not be fault of nonestablishment this the idea.
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¥Ã²æç#„æÎ±S‰²}æ„ ©Q¢U-¨æŠ²ï ™ïç„ J „ƒæ ™ ¨Ðÿææï }æãæÝ¨æçÎÝü
¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±æÝì §ç„ ¥Îæï¯: J
(…æ.12) Ðíæ@S„é Ã²ç|æ™æçÚç‡æ ¥ç„Ã²æç#±æÚ‡ææƒZ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ²æ±œ±ç±àæï¯‡æï Îœæ »± ¨æŠ²ï ²æ±œ±ç±àæï¯‡æ}æÃ²æç#±æÚÜU„²æ ¨æƒüÜ¢U |æ±ç„, ¥„: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±y²ï± ¨æÜUË²¢ ÐíæÜìU
Ðí²æï…²ç„ ¨æÜUË²ç}æy²æçÎÝæ §y²ï±}æ±{æÚ²ç‹„, „‹}æ‹Î¢, ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¨æÜUË²æÝéQUæ±ç„Ã²æç#±æÚÜU„²æ »± ¨æŠ²ï ¨æÜUË²ç±àæï¯‡æS² Ðíƒ}æ„: ¨æƒüÜUy±¨}|æ±æ„ì J ¥‹²ƒæ xæxæÝæ±ëçœæ{}æü±æÝì
that which has the absence of that which is to be established, does
not exist the reason smoke etc. therefore it is said ‘‘that which is
to be established,’’ thus the definite subject kitchen etc. is not that
which has the absence of all that which is to be estalished, therefore
there is no fault.
(J.12) Old logicians hold that-when to avoid the fault of
too wide application in devious reason the qualifier ‘all’ is
connected with that which has the absence of that which is to be
established, only then the qualifier ‘all’ in that which is to be
established is fruitfull as a remover of the fault of too narrow
application. Therefore ‘all’ is connected with that which has the
absence of that which is to be established in first by the expression
‘all.’ This is not correct, because there is a possibility of fruitfullness of the qualifier ‘all’ with that which is to be established, in
first, by removing the fault of too wide application. Otherwise
there will be fault of too wide application in the inference; ‘this
has the thing which dose not abide in ether, because of substance-
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ÎíÃ²y±æçÎy²æÎæñ ÐÅy±æçÎHÿæ‡æ„œæy¨æŠ²Ã²vy²|ææ±±Îì xæé‡ææçÎçÝDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæçÝ ÎíÃ²y±æÎæñ ¥ç„Ðí¨XæçÎç„61 Š²ï²}æì J*
(…æ.13) ÝÝé ¨æŠ²±ç„ ¥çÐ çmy±æl±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUS²
¨ÜUH¨æŠ²Ðíç„²æïçxæÜUæ|ææ±S² ¨œ±æÎ¨}|æ±:,62 çÜU@ ¨ÜUHness’ because of the over extention61 in substance-ness’ which is
the counter-positive of the absence which exists in quality etc.
which has the absence of individual particular that which is to be
established, in the form of cloth-ness etc.
(J.13) There is fault of impossibility 62 because the
61.

¥ç„Ðí¨Xæ„ì–Because of fault to over-extension. Even ‘‘all’’, is not used as
qualifier of that which has the absence of s¹dhya, if it is not accepted
as qualifier of s¹dhua in the inference; ‘it has the quality which does
not occur in the ether because it has substance-ness’, etc. also, that
attribute which does not exist in ether therefore absence of s¹dhya
would be the absence of potness also which exists in one locus as such
quality etc., there the absence of substance-ness exists counter-positive
of the absence is substance-ness. Therefore there is fault of over-extension
of fourth definition. In this way when ‘all’ is accepted as qualifier of
s¹dhya, there would not be over-extention because qualitiness also is
included in to s¹dhya. The absence of qualitiness does not exists in
quality. The absence of qualitiness exists in eather etc. where reason
substance-ness occures. Therefore there is not fault too wide application.

* Editor’s Note

‘§yƒ@ Ðíƒ}æ„: ¨æŠ²ï ¨æÜUË²ç±àæï¯‡ææïÐæÎæÝï xæé‡æy±æÎïÚçÐ ¨Ñì xæíãæ„ì
„Î|ææ±Ýæóæ xæé‡ææçÎ: çÜU‹„é xæxæÝ}ææ~æ¢ „~æ ãï„æï±ëüçœæy±æóææç„Ã²æç# This text is available
in Printed book of Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU which is explained by V¹m¹caraªbhattac¹rya, but not translated by translator.

62.

¥¨}|æ±:–Fault of impossiblity. In the inference such as ‘‘this has fire
because of smoke.’’ The absence of both fire and pot also, is such
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ÐÎæïœæÚÝæ}Ýæ ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ|ææ±±„æïùÝéÐSƒæÐÝæ„ì „ïÝ ¨}æ¢
¨ÜUHÐÎS² ÜU}æü{æÚ²æïùçÐ ¥ÝéÐÐóæ §y²„ ¥æã-¨æŠ²æ|ææ± §ç„ J
„ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±y²ï± ¨æÜUË²¢ Îï²¢ Ý „é ¨æŠ²ïùÐèç„ |ææ±: J
(…æ.14) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¨æÜUË²ÎæÝS² Ðí²æï…Ý}ææã-„ïÝïç„ J
ç±ÐÿæñÜUÎïàæ: ÜUçpçmÐÿæ: ¨æŠ²çÝD¨æÜUË²S² ¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±S²
absence of all those which are to be established having the
counter-positive-ness determined by two-ness, exists in that, also
which has that which is to be established. More over by the name
followed by the word ‘All’, that which has the absence of all those
which are to be established, ‘is not denoted therefore
‘karmadh¹raya’ compound of the word ‘all’ with it, is not
applicable. Hence author says ‘absence of that which is to be
established.’ Therefore word ‘all’ should be connected with that
only which has the absence of that which is to be established and
not with that which is to be established also. This is the idea.
(J.14) Author says the reason of the use of ‘all’ connected
with that which has that which is to be established by the word
‘therefore.’ The part of counter-subject (means) someone of
counter-subjects. Author says the purpose of the inclusion of
‘allness’ in that which is to be established, or inclusion of absence
of that which is to be established in general by the expression ‘or
absence, counter-positive of which is s¹dhya in the locus as such absence
naturally mountain etc., there is no absence of smoke but the absence
of pot etc., the counter-positive-ness as this absence does not exist in
smoke. Therefore there is fault of impossiblity. Absence of both things
can be taken as the absence of s¹dhya in all valid inferences. Therefore
there is fault of impossibility and not a fault of too narrow application.
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±æ çÝ±ïàæS² ÈUH}ææã-Ý ±ïç„ J »ÜUÃ²çQU¨æ{ÜïU ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æïQUæñ ¥çÐ
¥Ã²æç#: ¥xæíï SƒæS²„èy²æàæ²ïÝ ÝæÝæ §y²éQU}æì J*
(…æ.15) ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëœæèç„ J ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxæè »„œ±æçÎy²æÎæñ
§y²ƒü: J ²lŒ²xæíï ãïy±|ææ±S²æçÐ Ðíç„²æïçxæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²æ±çÓÀóæS²ñ±
çÝ±ïàæ: ÜUÚ‡æè²: §ç„ ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæãï„æ±Ã²æç#: ¨}|æ±ç„ „ƒæçÐ
²ƒæŸæé„}æêHS² Ý „~æ ¥Ã²æç#çÚy²æ±ïÎç²„é¢ Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæãï„êçQU: J

(Îè.7) ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨æŠ²ÜUÃ²æŒ²±ëçœæ¨hï„æ±Ã²æ#ïÃ²üç|æ™æçÚç‡æ ™æÃ²æŒ²±ëœææ±ç„Ã²æ#ï±æüÚ‡ææ² ¥|ææ±m²ï Ðíç„²æïçxænot’. There would be a fault of too narrow application in the
inference where that which is to be established is only one
individual when all that which is to be established is mentioned
taking in to account this ‘many’ is stated by author.
(J.15) ‘Partial existent’ means in the inference; ‘this has
the conjunction of monkey, because of this tree-ness.’ Though
in later ‘the absence of reason’ also, is to be included as
delimited by non-existence with its counter-positive. Therefore
the fault of too narrow application in the partial existent
reason also possible, yet to inform that there is no fault of too
narrow application according to original text ‘non partial
existent reason’ is stated.
(D.7) Both absences should be known as non-existent
with counter-positive, to avoid over-extantion in invalid reason,
* Editor’s Note : Ý ™ñÜUÃ²çQU¨æŠ²ÜUSƒHïùçÐ çmy±æl±çÓÀóææ|ææ±}ææÎæ²æù¨}|æ±:, Ý y±Ã²æç#çÚç„

±æÓ²}æì J Ã²æ¨Á²±ëçœæl}ææüÝ±çÓÀóæy±ç±àæï¯‡æïÝñ± „mæÚ‡æ¨}|æ±æ„ì J This text is available
in printed book of ‘Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU’ with J¹gdi¶i which is explained by
V¹m¹caraªbhattac¹rya, but not translated by translater.
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Ã²ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ ÏææïŠ²}æì J
(…æ.16) Ã²ç|æ™æçÚ‡æèç„ J »„mëÿæy±±æÝì ÜUçÐ¨¢²æïxææÎì
§y²æÎæç±y²ƒü: J ¥|ææ±m²ï §ç„ J ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ï ãïy±|ææ±ï ™ïy²ƒü: J ¥~æ
™ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±ï Ðíç„²æïçxæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²¢ ¨æŠ²„æÍæÅÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðíç„²æïçxæÝæï
²Îç{ÜUÚ‡æ¢ „Î±ëçœæy±¢, „ïÝ {ê}ææl|ææ±±„æïùçÐ ¥²:çÐ‡ÇæÎï: ÜUæçHÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ {ê}ææçÎ}æœ±ïùçÐ Ýæç„Ã²æç#:63 J ãïy±|ææ±ï Ðíç„²æïçxæwhich has incomplete occurence, and fault of too narrow
application in the valid reason which has complete occurence
but s¹dhya of which has incomplete occurence.
(J.16) In the devious reason means-in the inference;
‘this has tree-ness because of conjunction of monkey’. In both
absences means in the absence of that which is to be
established, and in the absence of reason. Here the nonexistence with counter-positive of it means non-existence in
that which is to be the substratum of counter-positive by the
relation which is determined by the state of being that which is
to be established, therefore there is no fault of too wide
application63 even though smoke exists in the hot-iron-ball by
63.

Ýæç„Ã²æç#:–No fault of too wide application. In the expression
‘‘occurence in that which is not locus of counter-positive’’ the
locusness of counter-positive if it is taken by only relation in general,
there would be fault of over-extention in the inference such as ‘‘it has
smoke because of fire.’’ When the locusness of counter-positive is
mentioned by the relation of the determinant of ‘s¹dhyat¹’ there
would not be fault of too wide application, counter-positive of the
absence of smoke does not exist in hot-iron-ball by the relation
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±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²¢ „é Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðíç„²æïx²Ýç{ÜUÚ‡æy±ÍæçÅ„¢
ÏææïŠ²}æì J „ïÝ ¥²}ææy}ææ ¿ææÝæçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„æï ÍæÅæÎï<±¯²„²æ
ãïy±æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ}æœ±ïùçÐ ÝæÃ²æç#:64 J

(Îè.8)ãïy±|ææ±æïùçÐ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æ: J „yÐíç„²æïçxæy±@ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUMÐï‡æ ÏææïŠ²¢,
the temporal relation. Non existence with its counter-positive in
the absence of the reason should be known by the relation,
which determined the counter-positive-ness, therefore 64there is
no fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘this is soul
because of knowledge’, though jarness etc. which are substrata
of the absence of that which is to be established, has the
counter-positive-ness of the absence of reason by relation
subject-ness.
(D.8) The absence of reason also should be known as
non-co-exsisting with counter-positive, determined by the
determinant of counter-positive-ness and that counter-positiveness also determined by the determinant of the state of being
reason. Therefore there is no fault of too narrow application in
the inference; where substernece-ness etc. is s¹dhya and
conjunction, there is not absence of fire, therefore there is no fault of
too wide application.
64.

ÝæÃ²æç#:–No fault of too narrow application, when the locusness of
counter-positive of the absence of reason is mentioned by relation in
general. There would be fault of too narrow application in the
inference; ‘‘it is soul because of knowledge.’’
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„ïÝ ÎíÃ²y±æÎæñ ¨æŠ²ï ç±çàæC¨œææÎæñ ÝæùÃ²æç#:, Ý ±æ ç±çàæC¨œææy±æçÎÝæ „æöàææ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæçÝ ¨œææÎæñ ¥ç„Ðí¨X:65 J
(…æ.17) ãïy±|ææ±æïùçÐ §ç„ J ¥çÐÝæ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±¨Ñì xæíã: J
„ïÝ ç±çàæC¨œææ±æÝì …æ„ïçÚy²æÎæñ Ýæç„Ã²æç#:66 J ²lçÐ ¨æŠ²æqualified existence etc. is reason. Nor there is fault of overextention65 in counter-positive of such absence determined by
state of being qualified existence.
(J.17) The absence of reason also here by the expression
‘also’ the absence of that which is to be established is included,
therefore there is no fault of too wide application66 in the
65.

¥ç„Ðí¨X:–Fault of over-extension. When the counter-positive-ness of
the absence of reason is stated to be determined by the determinant of
the state of being reason, there would not be a fault of over- extension
in the inference; ‘‘this is substance because of existence’’ which is not
co-existent of its counter-positive and which exists in quality etc.
which is the locus of the absence of substenceness and which is nonlocus of qualified existence determined by qualified existence-ness.
The counter-positive-ness of the absence of qualified, exists in the
existence. Therefore there is the fault of over-extension when the
counter-positive-ness of the absence as the reason is mentioned as
determined by the determinant feature there would not be overextention because the counter-positive-ness of the absence of qualified
existence is not determined by the state of being existence which is the
determinant of the state of being reason. This is the idea.

66.

Ýæç„Ã²æç#:–No fault of over-extension when the counter-positive-ness
of the absence of reason is not mentioned as determined by the
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|ææ±æïùÐèy²ï±¢ ÜíU}æï‡æ ±QéU}æéç™„}æì ¥çÐàæÏÎæÎï± ãïy±|ææ±S² Hæ|æ¨}|æ±æ„ì „ƒæçÐ „yÐíç„²æïçxæy±@ §y²çxæí}æy}æÐÎïÝæçÝ<ÎCãïy±|ææ±S²
ÐÚæ}æàææü¨}|æ±æ„ì ãïy±|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±@ §y²ç|æ{æÝï ™ xæí‹ƒxææñÚ±æçÎy²}æç|æ{æÝ}æì J
(…æ.18) Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïxæèç„ J Ðíç„inference; ‘this has qualified existence because of generic
attribute.’ Though it should be mentioned by such order that
the absence of that which is to be established also mentioned,
because by the word ‘also’ ‘the absence of reason can be
understood yet by the expression ‘that conuter-positive-ness’ the
absence of reason which was not early mentioned, that could
not be taken. And if the counter-positive-ness of the absence of
reason is to be stated there is cumber-some-ness of the text.
(J.18) In the expression ‘counter-positive determined
by that which determines the counterpositive-ness’, the term
relation which determines the state of being the reason, there would
be a fault of over-extention in the inference; ‘‘this is different from
soul because of substence-ness.’’ The absence of substence-ness also
exists in the substratum of the absence of s¹dhya by the temporal
relation, the counter-positive-ness of the absence occures in
substance, therefore there is a fault of over-extention. When the
counter-positive-ness is taken by the relation of the determinant of
state of being reason there would not be fault of over-extention,
because the counter-postive-ness which is determined by temporal
relation is not determined by the relation inherence which
determined state of being reason.
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²æïçxæÐÎ¢ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU„æÍæÅÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝæ±ÓÀïÎÜUS² ±ñçàæcÅKHæ|ææ², „ïÝ NÎæÎæñ ÜUæçHÜUæçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ {ê}ææy±æl±çÓÀóæS² ÜUæDæÎï:
¨¢²æïxæ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ ¨œ±ïùçÐ ÝæÃ²æç#: J „yÐíç„²æïçxæy±¢ ãïy±|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢ J ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUMÐï‡æïïç„ J ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ §y²çÐ
Ïææï Š ²}æì , „ï Ý æy}æç|æóæ¢ Îí Ã ²y±æçÎy²æÎæñ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¥æy}æçÝ
±œæü } ææÝS² Ðí ç „²æï ç xæ„æ±ÓÀï Î ÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ï Ý Ðí ç „²æï ç xæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æS²
ÜUæçHÜUæçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðíç„²æïçxæy±ïùçÐ ÎíÃ²y±S² Ýæç„Ã²æç#: J
‘counter-positive’ is used to get qualified-ness of determinant
by the relation which determines the state of being
determinant of counter-positive-ness. Therefore there is no
fault of too narrow application in the inference; ‘it has fire
because of smoke’ even though the wood etc. which has
smoke etc., by the temporal relation, exists in lake etc. by the
relation conjunction. That counter-positive-ness means the
counter-positive-ness of the absence of the reason. Determined
by the determinant of the state of being reason. By the
relation which determines the state of being a reason also
should be known. Therefore there is no fault of too wide
application in the inference; ‘this is different from soul
because of substance-ness’ though substance-ness is the
counter-positive of the absence of substance-ness by temporal
relation which absence dose not exists with its counterpositive by the relation which determines the counter-positiveness that absence exists in soul, which is the substratum of
absence of that which is to be established.
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(…æ.19) Ý ™ ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðíç„²æïçxæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²æïQUæñ »± ¥ç„Ã²æç#±æÚ‡æ¨}|æ±æ„ì, ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
Ðíç„²æïçxæy±ç±±ÿææ Ã²ƒïüç„ ±æÓ²¢, „ƒæ ¨ç„ çÝ{êü}æy±Ã²æŒ²±æÝì
çÝ±üçqy±æçÎy²æÎæñ çÝ±üçqy±|æïÎ}ææÎæ²ñ± Hÿæ‡æ¨}|æ±ï çÝ{êü}æy±Ã²æŒ²ïy²æléœæÚxæí‹ƒ±ÿ²}ææ‡ææÃ²æŒy²HxÝ„æÐœæïçÚç„ Š²ï²}æì J
±S„é„: çÝ±üçqy±S² Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ„²æ „hï„éSƒHï ãïy±|ææ±ï
Ðíç„²æïçxæÃ²ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±¢ Ý Îï²¢ Ã²‰æüy±æ„ì, ÐÚ‹„é ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜU¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæy±¢ ±æÓ²}æì, ¥„: Ýæçxæí}æxæí‹ƒæ¨Xç„çÚç„ Š²ï²}æì J
(J.19) It should not be said that-there is a possibility of
removal of the fault of too wide application only if it is mentioned
different substratum-ness of counter-positive non-existance by
the relation which determines the state of being a reason. Therefore
desire to say counter-positive-ness as delimited by the relation
which determines the state of being reason is use-less. This is
because in that case there is possibility of the application of
definition by taking in to account the mutual absence of the
difference from fire in the inference; ‘‘this has that which is
pervaded by the absence of smoke because of absence of fire’’. So
the too narrow application which is to be mentioned in the later
text would be irrelevant, this should be noted.
Indeed, the absence of fire is a non-partial existent,
hence where this is a reason there non-existence with its
counter-positive should not be mentioned with regard to the
absence of reason, cause it will be useless, but the state of
being determined by the relation which determines the state of
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(…æ.20) ãïy±|ææ±ï Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²ç±±ÿææ²æ: ÈUH}ææã-„ïÝ ÎíÃ²y±æÎæç±ç„ J ¥‹²ƒæ ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„
xæé‡ææÎæñ ç±çàæC¨œææ|ææ±S² ¨œææMÐÐíç„²æïçxæ¨}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡æy±æÎÃ²æç#Úï± S²æçÎç„ |ææ±: J
(…æ.21) ¥~æ „é Îí Ã ²y±¨æŠ²„æ²æ¢ ¨æÜUË²æÐí ç ¨hKæ
¥Ã²æ#ïLQUç±±ÿæ²æçÐ ¥Ðí„èÜUæÚæ„ì-¥æçÎÐÎ}æì J „ïÝ xæé‡æ±œ±æçÎ¨æŠ²S²æïÐxæíã: ÎíÃ²ï„Úæ¨}æ±ï„}ææ~æ¢ ±æ ÐíÜëU„ï ÎíÃ²y±ç}æç„ Š²ï²}æì J
being a reason should be added, therefore there is no
irrelevance of later text, This should be understood.
(J.20) Author says the fruit of desire to be mentioning
non-existence with that which is determined by the
determinant of counter-positive-ness in the respect of the
absence of reason by the expression ‘there-fore in substanceness’ etc. Otherwise there would be a fault of too narrow
application because of the absence of qualified existence is coexistent with its counter-positive in quality etc. in the form of
existence and so on, which have the absence of that which is to
be established. This is the idea.
(J.21) Here where substance-ness is that which is to be
established ‘all’ is not established, there is a fault of too narrow
application which is not avoided, eventhough there is desire to
apply that qualifier. Therefore the word and etc. is used, by this
the state of having quality etc. as that which is to be established,
is included or only non-inherence in that which is different
from substance is the meaning of substance-ness, in present
case this should be noted. Author says the result of desire to

ãï„é„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUMÐæ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±ç±±ÿææ²æ ÈUH}ææã-Ý ±ïç„ J
¨œ±æÎæç±ç„ J ÎíÃ²y±æÎæñ ¨æŠ²ï §ç„ ¥Ýé¯Á²„ï J

Ð@}æ¢ Hÿæ‡æ}æì
(„.5) ¨æŠ²±Î‹²æ±ëçœæy±¢ ±æ,
ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²çÝ ¥|ææ±æ„ì J
(Îè.9) ²~æ »ÜUÃ²çQUÜ¢U ¨æŠ²¢ ç±Ðÿææï ±æ „~æ çÝ{êü}æy±æçÎÃ²æŒ²ï „œ±ïÝ ¨æŠ²ï çÝ±üçqy±æÎæñ ™æÃ²æç#S„~æ ãïy±|ææ±S²
±¤‹²æÎï: Ðíy²ïÜ¢U ²æ±çmÐÿææ±ëçœæy±æÎ„ ¥æã-¨æŠ²±çÎç„ J
(…æ.22) ²~æ »ÜUÃ²çQUÜUç}æç„ J „ƒæ ™ ÎíÃ²¢ Ðëçƒ±èy±æÎì
mention the counter-positive-ness determined by the attribute
which determines the state of being reason by the expression ‘or
not.’ ‘In the existence etc.’ should be followed by when
substance-ness is that which is to be established.
The Fifth definition of vy¹pti.
(T.5) (Nor,) The non-occurrence (of the reason) in the
substratum which is different from that which has that which
is to be established, this is because all these definitions are not
applicable in the pure affirmative reason.
(D.9) Where s¹dhya is one individual thing, or
contradictory subject, there which is pervaded by the absence of
smoke as its own capacity is s¹dhya and the absence of fire is
reason, there is a fault of too narrow application, because the
absence of reason fire etc. everyone does not exists is all
controdictiory subjects therefore author says s¹dhyavaditi.
(J.22) ‘Where one individual is that which is to be
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§y²æÎæ±Ã²æç#: ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æÐíç¨hïçÚy²ƒü: J ÝÝé §„æïùŒ²S±Ú¨æ„ì
¨æŠ²¨æ}ææ‹²æ|ææ±S²ñ± çÝç±Cy±æ„ì ¨æŠ²ï ¨æÜUË²¢ Ý Îï²}æï± §y²„
¥æã-ç±Ðÿææï ±ïç„ J ç±Ðÿæ: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±æÝì, *„ÙÅæ±ëçœæ{}æü±æÝì
„ÙÅæ‹²y±æçÎy²æÎæ±Ã²æç#: ¨æŠ²|ææ±±œæÙÅS² ¨æÜUË²æÐíç¨hïçÚç„
|ææ±: J
(…æ.23) ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±çóæDæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜUè|æê„æ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢ ±v„Ã²}æ„: Îæï¯æ‹„Ú}ææã-çÝ{êü}æïç„ ÜUçp„ì J
established.’ Therefore there is fault of too narrow application in
the inference; ‘this is substance because of earth-ness’. Because all
those which are to be established, are not established, this is the
meaning. ‘All’, should not be connected with that which is to be
established because even more due to incongruity, only the absence
of that which is to be established in general is included, therefore
author says ‘or counter-subject.’ Countersubject means that which
has the absence of that which is to be established. There is fault of
too narrow application in the inference; ‘this has the attribute
which dose not abide in that pot because it is different from that pot
etc.,’’ because ‘all-ness’ of that pot which is abode by the absence of
that which is to be established is not established. This is the idea.
(23) The counter-positive-ness of the absence which is
not determinant of the conuter-positive-ness of the mutual
absence, which exists in that, which has the absence of that

* Editor’s Note : ‘»ÜUÃ²æ±„üÜU §y²Ýé¯Á²„ï J „ƒæ ™ ²~æñÜUÃ²æçQUÚï± ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„è „~æ’
This text is available in printed book of ‘Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU’ with J¹gdi¶i
which is explained by V¹m¹caraªbhattac¹rya but not translated by
translator.
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(…æ.24) ÝÝé ¨æŠ²æçÎ|æïÎïÝ Ã²æ#ï|æïüÎæ„ì ²~æñÜUÃ²çQUÚï±
ç±ÐÿæS„~æ Hÿæ‡æï ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±ç„ ¨æÜUË²ç±àæï¯‡æ¢ Ý Îï²ç}æç„
Îæï¯æ‹„Ú}ææã-çÝ{êü}æy±æçÎÃ²æŒ² §ç„ J
çÝ{êü}æy±S² ¨æŠ²y±ï ²~æñÜUÃ²çQUÜUç}æy²ÝïÝñ± xæ„æƒü„æ S²æÎ„æï
Ã²æŒ²Ð²ü‹„¢, çÝ{êü}æy±Ã²æŒ²S²æçÐ FïãæÎï: Fïãy±æçÎÝæ ¨æŠ²y±ï
which is to be estalished should be stated. Therefore author
points out another fault by the expression ‘absence of smoke’.
This is stated by some one.
(J.24) Where only one individual is the counter-subject
there in the definition ‘all’ should not be applied with that which
has the absence of that which is to be established. This is
because vy¹pti is different due to difference in that which is to
be established. Therefore author says another fault by the
expression ‘that which is pervaded by the absence of smoke.’
When the absence of smoke is that which is to be
established, then by the expression only ‘where one individual,’
the purpose may be achieved, therefore author goes till that
which is pervaded, oily-ness which is pervaded by the absence
of smoke also is that which is to be established by the state of
being oily-ness there is no fault of non-inclusion because of
deviation of the absence of fire. Therefore author said ‘when
that which is to be established by the state of being that. When
that which is to be established is in the form of that which is
pervaded by the absence of smoke, this is the meaning.
Every individual, there is fault of two narrow oplication,
because Absence of reason in the form of the fire in the kitchen,
etc. is non-existent in mountain which is included in all those
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±¤‹²|ææ±S² Ã²ç|æ™æçÚy±æÎ¨Ñì xæíãæï Ý Îæï¯ §y²„ ©Q¢U-„œ±ïÝ ¨æŠ²ï
§ç„ J çÝ{êü}æy±Ã²æŒ²y±ïÝ ¨æŠ²ï §y²ƒü: J
Ðíy²ïÜUç}æç„ J ãïy±|ææ±S² }æãæÝ¨è²æçÎ±qï: ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±„ì
¨ÜUHæ‹„xæü„Ð±ü„æl±ëçœæy±æÎÃ²æç#çÚç„67 |ææ±: J çÝLQUÐíç„²æïçxæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²æ±çÓÀóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±Ã²æÐÜU„æ±ÓÀïÎÜ¢U çÝLQUÐíç„²æïçxæ±ñ²ç{ÜUÚ‡²æ±çÓÀóæ²ÎíêÐæ±çÓÀóææ|ææ±±œ±¢ „ÎíêÐ±œ±¢ Ã²æç#çÚy²éQUæñ „é
Ý Îæï¯ §ç„ Š²ï²}æì J

(Îè.10) ¥~æ ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±S² ¨æŠ²±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„which has the absence of that which is to be estalished, this is the
idea. Therefore there is a fault of too narrow application67. The
state of having that attribute which is the state of being absence
determined by that particular attribute and which is determined
by said non-existence with its conuter-positive and which is
determinant of the state of being pervaded and of the absence of
that which is to be and established, which is determined by said
non co-existent with its counter-positive is vy¹pti, when it is stated
there is no any fault, it should be understood.
(D.10) Here state of having counter-positive-ness of
mutual absence is determined by state of having s¹dhya is
68.

¥Ã²æç#çÚç„–There is a fault of too narrow application. The kitchen fire
which is absence of fire can’t be accepted in the mountain which has
similies absence of that which is to be established in that kitchen the
similar fire of mountain does not exist, so by the word the similar
absence which occures in the locus of similar absence of that which
is to be established, the absence of reason that is absence of absence
of fire can’t be accepted therefore there is fault of too rarrow
application
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²æïçxæ„æÜUy±¢ Ã²éyÐçœæÏæHH|²}æì J Ý çã |æ±ç„ ÝèHæï ÍæÅæï
ÍæÅæÎ‹²68 §ç„ J
§ç„ Ã²æç#Ð@ÜUS² ÚÍæéÝæƒçàæÚæï}æç‡æÜëU„æ
Îèç{ç„Ã²æw²æ ¨}ææ#æ JJ
(…æ.25) ÝÝé ¨æŠ²±yÐí ç „²æï ç xæÜUæ‹²y±S² {ê } ææçÎ}æç„
¨œ±æÎÃ²æç#Ú„ ¥æã-¥~æïç„ J „ƒæ ™ ¨æŠ²±„ÐÎïÝ çÝMÉHÿæ‡æ²æ
©ÐSƒæçÐ„S² ¨æŠ²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUç±çàæC¨æŠ²±y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUS² ¥‹²ÐÎæƒñüÜUÎïàæï ¥‹²y±ï „æÎæy}²ïÝ ¥‹±²æ„ì ¨æŠ²±ç„ ™
¨æŠ²±œ±æ±çÓÀóæ|æïÎæ¨œ±æ„ì Ý ¥Ã²æç#:69 J xæéL{}æüS² ¥±ÓÀïÎÜUapprehended through denotative function, because bluepot is not
diffferent from a pot.68
Thus the commentary on Vy¹pti-Pañcaka by
Raghun¹tha ˜iromaªi is over.
(J.25) The difference from that which has that which is
to be established, exists in that which has smoke. Therefore
there is a fault of too narrow application, hence author says
‘here.’ In this way, there is no fault of too narrow application69
because in that which has that which is to be established, the
68.

Ý ãèç„–‘‘Not just’’ This is different from the jar. Here jar is connected
with the meaning of difference by relation state of being counterpositive-ness determined by potness different from that which has
s¹dhya which is here also the thing that which has s¹dhya is
connected with difference by the relation of state of being counterpositive-ness determined by state of being s¹dhya.

69.

ÝæÃ²æç#çÚç„–No fault of too narrow application. Because of meaning of
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y±æïÐxæ}ææÓ™ ÎíÃ²¢ Ðëçƒ±èy±æçÎy²æÎæñ ÎíÃ²y±y±ç±çàæCÎíÃ²y±±y±æ±çÓÀóæ|æïÎæÐíç¨hKæ ÝæÃ²æç#çÚç„ |ææ±:70 J
mutual absence determined by the state of having that which is
to be established, does not exist because of that, which has the
counter-positive-ness determined by the state of having that
which is to be established qualified by determinant of the state
of that which is to be established which is presented by word
‘that which is to be estalished’, is related, by identity relation
with ‘difference’ which is the part of the meaning of different,
when the cumbersome attribute is accepted as determinant,
there is no fault of too narrow application70 in the inference;
fifth definition is the absence of occurence (of reason) in the locus of
mutual absence, counter-positive-ness of which is indicated by state of
being determinant which is determined by the determinant of the state
of being s¹dhya. Therefore the mutual absence of that which has fire
and jar and the mutual absence of kitchen which has fire, cannot be
taken and the mutual absence of that which has fire only can be taken
according to early mentioned mutual absence of locus, that absence
exists in water etc., where smoke does not exist. Therefore there is no
fault of too narrow application in the inference, ‘‘this has fire because
of smoke.’’ This is the idea.
70.

ÝæÃ²æç#çÚç„ |ææ±:–No fault of too narrow application. Just counterpositive-ness does not happen determined by heavy property is not
proved and the attribute which is qualified by heavy property
cumbersome also is not proved. Therefore, taking in to account the
mutual absence of that which has substanceness qualified by
subsance-ness the fault of too narrow application in the inference
‘‘this is substance because of earthness.’’ This is the idea.
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(…æ.26) ²h}}æüç±çàæCÏææï{ÜUÐÎ¨}æç|æÃ²æN„ïÝ ¥‹²æçÎÐÎïÝ
©ÐSƒæçÐ„ï ¥‹²y±æÎæñ „h}ææü ± çÓÀóæÐí ç „²æï ç xæ„æÜUy±Ðí Ü UæÚï ‡ æñ ±
„æÎæy}²ïÝ ¥‹±²æï, Ý „é „h}}ææüŸæ²Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUy±ïÝ §y²~æ Ã²éyÐœææñ
Ðíæ™æ¢ ¨¢±æÎ}ææã Ý ãèç„ J „ƒæ ™ „æÎëàæÃ²éyÐœ²S±èÜUæÚï ÝèHÍæÅï
ÍæÅÐíç„²æïçxæÜU|æïÎ¨œ±æ„ì ÝèHÍæÅæï ÍæÅæ‹² §y²çÐ Ã²±ãæÚ: S²æçÎç„
|ææ±: J
(…æ.27) ¥~æ ™ ÎíÃ²¢ ÍæÅæ‹²çÎy²ælÐí²æïxææ„ì ²çmçàæCÐíç„‘this is substance because of earth-ness’ due to nonestablishement of the mutual absence of that which is
determined by the state of having substance-ness qualified by
substance-ness-ness. This is the idea.
(J.26) The difference which is expressed by the word
‘different’ which is semantically connected with the word which
conveys that qualified by which particular attribute, is related
by identity as having as qualifier the state of having counterpositive-ness determined by that particular attribute, and not
having as qualifier the state of having the counter-positive-ness
which exists in that which is the substratum of that particular
attribute. In this theory author points out agreement of old
logicians by the expression ‘not because.’ Therefore if such
theory is not accepted there would be such a usage that ‘the
blue-pot is different from a pot.’ This is because there is mutual
absence which has a pot as its counter-positive. This is the idea.
(J.27) And here the mutual absence as having counterpositive-ness qualified by which particular attribute should be
known by the term difference etc. because there is no usage as
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²æïçxæÜUy±ïÝ |æïÎ: ¥‹²æçÎàæÏÎïÝ ÏææïŠ²:, „Î±ëçœæ{}æüS²ñ± ¥Ýé²æïçxæ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æ„ì „~æ ÍæÅæï ÍæÅæ‹² §y²S² ±æÚ‡ææ¨}|æ±æ„ì ÝèHÍæÅy±S²
{<}æ„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æÝé{æ±Ýç}æç„ }æ‹„Ã²}æì J
(…æ.28) ÝèHæï ÍæÅæï ÍæÅæ‹² §y²ï± ¨}²ÜìU ÐæÆ: „ƒñ±
ÐíÜëU„æïÐ²æïçxæy±¨X„ïÍæüÅæÎ‹² §ç„ ÐæÆS„é ¨æŠ²±Î‹² §y²~æ Ð@}æè¨}ææ¨ï Hé#ç±|æçQUS}ææçÚ„Ðíç„²æïçxæy±ï ÐíÜëUy²ƒü„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUæ±çÓÀóæy±S²
¨¢¨xæü}æ²æüÎ²æ |ææÝ}ææÎëy² ÜUƒç@„ì ¨X}æÝè²: J
(…æ.29) ÍæÅ: ÐÅæï Ý §y²æÎæñ ÐÅÐÎ¢ }æéw²æƒüÐÚ}æï±, Ý „é ÐíÜëU„
substance is different from a pot, because the attribute which is
not there is determinition of substanceness. There is possibility of
avoiding the usage ‘the pot is different from pot’, therefore author
had to mention the blue-jar-ness, as the determinant of the state
of being substratum, this should be noted.
(J.28) ‘The blue pot is different from a pot’ this is a
correct version, by this only there is consistency with present
use, the text ‘different from a pot’ should be supported any how
taking in to account the apprehension through the limitation of
relation, of state of being determined by the determinant of the
state of being present meaning, in the counter-positive-ness
which is reminded by hidden case in the fifth compound in the
expression ‘different from that which is different from that
which has that which is to be established.’
(J.29) In the expression ‘the pot is not a cloth’ the word
‘cloth’ reveals main meaning and not that which has the
counter-positive-ness determined by pot-ness just as in present
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§± ÐÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUÐÚ¢ çÝÐæ„æç„çÚQUSƒH »± Ýæ}ææƒü²æï|æïüÎæ‹±²S² ¥Ã²éyÐóæ„²æ Ý†ÐÎæïÐSƒæŒ²|æïÎï ÐÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUy±¨¢¨xæïü‡æñ± ÐÅS²æ‹±²¨}|æ±æ„ì J ÐÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUy±‹„é ÐÅy±}æ±çÓÀóæy±¢ Ðíç„²æïçxæy±@ïç„ ç~æ„²}æï±, ç±àæïc²ç±àæï¯‡æ|ææ±æÐóæ¨¢¨xæü:, Ý „é ±S„éxæy²æ ÐÅy±æ±çÓÀóæ¢ ²„ì Ðíç„²æïçxæy±¢
„‹}ææ~æ¢, ÐÅæï Ý §y²~æ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ²æ¢ ÐÅy±æ±çÓÀóæy±}ææÝS² ¥Ýé|æ±ç¨hy±æ„ì, ¥‹²ƒæ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÃ²çQUç|æÚï± „œæçmçàæCÏæéhKéÐÐœææñ
ÐÅy±æÎï S „Î±ÓÀï Î ÜUy±}æï ± Ý S²æ„ì , }ææÝæ|ææ±æ„ì J ¥„ »±
case. This is because the difference relation of two meanings of
two names is not apprehended in the case, other then nip¹t
only. Therefore there is possibility of the connection of cloth
with difference which is presented by negative term by the
relation state of having counter-positive-ness determined by
cloth-ness. (And the state of having counter-positive-ness
determined by cloth-ness,) Here cloth-ness, the state of being
determined by cloth-ness and counter-positive-ness all the three
are relations, which are apprehended by qualifier and qualified
relation-ship and not indeed the counter-positive-ness
determined by cloth-ness alone, because in the expression ‘this
is not a cloth’ it is proved by experience. Otherwise there would
be the knowledge of thing qualified by that particular attribute,
through individual counter-positive-ness only, cloth-ness would
not be determinant of that because there is no proof. Therefore
in keval¹nvayi-chapter author him-self has said, that in the
notion ‘there is absence of fire’ fire-ness, state of being
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ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²xæí‹ƒï ±çqÝæüS„èy²~æ ±çqy±}æ±çÓÀóæy±¢ Ðíç„²æïçxæy±@
¨¢¨xæü}æ²æüÎ²æ |ææ¨„ï §ç„ S±²}æŒ²éQU}æì J
(…æ.30) §yƒ}æï± ™ Ðí}æï²¢ ÝæçS„ ÜU}Ïæéxæíè±æçÎ}ææÝì ÝæS„èy²æçÎàææÏÎÏææï{æÝæ¢ ¨¢¨xæüÜUæïÅæ±ï± Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ²æ¢ Ðí}æï²y±æl±çÓÀóæy±æ±xææçã„²æ |æí}æy±¢, ¨¢¨xæüÐíÜUæÚ¨æ{æÚ‡æç±àæïc²ç±àæï¯‡æ|ææ±S²ñ± |æí}æy±ÍæÅÜUy±æ„ì, ¥‹²ƒæ S±MÐ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðí}æï²y±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±S²
¥HèÜU„²æ ¥¶‡Ç„æÎëàæ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðí}æï²S² ¥|ææ±{<}æç‡æ ¥‹±²æ¨}|æ±ïÝ |æí}æy±æÝéÐÐœæï:, ¨ÎéÐÚæxæï‡ææŒ²¨„: ¨¢¨xæü}æ²æüÎ²æ |ææÝS²
determined, and counter-positive-ness all these three are
apprehended through the limitation of relation (sa÷sargamary¹d¹).
(J.30) In this way, verbal apprehensions such as ‘there
is the absence of object of valid knowledge, there is absence of
that which has conch like neck,’ are error like in the side of
relation, when in the counter-positive-ness is determined by
state of being knowable (prameyatva) etc. because the
qualifier-qualified relationship which is common to relation
and qualifier is only included in the state of being error,
otherwise the counter-positive-ness determined by the state of
being knowable (prameyatva) by the relation self-some-ness
(svarØpa) is non-existent, therefore there is no possibility of
relation of knowable with locus of absence by part-less such a
relation, hence that would not be an error. This is because the
apprehension on non-existent by imposition of existent through
the limitation of relation is not accepted by the author of ‘maªi’
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}æç‡æÜëU„æ ¥ÝXèÜUæÚæ„ì J vHë#ïÝ ÐÅy±æl±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
™ ¥|ææ±ï Ðí}æï²S² ¨œ±ïÝ „æÎëàæ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ |æí}æy±S² ±QéU}æàæv²y±æ„ì ,
ÐÅy±æÎï Ú ‹±ç²„æÝ±ÓÀï Î ÜU„²æ „Î±çÓÀóæÐí ç „²æï ç xæy±¨}Ïæ‹{ï Ý
Ðí}æï²y±æçÎç±çàæCS²æ‹±²ï çÝÚæÜUæÑì ÿæy±æÓ™, ¥‹²ƒæ ÍæÅ±ç„ ¥çÐ
ÍæÅæï ÝæS„èy²æÎï: Ðí}ææy±æÐœæï:, „œæÎìÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
ÍæÅç±çàæCS² ÍæÅç±àæï¯æ|ææ±S² „~æ ¨œ±æ„ì J
(…æ.31) »„ïÝ ¨œææ¨}æ±æç²çÝ ¥çÐ xæé‡ææÎæñ ç±çàæC¨œææy±æ±çÓÀóæS² ¨}æ±æ²ïÝ ¥¨œ±±„ì ÍæÅy±æl±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ
ÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæ±„æïùçÐ ÍæÅæl|ææ±S² Ý „æÎëàæ¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðí}æï²y±æland by known relation in the form of counter-positive-ness
determined by cloth-ness the knowable exists in absence,
therefore by this relation, it cannot be treated as error and
because clothness is not determinant of state of having relation
by the relation of counter-positive-ness determined by that,
clothness there is no expectancy for the connection of that
which is qualified by state of being knowable. Otherwise the
notion that there would be no pot valid in the locus of a pot
because there is absence of a particular pot which (absence) is
qualified by the pot by the relation of counter-positive-ness
determined by pot-ness.
(J.31) By this way, in quality etc. which is inherent of
existence also, there that which is determined by the state of
being qualified-existence dose not exist. In the same way the
absence of a pot has that which is determined by pot-ness by
the relation of counter-positive-ness determined by pot-ness, it
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±çÓÀ‹Ýy±}æì J ¥„: Ðí}æï²¢ ÝæS„èy²æÎæñ ÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïxææy±¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝñ±
Ðí}æï²y±æ±çÓÀóæy±S²ñ± ¥|ææ±æ¢àæï |æí}æy±ç}æy²çÐ Ðíy²éQ¢U, ÍæÅy±æÎïÚ‹±ç²„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜU„²æ „Î±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±¨}Ïæ‹{ïÝ Ðí}æï²y±ç±çàæCS²
¥‹±²ï çÝÚæÜUæÑì ÿæ„²æ „ƒæ àææÏÎS² ¥¨}|æ±æÎì §ç„ Š²ï²}æì J
(…æ.32) ÝèHæï ÍæÅæï ÝæS„èy²æÎæñ ÝèHÍæÅy±S² ¥‹±ç²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±ï „æÎëàæ{}ææü±çÓÀ‹ÝÐíç„²æïçxæy±}æï± ¨¢¨xææïü, Ý „é ÝèHy±æçÎÐíy²ïÜU{}ææü±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±}æì, ÝèHÐÅS² Ðè„ÍæÅS² ™
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æï „æÎëàæÐí²æïxææÐHæÐæÐœæï: ÝèHy±æïÐHçÿæ„S² ÍæÅy±}ææ~æS²
has no the state of being substratum of that which is
determined by the state of being knowable, by that relation.
Therefore in the notion that ‘there is no knowable there is the
state of being error of the state of being determined by state of
being knowable, in the absence by the relation of counterpositive-ness determined by potness. This also is refuted,
because there is no expectancy for the connection of that which
is qualified by state of being knowable, by the relation of
counter-positive-ness by that (pot-ness) because pot-ness is not
the determinant of the state of being related, therefore there is
no possibility of verbal cognition, this should be understood.
(J.32) ‘‘There is not blue pot,’’ here when the state of being
blue pot is a determinant of state of being related, the counterpositive-ness determined by that attribute alone is a relation and
not the counter-positive-ness determined by every individual like
blue potness etc. this is because there would be the fault of refuting
of the usage of that in the substratum of blue and yellow pot.
Where only potness indicated by blue-ness by the relation
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¥‹±ç²„æ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±SƒHï „é ÝæïÐHçÿæ„ÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±}æï±,
„ƒæ ÝèHæï ¨¢²æïxæïÝ ÍæÅæï ÝæS„èy²æÎæñ „ë„è²æç±|æQïUÝæü±çÓÀóæy±}æƒü:
¨¢¨xæèü|æê„Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ²æ¢ „Î‹±²æ¨}|æ±æ„ì,* çÜU‹„é ¥±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUy±¢ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ}ææ~æ¢ ±æ ¥±çÓÀóæy±¨¢¨xæïü‡æ ¨¢²æïxææÎïS„~ææ‹±²æÎï± ç±çàæCHæ|ææ„ì J
(…æ.33) Ý ™ »±¢ ¨¢²æïxæïÝ ÍæÅæ|ææ±S²ñ± ¨}æ±æ²ïÝ ÍæÅç±çàæCÎíÃ²y±æ|ææ±„²æ ¨}æ±æ²ïÝ ÜUÐæHï ÍæÅæï ÝæS„èç„ Ã²±ãæÚæÐçœæ:,
„ë„è²æ‹„¨}æç|æÃ²æãæÚSƒHï „ÎéÐSƒæŒ²Ðíç„²æïçxæy±S²ñ± ¨¢¨xæü„²æ
conjunction there counter-positive-ness determined by indicated
pot-ness, is a relation. In the notion, ‘there is not a pot by the
relation of conjunction’ semantic the meaning of third case is
not the state of being determined, because in that case there would
not be the connection of that with the counter-positive-ness, which
is a form of relation, but state of having a counter-positive-ness
determined by (somathing) or only counter-positive-ness is the
relation, due to the connection of conjunction with it by the
relation of state of being determined by (something), there is
apprehension of a qualified thing.
(J.33) And it should not be stated that-in this way, there
should be usage that ‘there is not a pot in the half of the pot by
the relation of inherence,’’ this is because the absence of pot by

* Editor’s Note : ‘ÐÎæƒæüÐÎæƒü²æïÚ‹±²S² çÝÚæÜUæÑì ÿæy±æ„ì, ÐÎæƒü: ÐÎæƒïüÝæ‹±è²„ï §ç„
çÝ²}ææÓ™’ This text is available in printed book of ‘Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU’ with
J¹gdi¶i which is explained by V¹m¹caraªbhattac¹rya but not
translated by translator.
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|ææÝS² Ã²éyÐóæy±æ„ì ¨}æ±æ²æ±çÓÀóæÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æÜUæ|ææ±S² ™ ÜUÐæHï ç±Úãæ„ì J
(…æ.34) ¥S„é ±æ ÍæÅy±æ±çÓÀóæy±S²ï± ¨¢²æïxææçÎ¨}Ïæ‹{æ±çÓÀóæy±S²æçÐ Ðíç„²æïçxæy±æ¢àæï ¨¢¨xæü}æ²æüÎ²ñ± |ææÝ¢ „ë„è²æ‹„¨}æç|æÃ²æãæÚS² çÝ²æ}æÜUy±æÓ™ Ýæç„Ðí¨X: J ‘ÍæÅæÝç{ÜUÚ‡æ¢; |æê„H}æì’
§y²æÎæñ „é Hÿæ‡æ²æ ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æÐÎ}æï± ÍæÅæç{ÜUÚ‡ææƒüÜ¢U ÍæÅÐÎ¢ „é
„æyÐ²üxæíæãÜU}æì, ¥‹²ƒæ ¥Ýç{ÜUÚ‡æÐÎïÝ ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ¨æ}ææ‹²ç|æ‹Ýy±æïQUæñ
™ |æê„Hï „S² Ïææ{: S²æ„ì J Ý ™ ÍæÅæç‹±„S²ñ± ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æS² |æïÎS„~æ
Ý†ææ Ïææï{Ýè²: ¨}ææ¨æ‹„xæü„Ý†æ ©œæÚÐÎæƒü}ææ~ææ‹±ç²y±Ã²éyÐœæï: J
relation conjunction is identical with the absence of
substanceness qualified by pot by the relation inherence,
because when there is proximity of word ending with third
case, the counter-positive-ness which is expressed by that, is
apprehended as a relation and the absence having the counterpositive-ness determined by pot-ness and the relation of
inherence, does not exist in the part of the pot.
(J.34) Or let it be a cognition of the state of being
determined by the relation of conjunction limitation in the
counter-positive-ness by the expectancy (sa÷sargamary¹d¹)
just like the state of being determined by pot-ness and because
of the proximity of word ending with third case is a limiter.
Therefore there is not fault of too wide application. In the
notion ‘the ground is non substratum of pot’ the word
substratum denotes the substratum of pot by implication and
the word pot is conveyer of the intention of speaker, otherwise
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¥‹²ƒæ ÝèHæ ÝèHÍæÅæï ÍæÅæï ÍæÅ §y²æÎæñ ÝèHÍæÅæ‹²S² ÍæÅy±¢
ÝèHæÐí}æï²: ÐÅ §y²æÎæñ ™ ÝèHÐí}æï²æ‹²S² ÐÅy±¢ Ðí„è²„ï J ±S„é„:
¨}Ïæç‹{ÜUÐÎSƒHï Ã²éyÐçœæ±ñç™~²æ„ì Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜ¢U ÍæÅæÝç{ÜUÚ‡æç}æy²æÎæñ ÍæÅælç‹±„S²ñ±æç{ÜUÚ‡ææÎï|æïüÎæï |ææ¨„ï* §ç„ ÐÚ}ææƒü: J
(…æ.35) Ðè„: àæWæï ÝæS„èy²æçÎ àææÏÎÏææï{S„é àæWy±æ±çÓÀóæ„²æ Ý Ðíç„²æïçxæy±}æ±xææã„ï „‹}ææ~æS²æ‹±ç²„æÝ±ÓÀïÎÜUy±æ„ì,
àæW±œæ²æ çÝçp„ï {<}æ‡²çÐ „æÎëàæÐí²æïxææ„ì, ÐÚ‹„é Ðè„àæWy±æif by the word; ‘‘non-substratum’’ the difference from all
substrata is stated, there would be contradiction, in the ground,
and the mutual absence of subtratum related with a pot should
not be conveyed by negation, because ‘the negation in the
compound should be connected with only the meaning of next
word’ this is the rule other-wise in the usage ‘blue-non-pot is a
pot,’ pot-ness of other than blue pot’ and in ‘blue non-knowable
would be a cloth’ cloth-ness is of other than blue knowable, is
cognized. Infact in the case the word which denotes relative
due to difference in notions in the case of the usage ‘nondeterminant of the counter-positive-ness,’ that ‘non substratum
of pot’, etc. the difference of substratum etc. related with pot is
apprehended, this is the reality.
(J.35) ‘There is not yellow conch,’ in this verblal

* Editor’s Note : ¥‹²~æ ç~æÐÎ„yÐéL¯æÝéÐxæ}æïùçÐ ÍæÅS² Ýæç{ÜUÚ‡æ¢, Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ²æ
Ýæ±ÓÀïÎÜU}æì - §y²æçÎÚèy²æ ç~æÐÎ„yÐéL¯ï‡æ ç±çàæCHæ|æ¨}|æ±æçÎç„ J This text is
available in printed book of ‘Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU’ with J¹gdi¶i which is explained
by V¹m¹caraªbhattac¹rya, but not translated by translator.
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±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æy±ïÝ ¨¢¨xæü}æ²æüÎ²æ Ðíç„²æïçxæy±}æ±xææã„ï J Ý†ææçÎÐÎæÝæ¢ ²h}æüç±çàæC±ñçàæcÅKæ±xææçãy±æïÐSƒæŒ²æ|ææ±{<}æÜUæ‹±²Ïææï{…ÝÜUy±¢ „h}ææü±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæy±ïÝ Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ¨¢¨xæü{è…ÝÜUy±Ã²éyÐœæï: J §²æÝì „é ç±àæï¯:-²„ì ÍæÅæï ÝæçS„ §y²æçÎàææÏÎÏææï{ï
¨æ¢¨<xæÜUÐíç„²æïçxæy±æ±xææçã„Ðíç¨hÝ ÍæÅy±æl±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æy±ïÝñ±
çÝMçÐ„æ, Ðè„: àæWæï ÝæS„èy²æÎæñ „é Ðè„àæWy±æ±çÓÀóæÐíç„²æïçxæ„æy±ïÝ
cognition the counter-positive-ness is not apprehended as being
determined by conch-ness because that only is not determinant
of the state of being related (anvayit¹), because which is
definite locus of conch there also is found such usage, but the
counter-positive-ness is cognized as having the state of being
counter-positive-ness determined by yellow-conch-ness through
the limitation of relation (sa÷sarga-mary¹d¹). ‘Negative words
bring out verbal apprehension which has the absence as
substratum presented by that (knowledge) which has the
relation of that which is qualified by which particular attribute,
as being determinant by that particular attribute, it brings out
the knowledge of counter-positive-ness relation,’ this is the rule.
This is the peculiarity here. In verbal cognition as ‘there
is absence of a pot’ there, objectiveness of the counter-positiveness as being a relation is not established there the counterpositive-ness is mentioned as being counter-positive-ness
determined by pot-ness only is mentioned and in the verbal
apprehension ‘there is absence of yellow conch’ the counterpositive-ness determined by yellow cronch-ness is not
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¥Ðíç¨hïÝñ± §y²æçÎÜ¢U Ïæãé„Ú}æì ªãÝè²}æì J
§ç„ …xæÎèàæ„ÜUæüHVæÚÜëU„æ
ç±±ëçœæÝæ}Ýè Îèç{ç„Ã²æw²æ ¨}ææ#æ
•••
established and so on. Many things are should be thinkable
here.
Thus the Vivritti commentary on D»dhiti by J¹gadi¶a
Tark¹laªk¹ra ends.
• • •

Appendix-1 A
Terminology (San.-Eng.)

¥ç„Ã²æç#

Fault of too wide application, fault of over
extension

¥y²‹„
¥y²‹„|ææ±
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ, ¥æ{æÚ, ¥æŸæ²
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±

Absolute, constant
Absolute-absence, constant absence
Substratum
Substratum, locus
State of being substratum, state of being
locus, locusness

¥Ý±Sƒæ
¥Ýé}ææÝ
¥Ýé}æ„è
¥Ýé²æïxæè
¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±: |æïÎ:
¥‹±²

Regress, infinitude
Inference
Inferential knowledge
Relatum
Mutual basence, difference
Semantic relation, connection, grammatical
connection, agreement

¥Ðíç¨h
¥Ïææç{„
¥|ææ±
¥|ææ±y±
¥ç|æ{ï²y±
¥ç|æçã„æ‹±²±æÎ
¥|æïÎ, „æÎæy}²
¥|²éÎ²
¥Hÿ²
¥±çÓÀóæ
¥±çÓÀóæy±
¥±ÓÀïÎÜU

Non-established
Unsublated
Absence
Absenceness
Name-ability
Theory of meaning
Identity, non-difference
Exaltation
Indefinable
Determined
State of being determined
Determinant, limiter
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State of being determinate, limitary,
controller

¥±ëçœæ
¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±}æì, Ã²æç#:,
¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±
¥Ã²æç#

Non-occurrent
Absence of deviation
Fault of too narrow application, too narrow
definition, under-extenuation

¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ

Incomplete occurent, partial occurent, partial
existent

¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±

Incomplete occurent, partial existences,
partial occurrence

¥àæï¯y±}æì
¥¨}|æ±
¥S±Ú¨:
¥æÜUæàæ, xæxæÝ
¥æ{æÚ, ¥æŸæ², ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ
¥æ{ï²
¥æ{ï²„æ
¥æŸæ², ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ, ¥æ{æÚ
©Ðç}æ„è
©ÐÚæxæ
©Ðæç{
©Ðæ²
ÜUæçHÜU ¨}Ïæ‹{ / ÜUæçHÜU
ç±àæï¯‡æ„æ
ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²
xæxæÝ, ¥æÜUæàæ
xæíã
™æHÝè² ‹²æ²
…æç„:

Perrvederness
Fault of impossibility
Incongruity
Ether
Substratum, locus
Superstratum
Occurrence
Locus, substratum
Anology
Imposition
Adjunct
Method
Temporal relation
Pure-affirmative
Ether
Graspping
Filter-action
Generic attribute

ÐçÚçàæC-1 ¥
¿ææÝ
„æyÐ²ü
„æÎæy}², ¥|æïÎ
öCæ‹„
{}æü
Š±¢¨, ÐíŠ±¢¨æ|ææ±
Ðÿæ
ÐëƒÜUy±
Ðíç„²æïçxæÝì
Ðí„èç„
Ðí}ææ‡æ
Ðí}æï²
Ðíç¨h
Ðíæxæ|ææ±
Ðíæ}ææ‡²
Ïææï{
|æïÎ, ¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±
}æê„ü
Hÿæ‡ææ
Hÿ²
ç±Ðÿæ
ç±|ææxæ
ç±çàæCæ|ææ±
ç±¯²„æ
±ëçœæy±}æì
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Apprehension
Intention of speaker
Inntity, non-difference
Example
Attribute
Posterior(absence), destruction
Subject
Separateness
Counter positive
Notion
Testimony
Object of Valid Knowledge
Established
Prior (absence)
Validity
Cognition
Mutual absence, difference
Material, Substance
Implication, secondary meaning
Definable
Contradictory subject, counter subject
Disjunction
Qualified absence
Subjectness
Occurrence, Existernce, State of being
existent

Ã²ç„ÚïÜU
Ã²ç|æ™æÚè
Ã²ç|æ™æÚè ãï„é
Ã²æÐÜU

Disagreement
Deviation
Devious reason
Pervasive
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Ã²æÐÜUy±}æì
Ã²æç#:, ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±
Ã²æç#
Ã²æç#, ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚy±}æì,¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±

Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU}æì
Pervasiveness
Conductance, invariable relation, operation
Inveriable concomitance
Invariable relation, conductance, operation,
pervasion, invarible, concomitance

Ã²æŒ²
Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ
Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±
Ã²éyÐçœæ
àææÏÎÏææï{
¨¢²æïxæ
¨Ñì w²æ
¨œ±
¨Ðÿæ
¨}æç|æÃ²æãæÚ
¨}æ±æ²
¨}æ±æç²ÜUæÚ‡æ
¨æŠ²
¨æ}æ‰²æü|ææ±
S±MÐ¨}Ïæ‹{

Pervaded
Non-partial existent
Non-partial existence
Denotative function
Verbal Cogition
Conjunction,connection,contact
Number
Existence (one of generic attributes)
Definite subject
Proximity
Inherence
Inherence-cause
Probondum, that which is to be established
Absence of capacity
Self-linking connectors, relation self-someness

ãï„é

Reason (which brings out the knowledge to
hidden thing.)
• • •

Appendix-1 B
Terminology (Eng.-San.)
Absence
¥|ææ±
Absence of capacity
¨æ}æ‰²ü|ææ±
Absence of deviation
¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±}æì, Ã²æç#: ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±
Absenceness
¥|ææ±y±
Absolute, constant
¥y²‹²
Absolute-absence,constant absence
¥y²‹„æ|ææ±
Adjunct
©Ðæç{
Anology
©Ðç}æ„è
Apprehention
¿ææÝ
Attribute
{}æü
Congition
Ïææï{
Conductance, invariable relation,
Ã²æç#:, ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±
operation
Conjuction, connection, contact
¨¢²æïxæ
Constant absence, absolute-absence
¥y²‹„æ|ææ±
Constant, absolute
¥y²‹„
Contradictory subject, counter subject
ç±Ðÿæ
Counter positive
Ðíç„²æïçxæÝì
Definable
Hÿ²
Definite subject
¨Ðÿæ
Denotative function
Ã²éyÐçœæ
Determinant, limitor
¥±ÓÀïÎÜU
Determined
¥±çÓÀóæ
Deviation
Ã²ç|æ™æÚè
Devious reason
Ã²ç|æ™æÚè ãï„é
Disagreement
Ã²ç„ÚïÜU
Disjunction
ç±|ææxæ
Established
Ðíç¨h
Ether
¥æÜUæàæ, xæxæÝ
Exalitation
¥|²éÎ²
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Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU}æì
öCæ‹„
¨œ±
¥¨}|æ±
¥Ã²æç#

Existence (one of generic attraibutes)
Fault of impossibility
Fault of too narrow application, too
narrow defination, under-extention
Fault of too wide application,
¥ç„Ã²æç#
fault of over extention
Filter-action
™æHÝè² ‹²æ²
Generic attribute
…æç„:
Grammatical connection
¥‹±²
Graspping
xæíã
Identity, non-difference
¥|æïÎ, „æÎæy}²
Implication, secondary meaning
Hÿæ‡ææ
Imposition
©ÐÚæxæ
Incomplete occurent, partial existentnce, ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ„y±
partial occurrence
Imcomplete occurent, partial occurent, ¥Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ
partial existent
Incongruity
¥S±Ú¨:
Indefenable
Inference
Inferential knowledge
Infinitude, regress
Inherence
Inherence-cause
Intention of speaker
Invariable relation, conductance,
operation, pervasion, invarible,
concomitance
Inveriable concomittence
Locus, substratum
Locusness, substratumness

¥Hÿ²
¥Ýé}ææÝ
¥Ýéç}æ„è
¥Ý±Sƒæ
¨}æ±æ²
¨}æ±æç²ÜUæÚ‡æ
„æyÐ²ü
Ã²æç#, ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„œ±}æì, ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±

Ã²æç#
¥æŸæ², ¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ, ¥æ{æÚ
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±

ÐçÚçàæC-1 Ïæ
Material, substance
Method
Mutual absence, difference
Name-ability
Non- difference, identity
Non-established
Non-occurrent
Non-partial existence
Non-partial existent
Notion
Number
Object of Valid Knowledge
Occurrence
Occurrence, existence, state of
being existent
Operation, invariable relation,
conductance, pervasion
Pervaded
Pervasion, invariable-concomitance,
conductance, operation
Pervasive
Pervasiveness
Pervertedness
Posterior(absence), destruction
Prior (absence)
Probondum, that which is to
be established
Proximity
Pure-affirmative
Qualified absence
Reason (which brings out the
knowledge to hidden thing.)
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}æê„ü
©Ðæ²
¥‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±: |æïÎ:
¥ç|æ{ï²y±
„æÎæy}², ¥|æïÎ
¥Ðíç¨h
¥±ëçœæ
Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæ
Ã²æŒ²±ëçœæy±
Ðí„èç„
¨Ñì w²æ
Ðí}æï²
¥æ{ï²„æ
±ëçœæy±}æì
Ã²æç#:, ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±, ¥Ã²ç|æ™çÚ„y±}æì
Ã²æŒ²
Ã²æç#:, ¥ç±Ýæ|ææ±
Ã²æÐÜU
Ã²æÐÜUy±}æì
¥àæï¯y±}æì
Š±¢¨, ÐíŠ±¢¨æ|ææ±
Ðíæxæ|ææ±
¨æŠ²
¨}æç|æÃ²æãæÚ
ÜïU±Hæ‹±ç²
ç±çàæCæ|ææ±
ãï„é
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Regress, infinitude

¥Ý±Sƒæ
S±MÐ¨}Ïæ‹{
¥Ýé²æïxæè
S±MÐ¨}Ïæ‹{

Relation self-some-ness
Relatum
Self-linking connectors, relation
self-some-ness
Semantic relation, connection,
¥‹±²
grammatical connection, agreement
Separateness
ÐëƒÜUy±
State of being determinate, limitor,
¥±ÓÀïÎÜU„æ
controler
State of being determined
¥±çÓÀóæy±
State of being substratum, state of
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æy±
being locus, locusness
Subject
Ðÿæ
Subjectness
ç±¯²„æ
Substance, material
}æê„ü
Substratum
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ
Substratum, locus
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ, ¥æ{æÚ,
Superstratum
Temporal relation
Testimony
Theory of meaning
Unsublated
Validity
Verbal Cognition

¥æŸæ²

¥æ{ï²
ÜUæçHÜU ¨}Ïæ‹{/ÜUæçHÜU ç±àæï¯‡æ„æ
Ðí}ææ‡æ
¥ç|æçã„æ‹±²±æÎ
¥Ïææç{„
Ðíæ}ææ‡²
àææÏÎÏææï{
• • •

Appendix-2 A
Figures (Eng.)
Fig.-1
That Which is to be → Absence
established

Occurrence → Absence

↓
Reason

Substratum

Fig.-1A
Occurrence — Abdence

Fire — Absence

Water

Lake

Smoke
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Fig.-2

(1)
That Which is to be
established
(2)

(16)
(15)
Counter Positivesness (14) Occurrence — Absence
(5)

that to be established
(11)

(4)
Locus of that which
is to be established
(3)

(17)

Absence of

(6)

Mutual absence
(7)

(12)

(13)

Reason
(18)

(8)
(10)

Different
(9)

Fig.-2 A
(1)
Fire Counter
(2)

(14)
(17) (18)
Occurrence — Absence

Positivesness
(5)
(6)
(4)

Kitchen
(3)

Absence of fire
(11)
(12)

(7) Mutual absence
(8)
(10)

(15)
Water
(16)
(13)

Lake
(9)

(19)
Smoke
(20)
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(7)
Occurrence
That which to be is
established (1)

Fig.-3
(16) (18) (19)
Occurrence — Absence
(20)

(6)

(8)
Mutual absence
(9)
(5)
Substratumness

(2)

(4)

Substratumness (14)

(10)
Locus of that which

(13)

(12)

to be is established
(3)

Reason
(17)
(15)

Substratum
(11)

Fig.-3 A
(7)
Occurrence

(2)

(19) (20)
Occurrence — Absence

(6)

Fire (1)

(5)
Mutual absence
(10)

(8)

(12)
Substratumness
(9)

(18)

(17)
Substratumness
(16)

Lake
(11)

(21)

(15)

(13) Water

(4)

Mountain
(3)

(14)

Smoke
(22)
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Fig.-4

That Which is to be
is established —— Absence (3)
Counter Positiveness
(9)
(2)
(10)
(1)
(8)
(4)
Absence
Reason
(6)

(7)

(11)

Sbstratum
(5)

Fig.-4 A
Fire —— Absence (3)
(1) (2)
(8)

(4)

Absence of smoke
(7)
(6)
Lake etc.
(5)

Counter Positiveness
(9)
(10)
Reason
(11)
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Fig.-5
(10) (11)
Occurrence — Absence
(9)

That Which is to be
is established (1)

Mutual
Absence
(5)

(2)

(12)
(6)

(8)

(4)

Locus of that which

Reason
(13)

Sbstratum
(7)

to be is established
(3)

Fig.-5 A
(9) (12) (13)
Occurrence — Absence

That Which is to be
is established (1)

(10)
Water
(11)

Mutual
(2)
(4)
Mountain
(3)

Absence
(5)
(6)

(8)
Lake
(7)

(14)
Smoke
(15)
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Ã²æç#Ð@ÜU}æì J
1. ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì J
Fig.-1

¨æŠ²}æì → ¥|ææ±:

±ëçœæy±}æì → ¥|ææ±:
↓

ãï„é:
¥ç{ÜUÚ‡æ}æì

Fig.-1A

±ëçœæy±}æì → ¥|ææ±:
↓

±çq: → ¥|ææ±:

…æ„}æì
NÎ:

↓

{ê}æ:

ÐçÚçàæC-2

B
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2. ¨æŠ²±çjóæ¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±Î±ëçœæy±}æì J
Fig.-2
(15) (16)
(1)

¨æŠ²}æì

(14)

Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ

(17)

¨æŠ²æ|ææ±

(5)
(2)

±ëçœæy±}æì — ¥|ææ±:

(11)

(13)

ãï„é:

(6)
(12)
(4)
(7)

(18)

|æïÎ:
(8)

(3)

¨æŠ²±æÝì

ç|æóæ}æì
(10)

(9)

Fig.-2 A
(17) (18)
(1)

±çq:

(14)

Ðíç„²æïçxæ„æ

(15)

±r²|ææ±

(5)
(2)

±ëçœæy±}æì — ¥|ææ±:

(11)
(6)
(12)

(4)
(7)
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3. ¨æŠ²±yÐíç„²æïçxæÜUæ‹²æï‹²æ|ææ±æ¨æ}ææÝæç{ÜUÚ‡²}æì J
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4. ¨ÜUH¨æŠ²æ|ææ±±çóæDæ|ææ±Ðíç„²æïçxæy±}æì J
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5. ¨æŠ²±Î‹²æ±ëçœæy±}æì J
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